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In recent years, the development of enzymatic cascades for the production of valuable 
chemical products has received special attention. These approaches offer potential economic and 
environmental benefits, for they avoid the isolation of intermediates and enable the synthesis of 
chemically complex molecules. They are of special interest for the synthesis of active 
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), which often require high enantiopurity and are traditionally 
synthesized via long and cumbersome synthetic pathways that usually involve several protecting 
and deprotecting steps. 
Enantiopure β-amino alcohols constitute one of the most significant building blocks for the 
synthesis of APIs. Despite the availability of a range of chiral β-amino alcohols from a chiral pool, 
there is a growing demand for new enantioselective synthetic routes to vicinal amino alcohols 
and their derivatives. In this thesis, an asymmetric 2-step chemo-enzymatic cascade that converts 
4-anisaldehyde into a β-amino alcohol derivative with antiviral activity, (S)-tembamide, with 
excellent enantiopurity (98% enantiomeric excess) has been developed. The first step of the 
developed strategy consists in a concurrent bi-enzymatic synthesis of (S)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate ((S)-3), using immobilized Manihot esculenta hydroxynitrile 
lyase (MeHNL) and Candida antarctica lipase A (CALA) as catalysts. To accomplish this, each 
biocatalytic step was studied separately in search for a window of compatibility and potential 
cross-interactions between the two reactions were identified. In a second step, the nitrile group 
is catalytically reduced to give (S)-tembamide, via an acyl transfer of the amino ester formed upon 
hydrogenation. To achieve hydrogenation of the nitrile moiety with highest chemoselectivity and 
enantioretention, various parameters such as nature of the catalyst, reaction temperature and 
hydrogen pressure were studied. Finally, after optimization of the chemo-enzymatic cascade, a 
preparative synthesis of (S)-tembamide was performed. The optimized enzymatic cascade 
afforded intermediate 3 in 80% yield and 99% e.e.. However, due to the low chemoselectivity of 
the hydrogenation reaction, the total isolated yield of tembamide was 15%, albeit with excellent 
enantiopurity (98% e.e.). The developed strategy might be transferrable to the synthesis of other 
N-acyl-β-amino alcohols with potential biomedical properties. Furthermore, this is the first 
reported example of a successful combination of an HNL and a lipase in concurrent fashion. 
Additionally, using site-saturation mutagenesis, it was attempted to improve the cyanolytic 
activity of halohydrin dehalogenase from Ilumatobacter coccineus YM16-304 (HheG) in order to 
enable the preparative synthesis of β-cyanohydrins starting from cyclic epoxides and acyclic 
disubstituted epoxides.  
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1.1. Biocatalysis  
Biocatalysis is often defined as the use of enzymes or microorganisms as catalysts for 
chemical transformations [1]. This field can be subdivided into fermentation processes, which 
involve a growing cell culture with in situ enzyme production – exploiting the cellular metabolism 
– and require a carbon source; or biotransformations in which the catalytic reaction takes place 
after the enzyme production phase [2,3]. The latter may be further classified based on whether 
whole cells, cell-free extract or isolated enzymes are used. For thousands of years, fermentation 
processes have been used by humans for food processing and preservation (e.g. production of 
cheese, beer, vinegar and wine) [4]. In the nineteenth century, biocatalysis began to further 
develop aided by the contributions of numerous scientists, such as Louis Pasteur’s pioneering 
work on the enzyme-catalyzed resolution of ammonium tartrate optical isomers [5] and Emil 
Fischer’s lock and key hypothesis of stereoselective enzyme catalysis [6]. However, it was not until 
the second half of last century that enzymes gained importance as catalysts in synthetic organic 
chemistry for the production of unnatural products. In the late 1970s, hydrolases and 
oxidoreductases became interesting catalysts for the synthesis of chiral building blocks in the 
pharmaceutical industry, where stereoselectivity was a key issue [1]. In addition, the discovery in 
the 1980s that certain enzymes, such as lipases, could work in organic solvents under low-water 
conditions and at elevated temperature [7,8], broadened the substrate scope towards non-polar 
compounds and established the eligibility of enzymes as an alternative to classical chemical 
catalysts in organic chemistry. Since then, several advances have contributed to the great 
diversification of enzymes available for synthetic organic chemistry and allow for the use of 
enzymes as biocatalysts in many industrial processes, together with their modification and 
optimization for the design of new synthetic routes [1,9]. Firstly, the development of gene and 
recombinant technologies for cloning, expressing and manipulating genes allows for the nearly 
unlimited production of enzymes in suitable microorganisms, eliminating the need for wild-type 
crude cell extracts. Furthermore, the development of bioinformatics and protein engineering 
methods such as directed evolution, together with high-throughput screening tools enabled the 
optimization of enzymes’ properties for their use in biocatalytic processes by improving their 
stability, catalytic activity, selectivity and substrate tolerance. Additionally, the performance, 
recovery and recycling of enzymes could be optimized thanks to the development of enzyme 
immobilization methods [10]. Finally, the discovery of new enzymes was facilitated by the 




Biocatalysis has now become an industrially attractive technology for the manufacture of 
chiral pharmaceutical intermediates and precursors in the synthesis of fine chemicals, as well as 
a tool for a wide range of analytical purposes, such as diagnostics [9,11,12]. The collection of 
organic reactions that can be catalyzed by enzymes is constantly growing, steered by the 
aforementioned improved methods for enzyme discovery, screening and engineering. 
Biocatalysis offers a number of advantages over traditional synthesis methodologies, that can 
contribute to more sustainable manufacturing processes [1]. 
As a result of their complex three-dimensional structures, enzymes generally exhibit high 
chemo- regio- and stereoselectivity. Their chemoselectivity may contribute to decreasing the 
number of steps in a synthetic route by avoiding the use of protecting groups. Likewise, due to 
their high regioselectivity, extra steps to distinguish between identical functional groups are often 
unnecessary and yields may be increased by avoiding the formation of regioisomeric products. 
However, in terms of selectivity, the most valuable advantage of enzymatic reactions over 
conventional synthetic methods is the enantio- or diastereoselectivity that enzymes often exhibit. 
Products can be obtained with high stereoisomeric purity, which is reflected in higher yields and, 
again, eliminates extra steps for the separation of stereoisomers. This is especially interesting for 
the pharmaceutical industry, where active ingredients often show different activities depending 
on their stereochemistry [11,13]. 
Biocatalysis, however, also presents certain limitations [1,14]. The high selectivity of 
enzymes means that they often catalyze a given reaction only on a narrow selection of substrates. 
Moreover, the process of interest might require harsh conditions that may not be tolerated by 
the enzymes, since most of them have evolved to work under mild conditions. In addition, the 
enzyme might exhibit poor or inverse regio- or stereoselectivity for the selected substrate. Finally, 
enzymes may suffer from substrate or product inhibition and many classes of enzymes require a 
cofactor, which can be expensive. Some of these limitations, however, can be overcome by 
protein engineering as mentioned before and some issues may be tackled by careful optimization 
of the reaction variables [14]. 
1.1.1. Enzymatic cascades  
In recent years, considerable progress has been made in developing enzymatic cascades for 
the production of valuable chemical products, motivated by their potential economic and 
environmental benefits [15–18]. These are biocatalytic processes that combine two or more 
transformations in a single reaction vessel and can be performed in a concurrent or sequential 
mode, circumventing the isolation of intermediates and enabling the synthesis of chemically 
complex molecules [19,20].  
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While biocatalytic cascades may be classified according to different parameters [19], a 
generally accepted classification attends to the reaction design (i.e. the number of steps, 
substrates and products and how they relate) [19,20]. As depicted in Figure 1A, cascades may be 
linear if one single substrate is converted into the product of interest in one or more reaction 
steps in a one-pot fashion. If the main transformation is coupled with one or more secondary 
reactions – which may have the purpose of by-product removal but are sometimes used for 
cofactor or co-substrate regeneration – the cascade is classified as orthogonal (Figure 1B). Closely 
related are parallel cascades (Figure 1C), in which enzymes catalyze the transformation of two 
substrates into two products of interest, in reactions that require complementary cofactors or co-
substrates, thereby achieving the regeneration of the cofactor or co-substrate while obtaining 
two valuable products. In cyclic cascades (Figure 1D), one substrate out of a starting mixture 
(usually isomers) is selectively converted into an intermediate that is further transformed back to 
the starting substrate mixture. This results in the enrichment of the unreacted substrate in the 
starting mixture (S2 in the depicted example) and usually is applied in deracemization reactions.  











A) Linear     cascade
C) Parallel      cascade
B) Orthogonal     cascade
D) Cyclic     cascade
 
Figure 1. Four main designs of enzymatic cascades. In Figure 1C, C1 and C2 may be cofactors or co-
substrates. Adapted from Schrittwieser et al. [19] and Ricca et al. [20]. 
Additionally, enzyme-catalyzed reactions may be combined with traditional organic 
chemistry transformations, resulting in chemo-enzymatic cascades [17,18]. The orthogonality of 
the merged fields further widens the range of possible synthetic routes, affording molecules of 
higher complexity. Given the major challenge of finding compatible reaction conditions for both 
chemical processes (usually performed in organic solvents using harsh temperatures) and 
enzymatic transformations (traditionally carried out in aqueous media under mild temperatures), 
this is a relatively new concept. The first example of a successful chemo-enzymatic cascade was 
developed by the van Bekkum group in 1980, which combined an enzymatic isomerization of D-
glucose into D-fructose with an in situ platinum-catalyzed hydrogenation of D-fructose allowing 
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for the synthesis of the preferred product D-mannitol in 46% [21]. According to Gröger et al. [18], 
chemo-enzymatic one-pot processes may be subdivided into two main approaches. The case 
reported by the van Bekkum group corresponds to the first one, which consists in the coupling of 
an isomerization reaction (generally catalyzed by a chemical catalyst, although in the mentioned 
example it is catalyzed by glucose isomerase) with the catalytic transformation of one of the 
isomers (usually a biocatalytic reaction, but may also be chemo-catalytic, as in the case reported 
by van Bekkum where platinum catalyzes the hydrogenation of D-fructose). The other approach 
consists in coupling a substrate synthesis (not an isomerization reaction) with a subsequent 
transformation of the substrate in a linear cascade approach. Here, the enzymatic reaction may 
be integrated as first or second step depending on the route design and often one or both 
reactions are asymmetric [18]. 
The combination of individual reaction steps in a one-pot process has several advantages in 
terms of process efficiency and sustainability, since the solvent consumption and waste 
generation is generally decreased due to the lower number of work-up steps [17]. Furthermore, 
the coupling of reactions generally increases space-time yields and has the potential to drive 
thermodynamically unfavored equilibria towards the desired products, hence, reducing the 
excess of required reagents [22,23]. Additionally, cascade reactions may facilitate the handling of 
unstable or toxic intermediates [19,24]. There are, however, some limitations associated with the 
design of enzymatic cascades. Nature is the best example of how enzymes are capable of 
efficiently catalyzing a great variety of cascade reactions within the same reaction medium, the 
cytoplasm. However, while these enzymes have evolved to work in coordination in the same 
bioreactor through millions of years, synthetic enzymatic cascades designed by organic chemists 
often involve enzymes that were not evolved to function under the same conditions. Therefore, 
when multiple reactions are run in one pot, it is often impossible to work under the optimal 
conditions for all reactions in terms of reaction rate and stability. Furthermore, enzymes (and 
chemical catalysts, in the case of chemo-enzymatic cascades) may experience inhibition caused 
by certain reagents or reaction intermediates. Inhibition of a catalyst by a compound involved in 
a later step may be addressed by performing the cascade in a sequential mode. If, however, the 
inhibition is caused by a substrate or product of a previous step, aside from applying a sequential 
mode, the problem can be circumvented by controlling the substrate feed when working in a 
concurrent mode [20,25]. In contrast, in cases when inhibition is caused by the reaction product, 
the process may actually benefit from a concurrent approach if this product is consumed in a 
subsequent reaction [19].  
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1.2. Vicinal amino alcohols    
1,2-amino alcohols (also known as vicinal or β-amino alcohols) are a common moiety found 
in natural products. Given their broad range of biological activity, it is not surprising that amino 
alcohols and their derivatives constitute one of the most significant building blocks used for the 
synthesis of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), chiral subunits and ligands. In Figure 2, 
several examples of amino alcohol-containing molecules found in the human body (adrenaline, 
sphingosine, serine and threonine), natural products with medicinal properties (quinine and 
ephedrine) and active pharmaceutical ingredients from top marketed drugs (Salbutamol, 
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Treatment of multiple sclerosis  
Figure 2. Biologically active natural (first two rows) and synthetic (third row) molecules carrying the amino 
alcohol motif. 
Enantiopure vicinal amino alcohols have traditionally been synthesized through derivatization 
of the limited chiral pool of amino acids [26]. In view of their high potential for the synthesis of 
APIs, considerable efforts have been directed towards the development of new asymmetric 
synthetic routes to vicinal amino alcohols [27–34]. These synthetic strategies can be divided into 
two approaches [35]: 
1) Introduction of the β-amino alcohol moiety on a pre-existing carbon skeleton 
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2) Formation of a carbon–carbon bond between two fragments containing the oxygen and 
nitrogen functionalities, forming one or two of the vicinal stereocenters in one step. 
1.2.1. Tembamide  
Tembamide is a natural amino alcohol derivative that can be isolated from various members 
of the Rutaceae family [36,37]. Extracts from Aegle marmelos Correa containing tembamide were 
used in traditional Indian medicine because of its hypoglycemic activity [38]. This amino alcohol 
derivative also shows adrenaline-like activity, mild insecticidal properties [39] and, furthermore, 
(S)-tembamide has been reported to exhibit anti-HIV activity [40]. The N-acyl-β-amino alcohol 
moiety that characterizes tembamide is found in various biologically active natural and synthetic 






















Figure 3. Biologically active natural (tembamide) and synthetic (midodrine, linezolid) molecules carrying 
the N-acyl-β-amino alcohol motif. 
Although tembamide possesses a chiral center, it has only been isolated from natural sources 
as a racemate or with low enantiomeric excess (e.e.) [41], prompting scientists to develop chiral 
synthetic routes towards both enantiomers [42,43,52–55,44–51]. These synthetic routes can be 
classified within the two above mentioned synthetic strategies: 
1) Asymmetric synthesis of tembamide from a pre-existing carbon skeleton 
Schrittwieser et al. developed a biocatalytic one-pot, four-step synthesis consisting in an 
initial azidolysis of haloketone A followed by the Codexis ketoreductase KRED-NADH-110-
catalyzed reduction of the carbonyl group in one pot (see Figure 4) [42]. The subsequent 
hydrogenation of the azide group in compound (S)-C catalyzed by palladium nanoparticles and a 
final chemical benzoylation of the resulting amino alcohol afforded (S)-tembamide. A similar 
approach was published by Yadav et al., where the reduction of the keto group is catalyzed by 
enzymes present in carrot root (Daucus carota) [43]. The resulting (R)-C is then subjected to a 
palladium on carbon-catalyzed hydrogenation of the azide and a chemical benzoylation of (R)-D 
to yield (R)-tembamide. Another biocatalytic approach was reported by Kamal et al. where the 
ketone B was reduced with sodium borohydride to yield (±)-C [44]. A kinetic resolution of the 
azido alcohol via a Pseudomonas cepacia lipase-catalyzed acetylation afforded (S)-F and (R)-C, 
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which can be isolated using column chromatography. (S)-C is obtained treating (S)-F with 
anhydrous potassium carbonate in methanol. Hydrogenation of the azide group of either (R)-C or 
(S)-C catalyzed by palladium on carbon, followed by a chemical benzoylation affords (R)-E and (S)-
E, respectively. Recently, Liardo et al. reported a route involving a chemo-enzymatic cascade [45]. 
The conversion of β-ketonitrile G into optically active β-hydroxyamide (R)-H is catalyzed by a dual 
ruthenium/ketoreductase system. A Hofmann rearrangement of (R)-H with iodobenzene 
diacetate affords oxazolidinone (S)-I, which is then hydrolyzed and subsequently treated with 
benzoyl chloride to yield (S)-tembamide. 
Buchanan et al. developed a route where the chirality was introduced via a highly 
diastereoselective oxy-Michael addition of (S)-6-methyl-δ-lactol to the nitro olefin K, which is 
synthetized through condensation of 4-anisaldehyde (J) with nitromethane (see Figure 5) [46]. 
The acidic methanolysis of L and subsequent hydrogenation of the nitro group catalyzed by 
palladium on carbon yielded (R)-D. Again, (R)-tembamide was obtained after a chemical 
benzoylation of the amino alcohol. The route reported by Sadyandy et al. is based on the 
Sharpless asymmetric dihydroxylation of 4-methoxystyrene (N), which affords the diol (R)-O with 
high enantiopurity [47]. Conversion of the primary hydroxyl group into tosylate and posterior 
azidolysis yields (R)-C, which is further converted into (R)-tembamide after hydrogenation and 
benzoylation. 
The remaining routes under this classification use a chemical catalyst to selectively reduce 
the keto group to yield the hydroxyl group with R-configuration. Cortez et al. described the 
benzoylation of 2-amino-1-(4-methoxyphenyl)ethanone (Q), followed by the asymmetric transfer 
hydrogenation of the keto group catalyzed by a rhodium complex to yield (R)-tembamide [48]. 
Cho et al. [49] and Lee et al. [50] reported very similar routes which only differed in the catalyst 
used for the hydrogenation reaction. Their approach starts with the tosyloxylation of 1-(4-
methoxyphenyl)ethanone (S) and a subsequent hydrogenation catalyzed by an oxazaborolidine 
in the case of Cho et al. and a chiral Rhodium complex in the case of Lee et al.. The resulting (R)-
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Figure 5. Reported non-enzymatic asymmetric routes for the synthesis of tembamide starting from a pre-existing carbon skeleton. 
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2) Asymmetric synthesis of tembamide from C–C bond forming reactions 
All synthetic pathways that involve a concomitant formation of a C–C bond between two 
molecules containing the oxygen and nitrogen functionalities and the stereogenic center in one 
step start from 4-anisaldehyde, as shown in Figure 6. 
Zhu et al. developed an asymmetric route towards (R)- and (S)-tembamide consisting in a 
cyanation of the aldehyde using trimethylsilyl cyanide (TMSCN), catalyzed by a chiral cadmium 
metal-organic framework (MOF) [51]. Catalysis using (S)-Cd-MOF yields (R)-U, whereas (R)-Cd-
MOF catalyzes the formation of (S)-U. An acetylation reaction followed by the reduction of the 
ester and nitrile functionalities with LiAlH4 afforded the amino alcohols (R)-D and (S)-D, which 
were finally acylated with benzoyl chloride to synthetize (R)- and (S)-tembamide. A similar route 
was described by Aguirre et al. where the cyanation is catalyzed by a titanium complex with a 
chiral ligand that affords (R)-U [52]. After removal of the TMS group, the nitrile was reduced using 
borane dimethylsulfide and the resulting amino alcohol was finally benzoylated to form (R)-
tembamide. 
An interesting approach developed by Brown et al. consists in the enantioselective 
hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde catalyzed by the dipeptide (S,S)-cyclo(phenylalanylhistidyl), 
followed by the reduction of the isolated cyanohydrin (R)-W using LiAlH4 and, finally, the 
formation of (R)-tembamide using benzoyl chloride [53]. Another route, involving the 
enantioselective cyanophosphorylation of J catalyzed by a Lewis acid-(S)-BINOLAM complex, was 
reported by Baeza et al. [54]. The nitrile moiety of O-phosphorylated cyanohydrin (R)-X is then 
reduced with LiAlH4 and (R)-tembamide is obtained after reaction with benzoyl chloride. 
Finally, Das et al. developed the synthesis of (R)-tembamide via an asymmetric Henry 
reaction of 4-anisaldehyde catalyzed by a copper complex bearing a chiral ligand [55]. The 
posterior hydrogenation of the nitro alcohol (R)-M and final reaction with benzoyl chloride 
afforded the target product. 
It must be noted that all reported pathways achieve the formation of the amide bond by 
acylating the amine precursor with benzoyl chloride. Furthermore, most of the routes starting 
from inexpensive substrates involve at least four steps, with the exception of the 3-step syntheses 
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1.3. Hydroxy nitriles  
α- and β-hydroxy nitriles are not only precursors of β- and γ-amino alcohols, but also 
constitute important building blocks for the synthesis of both fine and bulk chemicals – such as 
APIs, fragrances, agrochemicals and flavors – owing to the synthetic versatility of the two 
functional groups [56]. The nitrile group may be hydrolyzed (yielding amides or carboxylic acids), 
reduced (leading to amines, imines or aldehydes) or subject to a nucleophilic attack. As for the 
hydroxyl group, it may be protected, oxidized or substituted by a wide range of nucleophiles after 
activation (e.g. sulfonylation) [56,57]. To illustrate the versatility of these type of compounds, 

































































































Figure 7. Follow-up chemistry of α-cyanohydrins. Adapted from Bracco et al. [56], Gruber-Khadjawi et al. 




Biocatalysis allows for the synthesis of α- and β-hydroxy nitriles with high enantioselectivity, 
which is of central importance for the synthesis of pharmaceutical ingredients. Examples of chiral 
compounds with pharmaceutical applications derived from α- and β-hydroxy nitriles are depicted 

















































Figure 8. Molecules with pharmaceutical applications containing moieties derived from α-hydroxy nitriles 
(A) and β-hydroxy nitriles (B). 
Although there are several biocatalytic approaches for the asymmetric synthesis of α- and β-
hydroxy nitriles, such as the stereoselective reduction of α- or β-ketonitriles [59,60], nitrilase-
catalyzed resolution of α- or β-hydroxy nitriles [61] or lipase-catalyzed resolution of α- or β-
hydroxy nitriles and their acetates [62,63], the synthesis via C–C bond formation is of especial 
interest since asymmetric C–C bond-forming reactions are challenging in classic organic chemistry 
[64–68]. On the one hand, the hydrocyanation of aldehydes or ketones catalyzed by 
hydroxynitrile lyases yields α-hydroxy nitriles. The synthesis of β-hydroxy nitriles, on the other 
hand, may be achieved by cyanide-mediated epoxide ring-opening catalyzed by halohydrin 
dehalogenases. 
1.3.1. Enzymatic synthesis of α-hydroxynitriles catalyzed by hydroxynitrile lyases  
The synthesis of enantiopure α-cyanohydrins via C–C bond formation is achieved via the 
nucleophilic addition of cyanide to a prochiral carbonyl compound, a reaction catalyzed by R- or 
S-selective hydroxynitrile lyases (HNLs). HNLs (EC 4.1.2.X, X = 10, 11, 46, 47) are a group of C–C 
lyases that catalyze the cleavage of cyanohydrins, releasing HCN and the corresponding carbonyl 
compounds. Given the reversibility of this reaction, the synthetic value of HNLs derives from their 




The first HNL-catalyzed reaction was described in 1837, when Wöhler and Liebig reported 
the generation of HCN by decomposition of a cyanohydrin catalyzed by bitter almond extract [69]. 
However, it was not until 1908 when the first enantioselective synthesis of an α-cyanohydrin, 
mandelonitrile, was reported [70]. The portfolio of HNLs discovered since then offers a broad 
substrate scope, allowing for the synthesis of a wide range of unnatural cyanohydrins bearing 
multiple functional groups [56,57,71,72]. Furthermore, HNLs generally offer high reaction rates 
and excellent selectivities for either (R)- or (S)- enantiomers [56]. 
The cyanide required for the reaction may be obtained from inorganic salts or generated in 
situ (e.g. from acetone cyanohydrin [73]). Although it is a highly toxic compound, the handling of 
HCN in industry is not an issue, and the use of HNLs is well-established in the industrial sector 
[74–78]. The prochiral carbonyl substrate may be an aldehyde, in which case the equilibrium 
generally lies on the product side, or a ketone, often characterized by an unfavorable equilibrium 
due to steric constraints and lower electrophilicity [57]. To overcome low product yields in cases 
where the balance lies on the substrate side, changing the thermodynamic conditions can help to 
drive the reaction towards the cyanohydrin formation. This may be achieved, for example, by 
using an excess of cyanide, by in situ product removal or by lowering the reaction temperature 
[57,74,79–83]. 
Although HNLs generally catalyze hydrocyanation reactions with high enantioselectivity, the 
enantiopurity of the product is also determined by the competitive base-catalyzed chemical 
hydrocyanation. This is a non-stereoselective equilibrium reaction that must be suppressed in 
order to guarantee the highest product enantiopurity. Therefore, reactions are normally 
performed under acidic pH, always within the enzyme’s activity range. Researchers have found 
that the addition of water-miscible solvents to increase substrate solubility has a negative impact 
on the enzymes [84]. However, performing the reaction in a biphasic system can greatly improve 
the process. While the enzymatic hydrocyanation takes place in the aqueous phase, the substrate 
and product mainly remain in the organic solvent, which limits the base-catalyzed 
hydrocyanation. Furthermore, HNLs may also be applied in pure organic solvents, further 
suppressing the non-selective hydrocyanation [73,74,81]. In this context, hydrophilic solvents 
generally lead to lower activities than hydrophobic solvents, since they are more effective at 
stripping the necessary enzyme-bound water [73,81,85,86]. As a general rule, solvents with a log 
P < 1.5 usually deactivate enzymes, whereas the effect of solvents with 1.5 < log P < 2 is difficult 
to predict and solvents with log P > 2 often ensure high retention of enzymatic activity [87]. 
However, this is not always the case, as shown by Paravidino et al. in their study on the activity 




tert-butyl methyl ether (log P = 0.94) for toluene (log P = 2.73) actually led to slightly poorer 
enzyme performance. Often, immobilized HNLs are used in water- or buffer-saturated solvents 
such as diisopropyl ether (iPr2O), tert-butyl methyl ether (tBME) or alkanes, which typically allow 
for high substrate solubility [56,74]. The immobilization of HNLs is often required for their optimal 
performance and to enable their recovery and reuse, which is of special interest for industrial 
applications [74,75,88]. The application of immobilized HNLs in pure organic solvents or biphasic 
systems has afforded shorter reaction times and higher enantioselectivity values in industry [89]. 
HNLs show several types of unrelated structural features and are, therefore, an example of 
non-homologous isofunctional enzymes resulting from convergent evolution [71]. The HNLs 
discovered up to date have been classified within six protein superfamilies according to protein 
sequence alignment and crystal structure (see Figure 9). These are FAD-dependent HNLs from the 
glucose-methanol-choline (GMC) oxidoreductases superfamily [90,91] and non-FAD-containing 
HNLs belonging to the esterase-lipase [92–96], medium-chain-dehydrogenase/reductase (MDR) 
[97], carboxypeptidase [98], cupin [99–101] and Bet-v1 [102] superfamilies.  
 
Figure 9. Convergent evolution of HNLs. Sorghum bicolor SbHNL has an α/β hydrolase fold and belongs to 
the serine carboxypeptidase superfamily. Hevea brasiliensis HbHNL, Manihot esculenta MeHNL, 
Arabidopsis thaliana AtHNL, Xylella fastidiosa XfHNL and Baliospermum montanum BmHNL belong to the 
esterase-lipase superfamily, which also holds an α/β hydrolase fold. The recently discovered Davallia 
tyermannii DtHNL exhibits a Bet v1-like fold. Acidobacterium capsulatum AcHNL, Burkholderia 
phytofirmans BpHNL, Pseudomonas mephitica PsmHNL and Granulicella tundricola GtHNL belong to the 
cupin superfamily. The Zn-dependent Linum usitatissimum LuHNL belongs to the MDR superfamily. FAD-
dependent HNLs Prunus amygdalus PaHNL and Prunus mume PmHNL belong to the GMC oxidoreductase 
superfamily. The Protein Data Bank IDs of the X-ray structures are 1GXS (SbHNL), 3C6X (HbHNL), 3DQZ 
(AtHNL), 1EB9 (MeHNL), 5E4D (DtHNL), 3GDN (PaHNL) and 3RED (PmHNL). Adapted from Hanefeld [74]. 
Among the HNLs used in preparative scale, Prunus amygdalus HNL (PaHNL) is the most 
widely applied enzyme for the synthesis of (R)-cyanohydrins thanks to its outstanding robustness 
and wide substrate scope [58]. It is a glycosylated enzyme from the GMC oxidoreductase 
superfamily that may be isolated from almonds, but can also be heterologously expressed in 




selective enzyme from the α/β-hydrolase superfamily is also used in preparative scale [71]. It 
presents a broad substrate scope and is available in large quantities, being overexpressed in 
Escherichia coli [89]. The structure of MeHNL is one of the most extensively studied and X-ray 
crystallography of MeHNL and HbHNL, in combination with mutagenesis data and enzyme kinetics 
has allowed for the elucidation of the cyanogenesis (i.e. the breakdown of a cyanohydrin into 
cyanide and the corresponding carbonyl compound) reaction mechanism, which is identical for 
these two enzymes [104]. As shown in Figure 10 for HbHNL, during the resting state, a water 
molecule forms hydrogen bonds with residues His235 and Lys236. This water molecule is then 
replaced by the cyanohydrin molecule, which is connected via H bonds to Ser80, Thr11 and 
Lys236. His235 also forms a H bond with Ser80, allowing for the serine to abstract the proton 
from the cyanohydrin, with simultaneous deprotonation of this residue accomplished by His235. 
The positive charge of Lys236 facilitates the cleavage of the C–C bond, stabilizing the cyanide ion, 
which also forms a H bond with the protonated His235. Cyanide is then protonated by His235, 
released and replaced with a water molecule. The carbonyl O atom forms H bonds with Thr11 
and Ser80, which polarize it, activating the carbonyl C atom towards nucleophilic attack in the 
reverse reaction. Finally, the carbonyl compound is released and the active site is reconstituted.  
Regarding PaHNL, the reaction mechanism does not involve FAD, although it is generally 
accepted that this cofactor is essential to maintain the catalytic activity [105,106]. Based on the 
crystal structure of PaHNL1 isoform, complexed with its natural product benzaldehyde, Dreveny 
and coworkers proposed the reversible cyanogenesis reaction mechanism depicted in Figure 11. 
In the resting state, several water molecules are found forming hydrogen bonds within the active 
site. These are replaced by the cyanohydrin, which forms H bonds with His459 His 497, Cys328 
and Tyr457. His497, which is likely bound to Ser496 via H bond, acts as a base deprotonating the 
cyanohydrin. The cleavage of the C–C bond is facilitated due to the stabilization of cyanide by the 
overall positive electrostatic potential in the active site region. After the cyanogenesis reaction 
takes place, cyanide and, lastly, benzaldehyde leave the active site, according to the mechanism 



































































Figure 10. Anti-clockwise: proposed mechanism for the reversible cyanogenesis reaction catalyzed by 














































































































Figure 11. Anti-clockwise: proposed mechanism for the reversible cyanogenesis reaction catalyzed by 




1.3.2. Enzymatic synthesis of β-hydroxynitriles catalyzed by halohydrin dehalogenases  
Halohydrin dehalogenases (HHDH, EC 4.5.1.X) are a class of enzymes capable of synthetizing 
β-hydroxynitriles, also called β-cyanohydrins, via a cyanide-mediated epoxide ring-opening. 
These enzymes belong to the carbon-halide lyases, since their natural reaction is the 
dehalogenation of vicinal haloalcohols, leading to the formation of epoxides [108–111]. However, 
they can also catalyze the reverse reaction – the epoxide ring-opening – and accept a wide variety 
of anionic nucleophiles besides halides, such as azide, cyanide, nitrite, cyanate, thiocyanate and 
formate. This is of great synthetic relevance, since it enables the formation of C–C, C–N, C–O and 
C–S bonds, leading to a wide range of β-substituted alcohols, as shown in Figure 12. While 
enzymes displaying catalytic promiscuity often show low activity and selectivity, in the case of 
HHDHs, synthetically useful activity was observed for all accepted nucleophiles and excellent 


































X = Cl, Br, I
 
Figure 12. HHDHs can catalyze the opening of an epoxide ring using a variety of anionic nucleophiles. 
Simplified from Schallmey et al. [113]. 
Furthermore, the nucleophilic attack of terminal epoxides generally takes place 
regioselectively at the terminal carbon – with the exception of G-type HHDHs – and may also be 
stereoselective depending on the substrate and enzyme [114–116]. Among the different 
accepted nucleophiles, cyanide – the only one leading to the formation of C–C bonds – is 
especially interesting, given the challenging task of achieving asymmetric C–C bond formation 
using synthetic catalysts [67]. However, the kcat values for the HHDH-catalyzed cyanolysis of 
epoxides are generally much lower than those for the azidolysis [112,114] and, thus, there is great 
interest in improving the cyanolytic activity of these enzymes [117–119]. As it occurs with HNL-




enzymatic nucleophilic substitution, given the strong nucleophilic character of cyanide [112]. This 
background reaction may be controlled, for example, by in situ generation of the epoxide via 
dehalogenation of a halohydrin precursor [112]. 
HHDHs are related to the short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR) superfamily both 
structurally and mechanistically. Their tertiary structure resembles a Rossman-fold – 
characteristic of the SDR superfamily – and their quaternary structure is also composed of four 
subunits (homotetramer) [120]. Moreover, the catalytic triad in HHDHs (Ser-Tyr-Arg) is similar to 
that of SDR enzymes (Ser-Tyr-Lys), where the tyrosine acts abstracting or donating a proton 
from/to the substrate. However, while SDR enzymes possess a nicotinamide cofactor binding site, 
HHDHs lack this feature, and show a nucleophile binding pocket instead [121]. The catalytic triad 
and nucleophile binding site are depicted in Figure 13, which shows the mechanism of the 
dehalogenation and epoxide ring-opening reactions. In the case of the dehalogenation reaction, 
the haloalcohol is positioned within the active site by formation of an H bond between its hydroxyl 
group and the serine. The arginine forms H bonds with the tyrosine, lowering its pKa and, thus, 
the deprotonated tyrosine abstracts the proton from the substrate’s hydroxyl group. In the 
epoxide ring-opening reaction, the nucleophile attacks one of the carbons forming the epoxide 






















































Figure 13. Mechanism of the dehalogenation (from left to right when Nu = halide) and epoxide ring-opening 
(from right to left) reactions catalyzed by HHDHs. Residue numbers correspond to HheC and bond-forming 
or bond-cleaving arrows correspond to the dehalogenation reaction. Adapted from Schallmey et al. [113].   
According to phylogenetic analyses, all HHDHs identified so far have been divided into 6 
subtypes including HHDH A to G [122]. This classification was further supported by the 
biochemical and biocatalytic characterization of 17 of the newly identified HHDHs [123]. Among 




as well as a range of acyclic disubstituted epoxides [115]. This broader substrate scope is probably 
due to the different architecture of its active site, as shown by Koopmeiners et al. [112]. Whereas 
most HHDHs have relatively narrow substrate tunnels that lead to the active site and influence 
the activity and selectivity of the enzyme [124–126], HheG’s active site is placed in an open cleft 
as shown in Figure 14 [112]. 
 
Figure 14. Surface representation of A) HheG from Ilumatobacter coccineus (PDB entry: 5O30) and B) HheC 
mutant from Agrobacterium tumefaciens (PDB entry: 3ZN2). For both enzymes, the active site harboring 
the catalytic triad is highlighted in red, and the open cleft of HheG is shown in turquoise, while the narrow 
tunnel in HheC is colored yellow. Taken from Koopmeiners et al. [112]. 
1.4. Acyl cyanohydrins  
As discussed in section 1.3, the hydrocyanation of carbonyl compounds is a reversible 
reaction and when starting from ketones or aldehydes with low electrophilicity, the equilibrium 
lies on the substrate side [57]. In these cases, the equilibrium may be shifted towards the product 
side by using a larger excess of cyanide, performing the reaction at lower temperature or, more 
effectively, by constant product removal. Therefore, in situ concurrent acylation of the 
synthesized cyanohydrin – catalyzed by a hydrolase – is an interesting approach and has been 
intensely studied during the past decades [25,127–131]. The hydrolase-catalyzed acylation of 
enantioenriched cyanohydrins can, moreover, contribute to increasing the enantiomeric excess 
of the final product when an appropriate hydrolase is used. Acylated cyanohydrins can be used 
as building blocks, but also have direct applications in industry as potent insecticides, for example 
[132,133]. Furthermore, they can be converted into chiral β-amino alcohols and other derivatives 




1.4.1. Enzymatic acylation of cyanohydrins  
The enzymatic synthesis of acyl cyanohydrins is achieved via a hydrolase-catalyzed 
transesterification using an acyl donor. Hydrolases are enzymes that catalyze the cleavage of a 
chemical bond by the addition of water. Within this class, lipases (E.C. 3.1.1.3) naturally catalyze 
the hydrolysis of triacylglycerols into glycerol and the corresponding fatty acids in water. 
However, they can also perform esterification or transesterification reactions using other 
nucleophiles instead of water, thereby catalyzing the formation of esters or amides when alcohols 
or amines are used, respectively. Owing to their versatility, ability of working in organic solvents 
and often high regio- and stereoselectivity, lipases are one of the most popular enzymes in the 
industrial sector [134,135]. 
Hydrolases are often used in hydrophobic solvents – such as tBME, iPr2O and alkanes – in 
which they are generally more active, these being less effective at stripping the often essential 
enzyme-bound water than hydrophilic solvents [136]. When performing transesterification 
reactions, hydrolysis must be suppressed, since it lowers the process yield [136,137]. To minimize 
hydrolysis, reactions are often performed in water-free solvents, where the water activity (aw) 
may be additionally controlled by adding salt hydrates [25,138,139]. 
Lipases belong to the serine hydrolases and share an α/β-hydrolase fold often found in this 
superfamily [92]. A common feature to these enzymes is the role of a serine residue in the active 
site, which acts as a nucleophile attacking the substrate. This serine, together with a histidine and 
either glutamate or aspartate form the catalytic triad that characterizes lipases [140]. Many of 
them possess a polypeptide lid or flap rich in hydrophobic residues, which blocks the active site 
in the closed conformation. Upon contact with a hydrophobic phase, the lid opens and thereby 
activates the enzyme by exposing the large hydrophobic pocket containing the active site [140]. 
The lipase-catalyzed hydrolysis, alcoholysis or amidolysis of esters follows a mechanism 
which involves two substrates and two products, as depicted in Figure 15 for Candida antarctica 
lipase A [141,142]. Within the catalytic triad, Ser184 forms a hydrogen bond with His366, which 
further shares a hydrogen with the acid anion residue Asp334. This way, the serine becomes a 
better nucleophile. When an ester (S1) enters the active site, it is attacked by the deprotonated 
serine, forming a tetrahedral intermediate (I-1), which is stabilized forming H bonds with Asp95, 
Gly185 and His366. The alcohol moiety is subsequently cleaved and released (P1) and the 
nucleophilic second substrate (S2) attacks the acyl-enzyme complex, forming a second tetrahedral 
intermediate (I-2) characterized by the same H bonding as I-1. The serine-substrate bond is finally 








































































Figure 15. Clockwise: mechanism of the reversible hydrolysis (R2 = H) or alcoholysis of ester S1 catalyzed by 
Candida antarctica lipase A (CALA) as proposed by Ericsson [141]. 
The major enantiomer resulting from a lipase-catalyzed reaction can be predicted by an 
empirical model known as the Kazlauskas rule (see Figure 16) [143,144]. According to this model, 
(R)-alcohols or (R)-esters will react faster than their complementary enantiomers, provided that 
the larger group (L) of the corresponding secondary alcohol has higher priority than the smaller 
substituent (M), according to the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog classification. Proteases, such as subtilisin, 
often prefer the opposite enantiomer [145], although their enantiopreference depends on the 
reaction medium and can change or even reverse depending on the different hydrophobicity of 
the substituents and the solvent’s capacity for solvating each of them. Although there can be 
exceptions [146,147], lipases and proteases tend to follow the Kazlauskas model, enabling the 




Figure 16. The Kazlauskas rule predicts that the faster reacting secondary alcohol enantiomer in a lipase-
catalyzed reaction is the (R)-enantiomer, provided that L has higher priority than M according to Cahn-
Ingold-Prelog rules. L = large substituent; M = medium substituent. Modified from [144]. 
The acylation of cyanohydrins (and, generally, of alcohols and amines) is an equilibrium 
reaction and, in order to reach the highest yields, chemists may adopt several measures. A 
straightforward solution is to add one of the reagents in excess, although this obviously leads to 
lower process yields. Alternatively, the removal of water – which may come from the enzyme 




reaction temperature may not only lead to cleavage of the cyanohydrin, but can also affect the 
chirality of the product. The influence of temperature on the enantioselectivity of enzymatic 
reactions can be explained by a simple theoretical model [148]. Depending on whether the 
reaction takes place below or above the so-called racemic temperature, a decrease in 
temperature will increase or decrease the enantioselectivity, respectively. A more efficient 
approach to shift the acylation equilibrium towards the desired product is the use of activated 
acyl donors [136,149]. These may be reversible, such as oxime esters, esters from alcohols with 
poor nucleophilicity (e.g. naphtol, phenol or trifluoroethanol) or thioesters; or irreversible, such 
as anhydrides or enol esters, the latter having a leaving group that immediately tautomerizes to 
the keto form [136]. 
The yeast Candida antarctica produces two lipases, A and B, which exhibit high 
thermostability. Lipase B (CALB) is probably the most popular of all lipases and its applications 
range from the resolution of racemic mixtures to the production of biodiesel and the production 
or degradation of polymers [150–152]. Although lipase A (CALA) has found less applications in 
industry, it displays several interesting features [153]. Along with an outstanding thermostability 
and good performance in organic solvents, the presence of large cavities around the active site 
confers it the ability to accept bulky substrates [153–155]. Furthermore, it possesses 
acyltransferase activity and, thus, is able to synthesize alcohol esters of fatty acids even in 
aqueous medium, albeit with competition of hydrolysis [156,157].  
1.4.2. Biocatalytic one-pot concurrent synthesis of acyl cyanohydrins from carbonyl 
compounds  
A current challenge in the field of enzymatic cascades is the coupling of a hydroxynitrile 
lyase-catalyzed cyanohydrin synthesis with an acylation catalyzed by a lipase. This is an interesting 
process, given the above-mentioned advantage of immediately acylating the formed cyanohydrin 
to prevent the back reaction from taking place, yielding a chemically more stable product with 
potentially higher enantiomeric excess. 
However, the one-pot one-step combination of the two enzymes is not trivial, for they have 
very different requirements. While water acts as a competing nucleophile in lipase-catalyzed 
transesterification reactions, HNLs require a relatively high water content when working in 
organic solvents [73,85,158]. Due to these different water content requirements, the cascade 
synthesis of acylated cyanohydrins catalyzed by an HNL and a lipase is a challenging task. Hanefeld 
et al. attempted to couple the hydrocyanation of benzaldehyde with the acetylation of the 




[25]. The reactions were catalyzed by HbHNL and CALB, respectively, using acetone cyanohydrin 
as cyanide donor and isopropenyl acetate as acyl donor. However, they encountered problems 
due to hydrolysis of the acyl donor, resulting in complete deactivation of the HbHNL caused by 
the released acetic acid. Nevertheless, it has been shown that under certain conditions HNLs can 
work at low water content [159–161], opening the possibility for combining the two mentioned 















Figure 17. Concurrent cascade proposed by Hanefeld and coworkers for the enzymatic formation and 
esterification of (S)-mandelonitrile [25]. 
As an alternative to the bi-enzymatic synthesis of acylated cyanohydrins, researchers have 
studied kinetic resolutions of cyanohydrins or acyl cyanohydrins and dynamic kinetic resolution 
approaches combining an unselective hydrocyanation with an enantioselective 
transesterification [127–131,162–164]. An interesting alternative concurrent and 
enantioselective synthesis of acyl cyanohydrins developed by Purkarthofer et al. consisted in the 
PaHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation of benzaldehyde using ethyl cyanoformate as both cyanide 
source and acylating agent (see Figure 18, scheme I) [165]. The HNL was immobilized on Celite 
for this approach and it was found that the enzyme carrier catalyzed the acylation of the 
cyanohydrin, yielding the corresponding carbonate. Similarly, Baeza et al. reported the 
cyanobenzoylation of aldehydes catalyzed by an enantioselective Ti(IV) complex with Lewis acid 
and Brönsted base character (see Figure 18, scheme II) [166]. However, Purkarthofer et al. only 
achieved a maximum of 46% yield when reactions were performed in organic solvent to ensure 
highest enantioselectivity (99% e.e.), whereas Baeza’s procedure afforded products of low 
enantiopurity (≤ 68% e.e.). An approach based on the latter was further developed to reach 97% 
yield and excellent enantiopurity by means of a combined enantioselective acylcyanation of 
aldehydes – catalyzed by a Lewis base (LB) and Ti complex Lewis acid (LA) – with simultaneous 
recycling of the minor enantiomer via CALB-catalyzed hydrolysis, as reported by Wingstrand et 

















































Figure 18. Examples of concurrent enantioselective synthesis of protected mandelonitrile starting from 
benzaldehyde. Adapted from [165] (I), [166] (II) and [147] (III).   
1.5. Catalytic hydrogenation of nitriles to primary amines 
Amines are one of the most relevant intermediates in the synthesis of pharmaceuticals, 
agrochemicals and polymers [167,168]. Among these, primary amines play a key role as they are 
versatile precursors in organic chemistry. However, their high reactivity makes the synthesis of 
primary amines a challenging task [169,170]. Their synthesis via reduction of nitriles constitutes 
an approach with high atom economy, there being a multitude of examples of efficient reduction 
of nitriles to primary amines with optimal selectivity [169]. However, the high redox potential of 
nitriles, the low C-CN dissociation energy – which may lead to reductive decyanation – and the 
reactivity of the imine intermediates has resulted in this pathway being less investigated [169].  
The reduction of nitriles is usually achieved either by using stoichiometric amounts of metal 
hydrides [171–173] or via catalytic hydrogenation using heterogeneous transition metal catalysts 
[174–179]. When using metal hydrides, compatibility with other functional groups must be 
assessed, since the commonly used LiAlH4 also reduces esters, amides and carboxylic acids, for 




combination with a heterogeneous metal catalyst, which in certain cases affords higher functional 
group compatibility [181–183]. Nevertheless, while metal hydrides are generally effective, their 
use results in the co-production of stoichiometric amounts of metal salts, which may cause 
elaborate work-up procedures and require special waste disposal. The alternative catalytic 
hydrogenation typically yields secondary and tertiary amines as side products, due to the 
condensation reactions that take place between the reduction intermediate imines (II) with the 
formed amines (III and VI) (see Figure 19) [184–186]. Notwithstanding, the hydrogenation of 
nitriles catalyzed by heterogeneous catalysts is the preferred method for the synthesis of primary 































Figure 19. Mechanism for the formation of primary, secondary and tertiary amines in the catalytic 
hydrogenation of nitriles as proposed by Braun [187] and modified by Greenfield [188]. 
Besides the aforementioned intrinsic side reactions, selectivity must also be considered in 
terms of functional group compatibility. The formation of undesired side products can 
significantly reduce the efficiency of the process and, thus, the reaction parameters must be 
optimized to enhance its selectivity. The chemoselectivity of the catalytic hydrogenation of 
nitriles depends on the substrate structure, the nature and loading of catalyst, the reaction 
temperature, the hydrogen pressure, the selected solvent and the presence of additives such as 
ammonia [184–186]. Furthermore, the hydrogenation conditions may affect the chiral center of 
the reactant resulting in partial or total racemization [174,189]. Among the different parameters 
affecting the reaction selectivity, the nature of the catalyst appears to be the most crucial factor 




formation of secondary and tertiary amines, there are two main strategies. These consist in either 
keeping a low concentration of imine intermediate (Figure 19, compound II) or shifting the 
equilibrium between imine II and secondary or tertiary amines VI and VIII by addition of ammonia 
or an appropriate base [169]. However, the addition of ammonia or bases, such as NaOH, LiOH or 
Na2CO3, has proven to exert beneficial effects only in certain cases and can also lead to other 
undesired reactions [174,186].   
Catalytic hydrogenation of nitriles has been successfully achieved for a wide selection of 
substrates – aliphatic, aromatic and heteroaromatic – with varying functional group tolerance. 
Catalysts may be homogeneous – generally limited by poor stability and hampered recycling – or 
heterogeneous, which are generally more cost-efficient. Among the latter, the most frequently 
used metals are nickel, cobalt, ruthenium, palladium and platinum, although catalysts based on 
copper, rhodium, manganese, iron and iridium have also been applied for the reduction of nitriles 
[169,186]. As mentioned before, the nature of the catalyst has a decisive influence on the 
conversion and selectivity. An evaluation of different silica-supported metals, Co, Ni, Pt, Pd, Cu, 
Ru, on the hydrogenation of butyronitrile was performed by Segobia et al. [177]. The highest 
activity and selectivity towards n-butylamine was achieved with Ni > Co > Ru, whereas Pd, Pt and 
Cu produced dibutylamine primarily, with lower conversions. Although the order observed by 
Segobia is not universal, there is indeed a trend whereby Ni and Co catalysts often offer high 
activity and selectivity towards primary amines, whereas Pd and Pt are often used for the 
synthesis of secondary or tertiary amines [184]. 
Given the harsh conditions often required by metal-catalyzed nitrile hydrogenations and the 
numerous side reactions that decrease the yields and lead to cumbersome product purification 
procedures, a biocatalytic alternative – performed under mild conditions and with high selectivity 
– is highly desirable. Nitrile reductases constitute a new class of NADPH-dependent 
oxidoreductases that catalyze the selective reduction of a nitrile (PreQ0) to yield a primary amine 
(PreQ1) in the biosynthesis of the tRNA modified nucleoside queuosine, which is considered to 
play an important role in the fidelity of translation (see Figure 20) [191]. However, nitrile 
reductases have only been shown to effectively catalyze the reduction of PreQ0, showing 
negligible or very poor activity with other substrates [192–194]. Furthermore, although Zhou and 
co-workers recently achieved a 50% increase of the activity of a nitrile reductase via protein 
engineering [191], the catalytic efficiency of these enzymes is very low and thus must be further 






























Figure 20. Reduction of the nitrile moiety in PreQ0 catalyzed by nitrile reductases in the queuosine pathway. 
1.6. Enzyme engineering  
Natural selection has driven the evolution of enzymes through billions of years. Enzymes 
have, thereby, evolved to catalyze often very specific reactions with varying efficiency [195] and 
are usually not fitted for their application in industrial processes, where normally higher (non-
natural) substrate concentrations and harsh conditions are used [196]. However, enzyme 
superfamilies show tremendous functional diversity [197] and HNLs are an example of how 
nature has the power of evolving completely unrelated enzymes to catalyze the same reaction 
(see section 1.3.1). Inspired by the potential of natural evolution, scientists have developed 
numerous technologies for the engineering of enzymes in order to broaden their substrate scopes 
[198], increase or invert selectivity [199], improve enzyme activity or stability [200,201] or 
harness enzyme promiscuity [202], for example. Enzyme engineering can be achieved by means 
of two different approaches: directed evolution and rational design.  
Directed evolution aims at mimicking the process of natural evolution by which all natural 
enzymes were developed, using random mutations at an increased frequency and selecting 
variants with improved properties. The earliest examples of laboratory enzyme evolution focused 
on this approach, since it requires no structural or mechanistic information of the enzyme to be 
engineered. This strategy aims at introducing mutations over the whole gene sequence encoding 
the protein of interest [203,204] and is effective for a wide range of applications, such as 
improving enzyme activity or stability [200] or modifying its enantioselectivity [199]. Within this 
approach, random mutagenesis is applied to generate genetic diversity by means of DNA 
recombination or non-recombining methods (see Figure 21), which often use DNA polymerases 
(e.g. error-prone PCR) [204,205], but may also employ chemical mutagens or mutator strains 
[206]. To maximize the chances of finding variants with improved characteristics, large libraries 
are generated and, thus, a high throughput screening method is crucial. Additionally, this 





The rational design of enzymes using targeted mutagenesis is especially useful when aiming 
at dramatically altering the enzyme’s specificity or regioselectivity, which may require multiple 
mutations in or near the active site [203]. When using random mutagenesis, libraries with a small 
number of mutations per gene often contain very few multiple active site mutations, whereas 
libraries containing a large number of mutations tend to produce inactive mutants. Therefore, to 
increase the chances of success, a selection of the positions likely to deliver improved variants 
upon mutagenesis is required, which strongly relies on biochemical and structural information. In 
addition to protein structure elucidation techniques (X-ray crystallography, cryo-electron 
microscopy and protein NMR), protein molecular modelling tools (e.g. PyMol, Yasara or Rosetta) 
have greatly contributed to the development of new enzyme mutants via rational design. A 
comparison between random and targeted mutagenesis performed by Kazlauskas et al. aiming at 
improving the enantioselectivity of an esterase showed that, although improved variants were 
identified with both approaches, focusing mutations to the substrate binding site was more 
effective [207]. 
 
Figure 21. Schematic representation of the three main strategies for generating genetic diversity in the 





Semi-rational design combines the advantages of random mutagenesis and rational design, 
creating smaller libraries than random mutagenesis approaches, but with larger mutant variety 
than in targeted mutagenesis [208]. Here, site-saturation mutagenesis (SSM) of rationally 
selected positions is generally used. SSM consists in replacing one or more specific amino acids 
with all other 19 canonical amino acids, thereby increasing the possibility of identifying variants 
with the desired characteristics. Due to the degeneracy of the genetic code, the distribution of 
amino acids in the generated library is unbalanced when NNN-codons (N: Ade/Cyt/Gua/Thy) are 
used. Furthermore, in order to achieve 95% coverage of all possible substitutions in a single 
residue SSM library, 192 variants must be screened (= oversampling factor × (number of possible 
bases ^ number of positions at codon) = 3×43) [209], while this number increases exponentially 
when multiple sites are saturated. To overcome this problem, a popular solution is the use of 
specific degenerated codons that notably reduce the required library size to be screened to 
maintain a 95% coverage. Examples are NNS (S: Cyt/Gua) or NNK (K: Gua/Thy), which also encode 
for all 20 amino acids, but reduce the number of covered codons from 64 to 32. Other 
degeneracies, such as NDT (D: Ade/Gua/Thy; T: Thy) or NRT (R: Ade/Gua), further decrease the 
screening effort by introducing only 12 and 8 codons, respectively, as well as eliminating all stop 
codons, although they do not encode for all 20 amino acids [209]. 
1.6.1. Engineering of HHDHs for improved cyanolytic activity  
As mentioned in section 1.3.2., among the different reactions that HHDHs can catalyze, the 
cyanolysis of epoxides is of special interest, since it allows for the selective formation of C–C 
bonds, enabling the synthesis of β-cyanohydrins. However, the kcat values for the HHDH-catalyzed 
cyanolysis of epoxides are generally much lower than those for the azidolysis [112,114] and, thus, 
there is great interest in improving their cyanolytic activity [117–119] to enable the synthesis of 
β-cyanohydrins in preparative scale. HheC from Agrobacterium radiobacter is one of the first 
HHDHs to be ever identified and, owing to its remarkable enantioselecivity and the availability of 
its crystal structure, it is the most studied HHDH [113]. Aiming at enhancing the activity of HheC 
in the synthesis of hydroxynitriles, Schallmey et al. demonstrated an influence of residue Thr134 
on the cyanolytic activity of this enzyme. Mutation of this residue, which is located close to the 
catalytic triad forming a hydrogen bond with Ser132, was shown to improve its catalytic efficiency 
(kcat/KM) in the cyanide-mediated epoxide ring-opening when threonine is substituted by an 
alanine [118]. Furthermore, the dehalogenase activity was also improved for several substrates, 
although a loss of enantioselectivity was generally observed both in the dehalogenation and 




identified residue Thr154 in HheG as structurally homologous to residue Thr134 in HheC [117]. 
The exchange of this residue to alanine, however, did not render an HheG mutant with higher 
cyanolytic activity and, furthermore, the mutation had a negative effect on the activity in the 
dehalogenation of chlorocyclohexanol. 
Previous studies on HheC have demonstrated the influence of residues P175 and N176 on its 
enantioselectivity, resulting in increased enantioselectivity upon single site-directed mutagenesis 
of P175 [124], and achieving enantioselectivity enhancement as well as inversion after multiple 
site-directed mutagenesis involving residues N176 and P175 among others [119,210]. Residues 
P175 and N176 are found in proximity to the nucleophile-binding region and to the O-site, 
respectively [119], which makes them interesting targets for the manipulation of HheC activity 
and selectivity. Based on a structural alignment of HheG and HheC, Julia Koopmeiners identified 
residues T195 and N196 in HheG as structurally homologous to residues P175 and N176 in HheC 
[117]. Aiming at generating variants with higher activity and selectivity in the dehalogenation 
reaction, she randomized both residues simultaneously using SSM. However, no variant was 
found which could afford higher conversion than the wild-type control in the dehalogenation of 
2-chlorocyclohexanol.  
Given the great difference between the structures of HheC and HheG regarding the entrance 
to the active site – HheG features a large open cleft, whereas HheC presents a narrow substrate 
tunnel [112] –, Elia Calderini applied a different approach for the improvement of the 
enantioselectivity of HheG by using Rosetta protein design [211]. First, the crystal structure of 
HheG (PDB-ID: 5O30) was aligned with available crystal structures of HheC in complex with (R)-4-
cyano-3-hydroxybutyrate or styrene oxide and chloride in the active site (PDB-ID: 4IXT and 1ZMT, 
respectively) and, subsequently, cyclohexene oxide and 2-cyanocyclohexanol were docked as 
substrates in the active site of HheG. Excluding the catalytic triad, residues of HheG within 5 Å 
from the substrates were selected and randomly mutated in silico. When using 2-
cyanocyclohexanol as substrate, the Rosetta result revealed a high variability at positions 195 and 
196, suggesting that threonine and asparagine, respectively, are not the best residues for optimal 
substrate binding in this case. This indicates that mutagenesis at these sites could lead to several 
putatively more enantioselective variants and might also lead to mutants with higher activity. 
Therefore, site-directed mutagenesis was performed on positions 195 and 196, exchanging the 
amino acids for those suggested by Rosetta. However, none of the mutants exhibited enhanced 
enantioselectivity in the cyanolysis of cyclohexene oxide. Mutant HheG-N196M exhibited 
increased cyanolytic activity, albeit with lower enantioselectivity when compared to HheG WT. In 




the relevance and flexibility of positions T195 and N196, site-saturation mutagenesis was 
performed by Janine Mayer (Master thesis, 2017) [212] on each position independently. The 
library at position N196 was screened by Janine Mayer in the cyanide-mediated epoxide ring-
opening of cyclohexene oxide using whole-cell biocatalysis starting directly from the epoxide or 
via a cascade reaction starting from 2-chlorocyclohexanol (see Figure 22). Four colonies exhibited 
a 4-fold to 6-fold higher conversion compared to the HheG wild-type controls, although 
sequencing showed that three of them were, in fact, wild-type HheG. Also, several colonies 
showed higher enantioselectivity. In the case of the library at position T195, only a cyanolysis test 
via a cascade reaction starting from 2-chlorocyclohexanol was performed, where 14 colonies 
displayed up to 4-fold increased conversion compared to HheG wild-type. 
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Figure 22. Alternative cyanolysis screening experiments used for the HheG T195-NNS and N196-NNS 
libraries. Method A starts directly from the cyanolysis substrate cyclohexene oxide, whereas in method B, 
the substrate is gradually generated via dehalogenation of 2-chlorocyclohexanol catalyzed also by HheG. 
1.7. Aim of the project  
The main objective of this project was the design and optimization of an enantioselective 
chemo-enzymatic cascade for the synthesis of the vicinal amino alcohol derivative tembamide. 
With this, we aimed at contributing to the synthetic toolbox for the asymmetric preparation of 
amino alcohol derivatives, given their high potential for the synthesis of APIs and the importance 
of enantiopurity that usually characterizes the pharmaceutical industry. We envisioned a pathway 
involving a concurrent bi-enzymatic synthesis of tembamide precursor 4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate (3), and the subsequent reduction of the nitrile moiety to yield tembamide (4), as shown 
in Figure 23. To achieve this, both the enzymatic cascade and the reduction step had to be 




The enzymatic step consisted in a concurrent approach involving an HNL-catalyzed 
hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde in combination with a hydrolase-catalyzed benzoylation of the 
cyanohydrin 2. By performing the two enzymatic reactions in a concurrent fashion, we expected 
to observe an equilibrium-shifting effect on the unfavorable hydrocyanation reaction thanks to 
the constant product removal catalyzed by the hydrolase. To ensure successful combination of 
the two enzymes, an initial goal was their immobilization, followed by a systematic study of the 
relevant reaction variables for each enzymatic step. The results of this investigation are presented 
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Figure 23. Proposed 2-step synthesis of enantiopure tembamide (4). By combining an S-selective or an R-
selective HNL with a suitable hydrolase, we expected to achieve the synthesis of (S)-4 and (R)-4, 
respectively, provided that the reduction step proceeded with enantioretention. 
For the reduction of the nitrile moiety a catalytic hydrogenation reaction was planned, 
aiming at a fully catalytic route for the synthesis of tembamide. The catalytic hydrogenation of 
acylated cyanohydrins initially forms an amino-ester intermediate that spontaneously undergoes 
acyl transfer to yield the corresponding N-acyl-β-amino alcohol. To achieve this reaction with the 
highest chemoselectivity and enantioretention, a proper catalyst had to be selected and the 
hydrogenation conditions, optimized. Once the enzymatic cascade and the catalytic 
hydrogenation had been optimized, a final milestone was to perform the preparative scale 
synthesis of tembamide following the developed chemo-enzymatic cascade as a proof of concept. 
These results are presented in chapter 3.2. 
Furthermore, in our aim to expand the portfolio of biocatalytic reactions for the synthesis of 
chiral amino alcohols and their derivatives in a preparative scale, an additional goal was to 
investigate the engineering of HheG in order to improve its activity in cyanide-mediated epoxide 
ring-opening reactions for the synthesis of β-hydroxynitriles. To this end, position T154 was 
selected as a target for site-saturation mutagenesis and subsequent screening of the generated 
library in search of variants with improved cyanolytic activity. These results can be found in 
chapter 3.3.  
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2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Materials  
2.1.1. Chemicals 
Unless otherwise indicated, reagents and organic solvents were purchased from either Fisher 
Scientific (Schwerte, Germany ), TCI Europe N.V. (Zwijndrecht, Belgium), Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, 
Germany), VWR International GmbH (Darmstadt, Germany) or Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium) and 
were of the highest purity available.  
Celite R-633 was a gift from Imerys S.A. (Paris, France); Relizyme EXE309 was kindly provided 
by Resindion S.r.l. (Binasco, Italy), and SYLOID silicas were a gift from former Grace Davison, Inc. 
(Grace GmbH & Co., Worms, Germany). Raney® Cobalt was kindly provided by Dr. Klaas van Gorp 
from Grace Catalysts Technologies, Grace GmbH & Co (Worms, Germany). (S)-Tembamide used 
for construction of HPLC calibration curves had been previously synthetized by Joerg Schrittwieser 
at Frank Hollmann’s group [42]. 
Media components for bacterial cell growth were purchased from Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, 
Germany) or Fisher Scientific (Schwerte, Germany). 
2.1.1.1. Preparation of hydrocyanic acid solutions 
For the preparation of hydrogen cyanide solution, potassium cyanide (26 g, 0.4 mol) was 
dissolved in a stirred mixture of distilled water (200 mL) and the desired organic solvent (100 mL). 
The solution was cooled in an ice-water bath and 1.33 M citric acid (100 mL, 0.13 mol, 1 
equivalent) was slowly added. The aqueous layer was extracted twice with 50 mL of the organic 
solvent. The combined organic phases were stored in a dark bottle containing 1 M citrate buffer 
pH 5.5 (10 mL). The HCN concentration was determined by measuring the absorption of the 
[Ni(CN)4]2− complex ion at 267 nm. HCN solution (20 µL) was added to 3.5 mM NiSO4·6H2O in 1 M 
NH3 (4 mL) [118]. After vigorous mixing, the solution was further diluted 50 times with 1 M NH3 
in a cuvette. The absorption was measured and the resulting HCN concentration was calculated 
based on a calibration curve. 
2.1.1.2. Synthesis of (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile, (±)-2 
(±)-4-Methoxymandelonitrile was synthetized via chemical hydrocyanation of 4-
anisaldehyde following a modified literature procedure [213]. In a 100 mL round-bottom flask, 
NaCN (4.4 g, 90 mmol) was dissolved in water (30 mL) and NaHSO3 (9.4 g, 90 mmol) was slowly 
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added. 4-Anisaldehyde (2.4 g, 18 mmol) was dissolved in ethyl acetate (20 mL) and added to the 
reaction mixture. After 4 hours 45 minutes of vigorous stirring, the flask was introduced in an ice-
water bath and stirred for another 4 hours. The reaction was followed by HPLC until it reached 
plateau at 92% conversion. Distilled water (30 mL) was added to dissolve the salts and the 
aqueous phase was extracted with ethyl acetate (2 × 10 mL). The combined organic phase was 
washed with brine, dried over anhydrous MgSO4, and concentrated on a rotary evaporator using 
a 10 °C bath, whereupon crystallization occurred. The crystals were washed with a 2:1 mixture of 
cold heptane and ethyl acetate, and stored at 5 °C. HPLC analysis showed that the (±)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile crystals contained 3% 4-anisaldehyde impurity. 
2.1.1.3. Synthesis of (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate, (±)-3 
The racemic cyanohydrin ester was synthesized via chemical benzoylation of (±)-2 (97.0%). 
A sealed 50 mL round-bottom flask containing (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile (2.02 g, 12 mmol) 
and benzoyl chloride (1.5 mL, 13.2 mmol) in dry dichloromethane (20 mL) under N2 atmosphere, 
was introduced in an ice-water bath and anhydrous pyridine (10.7 mL, 13.2 mmol) was added 
dropwise with a syringe. The reaction mixture was vigorously stirred for 2 h. The mixture was then 
transferred to a 100 mL separatory funnel and washed with demineralized water (2 × 20 mL), 
citrate 0.2 M pH 4 (2 × 20 mL) and phosphate buffer pH 8 (0.2 M, 2 × 20 mL). The organic phase 
was then dried over anhydrous MgSO4 and concentrated in a rotary evaporator. Recrystallization 
(1:4 mixture of dichloromethane and diethyl ether) afforded (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate (1.90 g, 58% isolated yield). 
2.1.1.4. Synthesis of (R)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate, (R)-3 
The same procedure as described for (±)-3 was followed using commercially available (R)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate (0.50 g, 98.0%, 3 mmol), affording white crystals of (R)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate in 60% yield.  




2.1.2.1. Commercial enzymes 
Table 1: Commercial enzymes used in this project.   
Enzyme Organism of origin Supplier 
Candida antarctica lipase A 
(Novozym CALA L) 
Candida antarctica 
Novozymes A/S (Bagsværd, 
Denmark) 
PfuTurbo DNA polymerase Pyrococcus furiosus 
Agilent Technologies (Santa 
Clara, CA, USA) 
NdeI Neisseria denitrificans 
New England BioLabs GmbH 




New England BioLabs GmbH 
(Frankfurt am Main, Germany) 
2.1.2.2. Recombinantly expressed enzymes 
Mutant L1Q/A111G of isoenzyme 5 from Prunus amygdalus hydroxynitrile lyase was kindly 
provided by Martin Schürmann (InnoSyn B.V., Geleen, The Netherlands) as unpurified 
fermentation supernatant from heterologous expression in Pichia pastoris [103]. 
Hydroxynitrile lyase from Manihot esculenta was heterologously expressed in E. coli K12 Top 
10F’ harboring the pSE420-MeHNL plasmid, which was kindly provided by the Austrian Centre of 
Industrial Biotechnology (ACIB GmbH, Graz, Austria). The procedure is described in section 
2.2.2.1. 
Halohydrin dehalogenase from Ilumatobacter coccineus YM16-304 (HheG), as well as the 
SSM library mutants were heterologously expressed in E. coli. BL21 (DE3) Gold cells. The 
procedure is described in section 2.2.2.1. 
2.1.3. Kits 
Table 2: Kits used in this project. 
Kit Supplier 
E.Z.N.A.® Plasmid Mini Kit I Omega Bio-tek (Norcross, GA, USA) 
PfuUltra II Hotstart PCR Master Mix Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA, USA) 
2.1.4. Strains, vectors and oligonucleotides 
The Escherichia coli DH5α strain (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used for plasmid 
amplification and DNA manipulation, whereas wild-type HheG and HheG mutants were expressed 
in E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold (Novagen, EMD Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA). 
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E. coli K12 Top 10F’ (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used for heterologous expression of 
MeHNL.  
The vector pET-28a(+)-hheG (HheG gene cloned with NdeI and HindIII in pET-28a(+) with 
hexa-histidine-tag fusion at the N-5’-end and kanamycin resistance) was available from previous 
projects [112,123]. Vector pET-28a(+)-hheG(NNS-T154) was prepared using QuikChange PCR.  
The vector pSE420-MeHNL (MeHNL gene cloned in pSE420 carrying ampicillin resistance), 
transformed into E. coli K12 Top 10F’ cells, was provided by the ACIB.   
Table 3: List of oligonucleotides used for gene amplification and sequencing. The table shows the 
sequences, as well as the length (in base pairs) and melting temperature (Tm). 
Name Sequence (5´3´) Length (bp) Tm (°C) 
NNS-T154-1-fwd TTTTTACCAGCGCGNNSGGTGGTCGTCCG 29 81.2 
NNS-T154-1-rev GGACGACCACCSNNCGCGCTGGTAAAAAC 29 78.2 
NNS-T154-2-fwd TTGTTTTTACCAGCGCGNNSGGTGGTCGTCCGGATC 36 84.6 
NNS-T154-2-rev ATCCGGACGACCACCSNNCGCGCTGGTAAAAACAAC 36 83.4 
T7 term CTAGTTATTGCTCAGCGGT 19 54.5 
2.2. Methods  
2.2.1. Molecular and microbiological methods 
2.2.1.1. Bacterial cell growth 
Escherichia coli cells were grown in 2×YT (16 g/L tryptone, 10 g/L yeast extract, 5 g/L NaCl), 
LB (10 g/L tryptone 5g/L, 5 g/L yeast extract,10 g/L NaCl) or TB medium (4 mL/L glycerol, 12 g/L 
peptone, 24 g/L yeast extract, K2HPO4 0.072 M, KH2PO4 0.019 M). After sterilization of the culture 
media by autoclaving, antibiotics were added (50 mg/L kanamycin for cells expressing HheG, or 
100 mg/L ampicillin in the case of cells expressing MeHNL). Agar plates were prepared adding 
agar-agar (15 g/L) to the medium before autoclaving. 
2.2.1.2. Transformation of chemically competent E. coli cells  
Chemically competent E. coli DH5α and BL21 (DE3) Gold cells were prepared according to 
the method described by Hanahan [214]. 50 µL aliquots of chemically competent cells were 
transformed adding 50-100 ng of vector DNA. After incubating the mixture on ice for 30 minutes, 
heat shock was performed for 60 s at 42 °C, followed by a 2-minute incubation in ice. 1 mL SOC 
medium (10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract, 2 g/L KCl, 2 g/L NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4, 
20 mM glucose) was subsequently added and the mixture was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C for cell 
recovery. Finally, in the case of E. coli DH5α cells, 900 µL of the cell culture was centrifuged (900 
g, 4 °C, 5 minutes, Heraeus Fresco 21 Microcentrifuge, Fisher Scientific), flipped over to discard 
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the supernatant and the pellet was gently resuspended in the remaining supernatant before 
plating it onto an LB agar plate containing 50 mg/L kanamycin, using sterile glass beads. In the 
case of E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold cells, 50 µL of the culture was diluted 10× with sterile Milli-Q® 
water and 100 µL was plated onto an LB agar plate containing 50 mg/L kanamycin, using sterile 
glass beads. 
2.2.1.3. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) – Preparation of SSM library of HheG  
The PCR is an essential molecular biology technique that allows for rapid amplification of 
selected DNA sequences. Depending on the primers used and the composition of the reaction 
buffer, this technique has different applications [215,216]. In this project, PCR was used to 
perform site-saturation mutagenesis at residue Thr154 of HheG, using the QuikChange PCR 
method. The SSM library was prepared using PfuUltra II Hotstart PCR Master Mix from Agilent 
Technologies. 20 µL of parental pET-28a(+)-HheG template DNA solution (1 ng/µL) and each 2.5 
µL of the respective forward and reverse primers (NNS-T154-1-fwd and NNS-T154-1-rev or NNS-
T154-2-fwd and NNS-T154-2-rev) solutions (10 µM) were added to 25 µL PfuUltra II Hotstart 
Master Mix. Table 4 lists the used temperature program.   
Table 4: Temperature program used in the thermocycler for the QuikChange PCR. 
Step Temperature (°C) Time (min) Cycles 
1 95 2 1 
2 95 0.5 
25 3 55 1 
4 68 9 (1.5 min/kb) 
5 68 10 1 
Afterwards, 1 µL DpnI (20 U) was added and the mixture was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C to 
digest the parental DNA. An agarose gel was run with the PCR product to confirm the presence of 
one single band from the desired PCR product. Chemically competent E. coli DH5α cells were 
transformed with 5 µL of the PCR mixture and plated on LB agar plates containing kanamycin as 
described in section 2.2.1.2. After picking four single colonies for sequencing, all colonies were 
resuspended in LB medium containing 5 mg/L kanamycin using a sterile glass hook spatula and 
transferred to a sterile tube for overnight culture in a total of 5 mL kanamycin-containing LB 
medium. After plasmid isolation, the quality of the library was confirmed by sequencing (Eurofins 
Genomics LLC, Ebersberg, Germany). The DNA concentration was determined using a 
NanoPhotometer NP80 (Implen GmbH, Munich, Germany). Chemically competent E. coli BL21 
(DE3) Gold cells were then transformed with the isolated plasmid DNA and plated on LB agar 
plates containing kanamycin as described in section 2.2.1.2. Finally, single colonies were picked 
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and transferred to a microtiter plate (MTP) containing 150 µL of LB medium complemented with 
50 mg/L kanamycin per well. As controls, E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold clones containing the wild-type 
HheG gene were transferred to wells A1 and D7 and clones containing empty vector (EV) were 
transferred to wells E6 and H12. Cells were incubated at 37 °C, 800 rpm overnight in an MTP 
shaker. A master plate was prepared by adding 28 µL of 60% glycerol solution to each well (final 
concentration of glycerol is 10%) after overnight incubation, and the plate was stored at -80 °C. 
2.2.1.4. Agarose gel electrophoresis  
Agarose gel electrophoresis is a common molecular biology technique for separation and 
visualization of DNA fragments by applying an electric field. Agarose gel electrophoresis was 
employed for visualization of the PCR product after DpnI digestion (see section 2.2.1.3.). For the 
preparation of the gel, 0.8% agarose was dissolved in TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM acetic 
acid, 1 mM EDTA at pH 8.5) by microwave heating. Midori Green Direct (Nippon Genetics EUROPE 
GmbH, Düren, Germany) was diluted 10× with 6× DNA Gel Loading Dye (Fisher Scientific). DNA 
samples, as well as the marker (GeneRuler 1kb DKA Ladder from Fisher Scientific) were mixed 5:1 
with the diluted Midori Green Direct and 6 µL were loaded on the gel. DNA fragments were 
separated based on molecular weight applying an electric field of 105 V for 40 minutes, using TAE 
as running buffer. 
2.2.2. Biochemical methods 
2.2.2.1. Heterologous expression of proteins in E. coli  
MeHNL expression in shake flasks 
Hydroxynitrile lyase from Manihot esculenta was heterologously expressed in E. coli. K12 Top 
10F’ harboring the pSE420-MeHNL plasmid. 2×YT medium (100 mL, containing 100 µg/mL 
ampicillin) was inoculated from a glycerol stock (10 µL) and the culture was incubated overnight 
at 37 °C, 200 rpm. A 5 mL aliquot of this preculture (OD600 = 4.4) was used to inoculate 2×YT 
medium (500 mL, containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin), and the new culture was grown at 37 °C, 200 
rpm. At an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.8, IPTG was added to a final concentration of 0.1 
mM and the culture was further incubated at 18 °C, 160 rpm for 48 h. To follow the protein 
expression, samples were taken 0.5, 24 and 48 hours after induction and their OD600 was 
measured in a Cary 60 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies). Samples corresponding 
to an OD600 = 2 were centrifuged and the pellets were stored at -20 °C.  
48 h after induction, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4000 g, 4 °C for 10 minutes 
(Heraeus Multifuge X3R Centrifuge, Fisher Scientific), washed with sodium acetate buffer pH 5.8 
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(25 mM), and centrifuged again (4000 g, 4 °C for 30 minutes). Cell pellets were resuspended in 
sodium acetate buffer pH 5.8 (25 mM) (4 mL per g of wet cells), and 10 mL aliquots were sonicated 
at 4 °C using a FisherbrandTM Model 120 Sonic Dismembrator (Fisher Scientific) at 60% amplitude, 
2 s pulse, 5 s pause for 7 minutes. The resulting crude extract was centrifuged to remove cell 
debris (18500 g, 4 °C for 45 minutes) and the obtained cell-free extract was stored at −20 °C. 
Concentration of cell-free extract was performed in an Amicon Ultra Filter Device (Merck KGaA) 
with 10 kDa cut-off at 4 °C. 
HheG expression in deep-well plates 
Both wild-type HheG and the SSM library mutants of HheG were heterologously expressed 
in E. coli. BL21 (DE3) Gold harboring pET-28a(+)-hheG or pET-28a(+)-hheG(NNS-T154) vectors, 
respectively. 2 mL polypropylene deep-well plates (DWP) (HJ-BIOANALYTIK GmbH, Erkelenz, 
Germany) containing each 100 µL of TB medium (50 mg/L kanamycin) per well were inoculated 
from the master plate and incubated overnight at 37 °C and 800 rpm, covered with a breathable 
seal. Expression was induced by addition of 1.2 mL of TB containing kanamycin (50 mg/L) and 0.2 
mM IPTG per well. The DWP was incubated at 22 °C for 24 h. For the expression test, samples 
were taken 3.5, 7, 24 and 48 hours after induction and their OD600 was measured in a Cary 60 UV-
Vis Spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies). Samples corresponding to an OD600 = 2 were 
centrifuged (Heraeus Fresco 21 Microcentrifuge) and the pellets were stored at -20 °C.  
2.2.2.2. SDS-PAGE  
Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis allows for the separation of 
proteins depending on their molecular weight by applying an electric current in a gel under 
denaturing conditions [217]. SDS denatures the proteins and acts as a surfactant, homogenizing 
the charges around the protein and, thus, allowing for it to be separated according to its 
molecular weight. The gel is composed of an initial stacking gel with low acrylamide content (6% 
v/v) and low pH, which allows for the concentration of the proteins in a narrow front, so that they 
are later separated in the resolving gel, containing a higher amount of acrylamide (12% v/v) and 
higher pH (see detailed composition in Table 5). Evaluation of the protein expression of MeHNL 
and WT HheG was performed by SDS-PAGE. Cell pellet-containing samples taken at different time 
points during expression (normalized to an OD600 = 1 or OD600 = 2) were lysed by incubating the 
pellets for 15 minutes at room temperature after addition of 20 µL or 40 µL of B-PERTM Bacterial 
Protein Extraction Reagent (Fisher Scientific). After centrifugation (21100 g, 4 °C for 5 minutes in 
Heraeus Fresco 21 Microcentrifuge), the supernatant was separated and both pellet and cell-free 
extract were analysed on SDS-PAGE. Pellets were resuspended in 40 µL of Milli-Q® water and both 
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CFE and pellet were diluted 4×. Diluted samples (15 µL) were mixed with 5 µL of loading dye (50 
mM Tris HCl pH 6.8, 10 % (v/v) glycerol, 4 % (w/v) SDS, 0.03 % (w/v) bromophenol blue and 15 
mg/mL DTT) and incubated at 95 °C for 10 minutes. 7 µL samples were loaded on each well and 
the gel was run in a Mini PROTEAN® Electrophoresis System (Bio-Rad, Feldkirchen, Germany). For 
molecular weight determination Unstained Protein Molecular Weight Marker (Fisher Scientific) 
was loaded on one well. Initially, a field of 80 V was used to stack the proteins, followed by 120 V 
for separation. Finally, the gels were stained with staining solution (500 mL/L methanol, 100 mL/L 
acetic acid, 400 mL/L Milli-Q® water, 1 g/L Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250) for 1 h and destained 
with protein destaining solution (300 mL/L ethanol, 100 mL/L acetic acid, 600 mL/L Milli-Q® 
water) overnight.  
Table 5: Composition of stacking and resolving gel used for SDS-PAGE in this project. Amounts are given in 
mL. 
Component Stacking gel (6% acrylamide) Resolving gel (12% acrylamide) 
Milli-Q® water 1.5 2.25 
Acrylamide (40%) 0.375 1.5 
1.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8) 0.4% SDS - 1.25 
1.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) 0.4% SDS 0.625 - 
10% APS 0.025 0.05 
TEMED 0.0025 0.005 
2.2.2.3. Screening of SSM libraries   
For the screening of the SSM libraries of HheG at position T154 and at position T195, pre-
cultures in deep-well plates, containing 100 µL of TB medium supplemented with 50 mg/L 
kanamycin per well, were inoculated from the frozen master plates (see section 2.2.1.3. for library 
at T154; master plate for SSM library at position T195 was prepared by Janine Mayer during her 
master thesis). Expression was carried out as described in section 2.2.2.1., 24 hours after 
induction the plates were centrifuged at 2770 g, 4 °C for 10 minutes, and the pellets were stored 
at -20 °C overnight. The substrate solution was prepared freshly before the reaction by mixing 
cyclohexene oxide (1M) in DMSO (220 µL), NaCN (2 M) in aqueous NaOH (1 mM, 220 µL) and 
phosphate buffer pH 8.0 (50 mM, 21.56 mL). The cell pellets were thawed and resuspended in 
each 200 µL of substrate solution by covering the DWP with an aluminum foil seal and quickly 
vortexing inside the fumehood. The plates were incubated at room temperature, 800 rpm for 5 h 
30 min. After the reaction, 400 µL of tBME containing 0.1% of n-octanol as internal standard was 
added to each well. The DWP was covered with a PTFE-coated silicone cover mat, tightly secured 
by placing an MTP on top and holding everything with tape to avoid the silicone mat from 
detaching due to the pressure build-up. Then the DWP was vortexed in order to extract the 
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remaining cyclohexene oxide and formed 2-cyanohexanol into the organic phase. After 
centrifugation at 2770 g, 4 °C for 2 minutes for phase separation, the organic phase of each well 
was transferred to a new MTP plate and dried over anhydrous MgSO4, and roughly 150 µL was 
transferred to a GC vial with insert. 
2.2.2.4. Enzyme activity determination 
 The enzymatic activities of free MeHNL and free PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G were measured 
following the cleavage of racemic mandelonitrile into benzaldehyde and HCN, according to a 
literature procedure [218]. Samples were prepared by diluting the MeHNL cell-free extract or the 
PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G supernatant in phosphate buffer pH 6.5 (5 mM). The enzymatic activity of 
immobilized MeHNL was determined following the hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde (100 mM) 
using 6.5 equivalents of HCN in diisopropyl ether at 20 °C, 800 rpm. A negative control was 
performed using the enzyme support instead. Samples were analyzed by chiral HPLC. 
The enzymatic activity of CALA was measured according to a modified literature procedure 
following the hydrolysis of tributyrin in phosphate buffer at pH 7 [219]. The resulting butyric acid 
was titrated with sodium hydroxide (0.1 M), and the consumption of the latter was recorded as a 
function of time. The enzymatic activity of immobilized CALA was determined following the 
hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl butyrate (1.67 mM) in a 1:5 mixture of acetonitrile and phosphate 
buffer pH 7.4 (50 mM). A calibration curve of the product 4-nitrophenol was used to calculate the 
reaction rate based on the absorbance of the reaction mixture at 410 nm. 
2.2.3. Enzyme immobilization  
General procedure for MeHNL: In a 5 mL glass vial containing a magnetic stirring bar and the 
carrier (100 mg), MeHNL-containing cell-free extract previously adjusted to pH 5 (40 µL) was 
added dropwise while stirring. The mixture was stirred for 30 minutes and was then dried at room 
temperature under high vacuum for 48 hours. 
Immobilization of CALA: CALA (30 g, 880 U), Relizyme EXE309 (30 g), and demineralized water 
(30 mL) were mixed in a 100 mL bottle. The pH was adjusted to 6 with a solution of sodium 
hydroxide (2 M) and the mixture was incubated overnight at room temperature in an orbital 
shaker. After filtering the solution, the activity of the supernatant was measured and compared 
to the initial activity of the enzyme solution before immobilization, giving an immobilization yield 
of 84%. The immobilized enzyme was washed several times with demineralized water and dried 
at room temperature under high vacuum for 48 hours.  
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CALA-D122L (50 mg, 12U), Relizyme EXE309 (300 mg), and demineralized water (600 µL) 
were mixed in a 5 mL glass vial. The same procedure as for WT CALA was followed, resulting in an 
immobilization yield of 89%. 
2.2.4. Optimization of the enzymatic hydrocyanation and benzoylation reactions and their 
combination in a concurrent cascade  
Unless otherwise noted, all reactions catalyzed by PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G, MeHNL and/or CALA 
were performed in 1.5 mL glass vials in an orbital shaker at 800 rpm and 20 °C. 
2.2.4.1. Solvent selection for MeHNL- and PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G-catalyzed reactions 
4-Anisaldehyde (530 mM) in diisopropyl ether or tert-butyl methyl ether (150 µL), HCN (800 
mM) in diisopropyl ether or tert-butyl methyl ether (650 µL), citrate buffer pH 4 (500 mM, 200 
µL), and MeHNL-containing cell-free extract (33.2 µL, 5 U) or PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G-containing 
supernatant (36.8 µL, 5 U) were incubated at 20 °C. Samples (20 µL) were taken from the upper 
organic phase after 4 and 18 h and analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.2. pH effect on MeHNL and PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G – general procedure 
4-Anisaldehyde (530 mM) in diisopropyl ether (188 µL), HCN (800 mM) in diisopropyl ether 
(812 µL), citrate buffer pH 3.5 – 5.5 (500 mM, 200 µL), and MeHNL-containing cell-free extract 
(33.2 µL, 5 U) or PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G-containing supernatant (36.8 µL, 5 U) were incubated at 20 
°C. Reactions were performed in duplicate. Additionally, non-enzymatic hydrocyanation reactions 
were performed following the same procedure, without addition of the enzymes, using buffer at 
pH 4, 4.5, 5 and 5.5. Samples (20 µL) were taken from the upper organic phase at different time 
points and analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.3. Screening of free hydrolases – hydrolysis test 
A total of 41 hydrolase preparations were evaluated in a hydrolysis test. In a 10 mL glass vial 
containing (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate (20 mM) in diisopropyl ether (1 mL) and 
potassium phosphate buffer pH 7 (100 mM, 1 mL), 50 mg or 50 µL of enzyme was added. The 
reaction mixture was incubated at room temperature, 800 rpm for 18 h. Samples (20 µL) were 
analyzed in chiral HPLC. 
2.2.4.4. Screening of immobilized hydrolases – DKR test 
To a 10 mL glass vial containing 1 g of 3 Å molecular sieves, a solution of 4-anisaldehyde (100 
mM) and HCN (1 M) in diisopropyl ether (4 mL) was added. The reaction was stirred at room 
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temperature, 800 rpm for 20 h. Afterwards, the immobilized lipase (100 mg) was added, together 
with vinyl benzoate (150 µL, 1.1 mmol) and the mixture was stirred for 4 hours. Samples (20 µL) 
were analyzed in chiral HPLC. 
2.2.4.5. Benzoyl donor screening 
To a vial containing immobilized CALA (4.2 mg, 0.46 U), racemic 4-methoxymandelonitrile 
(200 mM) in diisopropyl ether (250 µL) and benzoyl donor (300 mM) in diisopropyl ether (500 µL) 
was added. Reactions were performed in duplicate and were incubated at 25 °C. Samples (20 µL) 
were taken after 4, 20, and 27.5 hours and analyzed by HPLC. The enantioselectivity of the enzyme 
was calculated according to the method of Chen et al. for conversion values between 5 and 20% 
[220]. The same procedure was followed for the benzoyl donor screening of CALA-D122L. 
2.2.4.6. Temperature effect on MeHNL 
4-Anisaldehyde (530 mM) in diisopropyl ether (188 µL), HCN (800 mM) in diisopropyl ether 
(812 µL), citrate buffer pH 5 (500 mM, 125 µL), and MeHNL-containing cell-free extract (33.2 µL, 
5 U) were incubated at 5, 10, and 20 °C. Reactions were performed in duplicate and a negative 
control reaction was performed for each temperature value, where no enzyme was added. 
Samples (20 µL) were taken from the upper organic phase after 6, 22, and 75 h and analyzed by 
HPLC. 
2.2.4.7. Temperature effect on CALA 
To a vial containing CALA on Relizyme EXE309 (2 mg, 0.22 U), (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
(195 mM) in diisopropyl ether (125 µL) and phenyl benzoate (300 mM) in diisopropyl ether (250 
µL) was added. The mixture was incubated at 5, 10, and 25 °C. Reactions were performed in 
duplicate. Samples (20 µL) were taken after 3, 7, 21, and 46 hours and analyzed by HPLC. The 
same procedure was followed for the benzoyl donor screening of CALA-D122L. 
2.2.4.8. Comparison of WT CALA and CALA-D122L – Evaluation of chemoselectivity  
To a vial containing CALA on Relizyme EXE309 (2 mg) or CALA-D122L on Relizyme EXE309 (4 
mg), (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile (195 mM) in diisopropyl ether (125 µL) and phenyl benzoate 
(300 mM) in diisopropyl ether (250 µL) was added. The mixture was incubated at 25 °C. Reactions 
were performed in duplicate. Samples (20 µL) were taken after 1, 2, 4, 7 and 23 hours and 
analyzed by HPLC. 
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2.2.4.9. Evaluation of the MeHNL immobilisates  
To a vial containing MeHNL immobilisate (15 mg) and Na2HPO4 ·2H2O (30 mg, 0.17 mmol), a 
solution of 4-anisaldehyde (100 mM) and HCN (650 mM) in diisopropyl ether (500 µL) was added. 
Negative controls for the silica- and Celite-supported enzyme were performed in parallel adding 
15 mg of the carrier instead of the immobilized MeHNL. The reactions were incubated at 20 °C in 
an orbital shaker at 800 rpm. Samples (20 µL) were analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.10. Effect of Na2HPO4 salt hydrates on chemical hydrocyanation 
To a solution of 4-anisaldehyde (100 mM) and HCN (650 mM) in diisopropyl ether (1 mL), 
anhydrous Na2HPO4 (70 mg, 0.5 mmol), Na2HPO4 ·2H2O (85 mg, 0.5 mmol), or Na2HPO4 ·7H2O (134 
mg, 0.5 mmol) was added. Reactions were performed in duplicate and a control reaction without 
salt was run in parallel. The amount of salt added is based on the maximum solubility of water in 
diisopropyl ether (0.55 wt%) [221] and the water capacity of the Na2HPO4/Na2HPO4 ·2H2O salt pair 
(11.2 mmol/g) [222]. Reactions were stopped after 24 hours and analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.11. Effect of aw on MeHNL 
To a vial containing MeHNL immobilized on Celite R-633 (12 mg, 0.36 U), a solution of 4-
anisaldehyde (90 mM) and HCN (590 mM) in diisopropyl ether (550 µL) was added, together with 
either anhydrous Na2HPO4 (35 mg, 0.25 mmol), Na2HPO4 ·2H2O (42 mg, 0.25 mmol) or Na2HPO4 
·7H2O (67 mg, 0.25 mmol). Reactions were performed in duplicate. Samples (20 µL) were taken 
after 5 and 24 hours and analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.12. Effect of aw on CALA 
To a vial containing CALA immobilized on Relizyme EXE309 (4 mg, 0.44 U), a solution of (±)-
4-methoxymandelonitrile (100 mM) and vinyl benzoate (300 mM) in diisopropyl ether (500 µL) 
was added, together with either anhydrous Na2HPO4 (35 mg, 0.25 mmol), Na2HPO4 ·2H2O (42 mg, 
0.25 mmol), or Na2HPO4 ·7H2O (67 mg, 0.25 mmol). Samples (20 µL) were taken after 6, 22, and 
30 hours and analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.13. Effect of phenol and phenyl benzoate on MeHNL 
To a solution of 4-anisaldehyde (100 mM) and HCN (600 mM) in diisopropyl ether (670 µL), 
MeHNL on Celite R-633 (8 mg, 0.24 U) and either phenol (18.8 mg, 200 µmol) or phenyl benzoate 
(39.6 mg, 200 µmol) were added. A control was performed without addition of phenol or phenyl 
benzoate. Samples (20 µL) were taken after 17 and 22 hours and analyzed by HPLC. 
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2.2.4.14. Effect of 4-anisaldehyde and HCN on CALA 
To a solution of (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile (65 mM) and phenyl benzoate (200 mM) in 
diisopropyl ether (375 µL), CALA on Relizyme EXE309 (2 mg, 0.22 U) and either 4-anisaldehyde 
(200 mM) in diisopropyl ether (160 µL) or HCN (700 mM) in diisopropyl ether (160 µL) were added. 
Reactions were performed in duplicate and a control was performed adding diisopropyl ether 
(160 µL) instead of the hydrocyanation reagents. The reactions were incubated at 25 °C. Samples 
(20 µL) were taken after 3, 7, 21, 29, and 46 hours and analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.15. Effect of benzoic acid on MeHNL 
To a vial containing MeHNL on Celite R-633 (15 mg, 0.45 U) and benzoic acid (1.5 mg, 12 
µmol; 3 mg, 25 µmol; or 6 mg, 50 µmol), a solution of 4-anisaldehyde (100 mM), HCN (650 mM), 
and mesitylene (100 mM) (internal standard) in diisopropyl ether (500 µL) was added. A control 
was performed without addition of benzoic acid. Samples (20 µL) were analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.16. Effect of benzoic acid on CALA 
To a solution of (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile (100 mM), phenyl benzoate (300 mM) and 
mesitylene (100 mM) (internal standard) in diisopropyl ether (350 µL), CALA on Relizyme EXE309 
(2 mg, 0.22 U), and Na2HPO4 ·2H2O (30 mg, 0.17 mmol), benzoic acid (70 mM) in diisopropyl ether 
(150 µL, 1 equivalent) were added. A control was performed adding diisopropyl ether (150 µL) 
instead of benzoic acid solution. Samples (20 µL) were analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.17. Effect of HCN equivalents on immobilized MeHNL 
To a vial containing MeHNL immobilized on Celite R-633 (4.3 mg, 6 U), a solution of 4-
anisaldehyde (187 mM) and mesitylene (100 mM) in diisopropyl ether (267 µL) was added. To this 
mixture, HCN (1.4 M) in diisopropyl ether (107, 143, 178 or 233 µL) and diisopropyl ether (126, 
90, 55 or 0 µL) was added respectively, for a total number of HCN equivalents of 3, 4, 5 or 6.5, 
and the reactions were incubated at 20 °C, 800 rpm. Reactions were performed in duplicate. 
Samples (20 µL) were taken after 5 and 24 hours and analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.18. Effect of HCN equivalents on non-immobilized MeHNL 
4-Anisaldehyde (303 mM) in diisopropyl ether (165 µL), citrate buffer pH 5 (500 mM, 30 µL), 
and MeHNL-containing cell-free extract (30 µL, 7.5 U) were added to a vial. To this mixture, HCN 
(970 mM) in diisopropyl ether (103, 155, 206 or 258 µL) and diisopropyl ether (232, 180, 129 or 
77 µL) was added respectively, for a total number of HCN equivalents of 2, 3, 4 or 5, and the 
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reactions were incubated at 20 °C, 800 rpm. Samples (20 µL) were taken from the upper organic 
phase after 1, 2, 4, 8.5 and 27 hours and analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.4.19. General procedure for the cascade synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate 
To a vial containing MeHNL on Celite R-633 and CALA on Relizyme EXE309, Na2HPO4 ·2H2O 
(30 mg, for experiments 1-3, Table 9) was added. A solution of 4-anisaldehyde (360 mM) and 
mesitylene (360 mM) (internal standard) in diisopropyl ether (140 µL) and HCN (900 mM) in 
diisopropyl ether (360 µL) was subsequently added. To this mixture, phenyl benzoate (2-4 
equivalents) was added (in case of experiments 7 and 8 from Table 9, 1 equivalent was added 
each time at t = 0, after 24 hours and after 46 hours) and the reactions were incubated at 10, 20, 
or 25 °C. Negative control reactions without enzyme addition were performed in parallel. 
Reactions were performed in duplicate and 20 µL samples were analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.5. Hydrogenation reactions 
2.2.5.1. Pretreatment of catalysts 
When mentioned, Ni@Al2O3/SiO2 65% and Rh@Al2O3 5% were preactivated overnight at 120 
°C under 10 bar of H2 in diisopropyl ether. Unless otherwise noted, Raney catalysts were washed 
2× with Milli-Q® water, then 2× with ethanol and finally 2× with the reaction solvent.  
2.2.5.2. General procedure for the hydrogenation of (±)-3 at room temperature under 1 
bar of H2 - Initial catalyst screening 
In a 4 mL glass vial with septum cap containing a magnetic stirring bar, the catalyst was 
weighed. A solution (2 mL) containing 19 mM (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate, 3, (38 
µmol) and 20 mM mesitylene (40 µmol, internal standard) in dioxane or diisopropyl ether was 
added and, after flushing with N2, the gas was replaced with H2 using a balloon. Finally, the balloon 
was refilled with H2 and the reactions were stirred at 350 rpm at room temperature (25 °C) for 24 
h. Samples (20 µL) were analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.5.3. Hydrogenation of 3 in an autoclave reactor  
General procedure for the hydrogenation of (±)-3  
To a stainless-steel reactor (Büchi tinyclave) provided with a Teflon vessel with 10 mL 
maximum capacity and a magnetic stirring bar, a solution (3.5 mL) containing 21.7 mM (±)-3 (76 
µmol) and 22.9 mM mesitylene (80 µmol, internal standard) in diisopropyl ether was added. The 
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pretreated catalyst was subsequently added, together with diisopropyl ether (0.5 mL). The 
autoclave was then tightly closed and flushed with four cycles of N2-vacuum. Finally, it was 
pressurized with 5 or 10 bar of H2, introduced in a preheated oil bath and stirring was set to 600 
rpm. After the selected reaction time, the autoclave was removed from the oil bath and allowed 
to cool for 20 minutes. The reactor was then de-pressurized and dioxane was added to dissolve 
all species, since formation of crystals was observed. Samples (20 µL) were analyzed by HPLC. 
Hydrogenation of (R)-3  
To a stainless-steel reactor (Büchi tinyclave) provided with a Teflon vessel with 10 mL 
maximum capacity and a magnetic stirring bar, a solution (3.5 mL) containing 21.7 mM (R)-3 (76 
µmol) and 22.9 mM mesitylene (80 µmol) in dioxane was added. Pretreated Raney Ni was 
subsequently added, together with dioxane (0.5 mL). The autoclave was then tightly closed and 
flushed with four cycles of N2-vacuum. Finally, it was pressurized with 5 bar of H2, introduced in 
an oil bath preheated to 100 °C and stirring was set to 600 rpm. After 2.5 h, the autoclave was 
removed from the oil bath and allowed to cool for 20 minutes. The reactor was then de-
pressurized and dioxane was added to dissolve all species. Samples (20 µL) were analyzed by 
HPLC. 
2.2.5.4. Stability of tembamide under hydrogenating conditions in an autoclave reactor 
To a stainless-steel reactor (Büchi tinyclave) provided with a Teflon vessel with 10 mL 
maximum capacity and a magnetic stirring bar, a solution (3.5 mL) containing 4.6 mM (±)-
tembamide (16 µmol) and 22.9 mM mesitylene (80 µmol) in diisopropyl ether was added. (±)-
Tembamide was prepared before, following the procedure described in section 2.2.5.3. for the 
hydrogenation of (±)-3 at 100 °C, under 5 bar H2 using pretreated Raney Ni as catalyst, and further 
purified using column chromatography (ethyl acetate/n-heptane). Pretreated Ni@Al2O3/SiO2 65% 
(5 mg) was subsequently added, together with diisopropyl ether (0.5 mL). For the control 
reaction, only diisopropyl ether (0.5 mL) was added. The autoclave was then tightly closed and 
flushed with four cycles of N2-vacuum. Finally, it was pressurized with 5 bar of H2, introduced in 
an oil bath preheated to 100 °C and stirring was set to 600 rpm. After 2 h, the autoclave was 
removed from the oil bath and allowed to cool for 20 minutes. The reactor was then de-
pressurized and dioxane was added to dissolve all species. Samples (20 µL) were analyzed by 
HPLC. 
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2.2.5.5. Evaluation of the effect of HCN on the hydrogenation of (±)-3 in an autoclave 
reactor  
In a 25 mL glass reactor (Büchi tinyclave) provided with a magnetic stirring bar, a solution (4 
mL) containing 23.8 mM (±)-3 (95 µmol) and 25.0 mM mesitylene (100 µmol) in diisopropyl ether 
was added. Pretreated Raney Ni was subsequently added, together with diisopropyl ether (0.5 
mL) and, finally, 1.2 M HCN in diisopropyl ether (0.5 mL, 0.6 mmol) was added. For the control 
reaction, diisopropyl ether (0.5 mL) was added instead of the HCN solution. The autoclave was 
then tightly closed and flushed with four cycles of N2-vacuum. Finally, it was pressurized with 5 
bar of H2, introduced in a steel cage and in an oil bath preheated to 70 °C and stirring was set to 
600 rpm. After 1 h, the autoclave was removed from the oil bath and allowed to cool for 20 
minutes. The reactor was then de-pressurized and dioxane was added to dissolve all species. 
Samples (20 µL) were analyzed by HPLC. 
2.2.6. Preparative synthesis of (S)-tembamide 
In a 100 mL round-bottomed flask provided with a magnetic stir bar, immobilized MeHNL 
(190 mg, 0.03 U/mg) and immobilized CALA (137 mg, 0.11 U/mg) were weighed. Subsequently, a 
solution (22 mL) containing 100 mM 4-anisaldehyde (2.2 mmol), 650 mM HCN (14.3 mmol) and 
50 mM mesitylene (1.1 mmol, internal standard) was added. Finally, phenyl benzoate (440 mg, 
2.2 mmol, 1 equivalent) was added at the beginning of the reaction, after 24 h and after 48 h 
(total of 3 equivalents). The mixture was stirred at 300 rpm and room temperature. The reaction 
was followed by HPLC and was stopped after 136 h, affording (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate in 80% HPLC yield and 99% e.e. The mixture was then centrifuged (4000 g, 4 °C for 15 
minutes) and the volatiles of the clear solution were evaporated using a rotary evaporator.  
The crude reaction mixture from the biocatalytic step was re-dissolved in diisopropyl ether 
(93 mL) and introduced in a stainless-steel reactor (Büchi miniclave) provided with a Teflon vessel 
with 300 mL maximum capacity, containing a magnetic stirring bar. Raney Ni slurry (1 mL) was 
centrifuged and the aqueous phase was removed. After adjusting the moist weight, the catalyst 
(224 mg) was added together with diisopropyl ether (1 mL) to the reactor. The autoclave was then 
tightly closed and flushed with four cycles of N2-vacuum. Finally, it was pressurized with 5 bar of 
H2, introduced in an oil bath preheated to 100 °C and stirring was set to 600 rpm. After 1.5 h, the 
autoclave was removed from the oil bath and allowed to cool for 20 minutes. The reactor was 
then de-pressurized and dioxane was added to dissolve all species. A sample (20 µL) analyzed by 
HPLC showed that (S)-tembamide was synthetized with 32% yield and 98% e.e. The solvents were 
then evaporated using a rotary evaporator. Column chromatography purification using an eluent 
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mixture of ethyl acetate and n-heptane (gradient starting with 1:2 ratio and finishing with 1:1 
ratio) followed by recrystallization of the enriched fractions (1:9 mixture of ethyl acetate and n-
heptane) afforded 91 mg of pure colorless (S)-tembamide crystals (isolated overall yield of 15%). 
The purity of the crystals was confirmed using 1-H and 13C-NMR (300 MHz, crystals dissolved in 
deuterated DMSO). 
 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 3.25–3.34 (1H, m, CH2), 3.40–3.49 (1H, m, CH2), 
3.73 (3H, s, OCH3), 4.72 (1H, dt, J = 7.5 Hz, 4.8 Hz, CH-OH), 5.41 (1H, d, J = 4.5 Hz, OH), 6.89 (2H, 
d, J = 8.7 Hz, Ar-m), 7.28 (2H, d, J = 8.7 Hz, Ar-o), 7.45 (2H, t, J = 6.9 Hz, Ar-m′), 7.51 (1H, tt, J = 6.9 
Hz, 1.5 Hz, Ar-p′), 7.83 (2H, dd, J = 6.9 Hz, 1.5 Hz, Ar-o′), 8.47 (1H, t, J = 5.4 Hz, NH). 13C-NMR (300 
MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 47.6, 54.9, 70.6, 113.3, 127.0, 127.1, 128.1, 130.9, 134.5, 135.7, 158.2, 
166.2. 
2.2.7. Analytical methods 
2.2.7.1. HPLC analysis  
The quantification of 4-anisaldehyde, (S)- and (R)-4-methoxymandelonitrile, (S)- and (R)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate, (S)- and (R)-tembamide and benzoic acid was achieved using 
chiral normal phase HPLC. Samples were diluted to a final mesitylene concentration of 1 mM with 
an 8:2 v/v mixture of n-heptane and isopropanol, and dried over anhydrous MgSO4. Analysis was 
performed using a Hitachi Elite LaChrom HPLC system, consisting of a VWR Hitachi L-2130 pump, 
L-2200 auto-sampler, L-2350 column oven, L-2400 UV detector using a D2 lamp, coupled to a 
Hitachi organizer module. Separation was achieved on a Chiralpak AD-H column (250 mm × 4.6 
mm × 5 μm; Daicel, Japan), using n-heptane/isopropanol 82:18 v/v at a flow rate of 0.65 mL/min. 
The column oven temperature was set at 35 °C and a detection wavelength of 225 nm was chosen. 
Under these conditions, the compounds were separated with the following retention times: 
mesitylene (internal standard) 5.0 min, benzoic acid 6.7 min, phenol 7.0 min, phenyl benzoate 7.3 
min, 4-anisaldehyde (1) 8.3 min, (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile {(S)-2} 9.6 min, (R)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile {(R)-2} 10.5 min, (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate {(S)-3} 13.1 min, 
(R)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate {(R)-3} 13.9 min, (S)-tembamide {(S)-4} 16.4 min and (R)-
tembamide {(R)-4} 17.4 min.  
In samples were quantification of benzoic acid was not possible due to the nearness of the 
phenol peak (usually all except for hydrogenation reactions), benzoic acid was quantified using 
achiral reverse phase HPLC. Samples from reaction mixtures were diluted 50× with 
acetonitrile/water 1:1 v/v. Analysis was performed using a Shimadzu Nexera XR HPLC system 
equipped with a DGU-20A5R degassing unit, coupled to two LC-20AD solvent delivery units, a SIL-
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20AC Autosampler, a CTO-20A column oven, an SPD-20A UV/VIS detector using a D2 lamp, and a 
CBM-20A system controller. Separation was achieved on a Nucleoshell RP 18 column (150 mm × 
3 mm × 2.7 µm; Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) at 30 °C, 0.7 mL/min flow rate using Milli-Q® 
water containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (solvent A) and acetonitrile (solvent B) as mobile phase 
and UV detection at 225 nm. The following eluent program was used; 10% solvent B for 0.5 min, 
followed by a linear gradient to 45% solvent B in 5.5 min, 45% solvent B for 10 min, another linear 
gradient to 100% solvent B in 5 minutes, 100% solvent B for 3 minutes, and finally a linear gradient 
to 10% solvent B in 3 minutes followed by 10% solvent B for 3 minutes. Under these conditions, 
the compounds were separated with the following retention times: phenol 4.3 min, benzoic acid 
4.9 min, (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile (2) 5.2 min, 4-anisaldehyde (1) 5.9 min, phenyl benzoate 
14.8 min, (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate (3) 16.1 min, and mesitylene (internal standard) 
19.3 min. 
Calibration curves were prepared using commercial 4-anisaldehyde (>99.0%), (R)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile (98.0%) and benzoic acid (>99.5%) as well as chemically synthesized (±)-
4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate (99%) and (S)-tembamide (99%). 
2.2.7.2. GC analysis  
Analysis of the cyanolysis of cyclohexene oxide was performed on a GC2010 plus gas 
chromatograph (Shimadzu, Duisburg, Germany) with FID detection. Samples were prepared as 
described in section 2.2.2.3. Separation was achieved on an OPTIMA 5 MS column (Macherey 
Nagel) with a length of 30 m, an inner diameter of 0.25 mm, and a film thickness of 0.25 μm. The 
injection volume was 1 µL and the split ratio was set to 1:50. Temperature program: 110 °C (7.5 
min), 100 °C/min to 335 °C (2.25 min). The hydrogen carrier gas was set to 1.0 mL/min flow rate 
(constant flow mode). Substrate cyclohexene oxide (9) eluted with a retention time of 1.04 min, 
the internal standard n-octanol eluted at 1.85 min and product 2-cyanocyclohexanol (10) at 3.00 
min.  
2.2.7.3. High resolution GC-MS analysis  
The crude reaction mixture obtained after evaporating the volatiles from a Raney Ni-
catalyzed hydrogenation of (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate was re-dissolved in acetone 
and analyzed using high resolution gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (GC-MS). 
GC conditions: An Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph was equipped with a 30 m analytical 
column (Phenomenex ZB1-MS, 30 m x 0.25 mm ID, tf=0.25 µm). A split injection port at 270°C 
was used for sample introduction and the split ratio was set to 10:1. Temperature program: 50 °C 
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(3 min), 10 °C/min to 310 °C (3 min). The helium carrier gas was set to 1.0 mL/min flow rate 
(constant flow mode). 
MS conditions: A JMS-T100GC (GCAccuTOF, JEOL, Japan) time of flight mass spectrometer in 
electron ionization (EI) mode at 70 eV and JEOL MassCenter™ workstation software was used. 
The source and transfer line temperature were set at 200 °C and 290 °C respectively. The detector 
voltage was set at 2050 V. The acquisition range was from m/z 41 to 600 with spectrum recording 
interval of 0.4 s. The system was tuned with PFK to achieve a resolution of 6,000 (FWHM) at m/z 
292.9824. 1-Iodonaphtalene was used as internal standard. 
2.2.7.4. NMR analysis  
The structure of side product 8 was elucidated using 1H NMR, 13C NMR and DEPT-135 NMR 
analysis. The purity of (S)-tembamide crystals prepared in this project was confirmed using 1H 
NMR and 13C NMR analysis. The spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance II 300 MHz 





The results of this thesis are divided into three sections. Section 3.1 describes the design and 
optimization of a bi-enzymatic cascade synthesis of 4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate (3) via a 
hydroxynitrile lyase-catalyzed hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde (1) combined with a hydrolase-
catalyzed benzoylation of the formed cyanohydrin (2). The catalytic hydrogenation of the 
enzymatic cascade product 3 to yield enantiopure tembamide is studied in section 3.2., focusing 
on the catalyst screening for the selective hydrogenation of the nitrile moiety and the 
optimization of the reaction parameters. An alternative biocatalytic reaction for the formation of 
amino alcohols is the halohydrin dehalogenase (HHDH)-catalyzed epoxide ring-opening using 
azide or cyanide as nucleophiles, which, after reduction, leads to β- or γ-amino alcohols, 
respectively. Section 3.3 describes the protein engineering via site-saturation mutagenesis (SSM) 
of HheG – an HHDH that accepts cyclic epoxides – in order to enhance its activity in cyanide-
mediated epoxide ring-opening reactions.  
3.1. Bi-enzymatic cascade for the synthesis of an optically active O-benzoyl cyanohydrin 
3.1.1. Design of an enzymatic chiral route towards 4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate 
from 4-anisaldehyde 
Compared to other benzaldehydes, the hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde requires a 
particularly high excess of HCN to drive the equilibrium towards the cyanohydrin [213,223,224], 
which is attributed to the positive mesomeric effect of the para-methoxy substituent. Therefore, 
the direct benzoylation of the cyanohydrin was envisioned as a possible solution to avoid isolating 




















Figure 24. Proposed cascade synthesis of enantiopure 4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate. Depending on 





In this work, Manihot esculenta hydroxynitrile lyase (MeHNL) and mutant L1Q/A111G of 
isoenzyme 5 from Prunus amygdalus hydroxynitrile lyase (PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G) were studied for 
the enantioselective hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde to yield (S)- and (R)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile, respectively. In order to select suitable hydrolases for the benzoylation 
step, a screening of over 40 hydrolases was planned.  
For a successful combination of the HNL-hydrolase pair in the cascade synthesis of 
enantiopure 4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate, it was required to subject the enzymatic 
hydrocyanation and transesterification reactions to a systematic study of the relevant reaction 
variables. For example, evaluating the effects of temperature and water activity on both 
reactions, as well as the potential cross interactions between the reactions’ enzymes, substrates, 
byproducts and side products, was of great importance to ensure the optimal performance of the 
cascade.  
In the designed cascade, a low-water organic solvent system was envisioned, for which the 
immobilization of both enzymes would be required. In organic solvents, free lipases generally 
express low catalytic activity and they tend to form aggregates which can lead to mass transfer 
limitations [225]. A simple and generally effective immobilization method when working in 
organic solvents is physical adsorption. Adsorption is believed to enhance the catalytic activity of 
most lipases due to hydrophobic interactions between the support and part of the enzyme, 
yielding the active enzyme conformation by opening the lid [226]. Similarly, immobilization of 
hydroxynitrile lyases can improve their activity and stability towards organic solvents [74] and 
may lead to higher enantioselectivity [160]. Therefore, the immobilization of the HNL and the 
hydrolase was considered a key step prior to their combination in a concurrent fashion. 
3.1.2. Non-enzymatic hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde and benzoylation of 4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate 
Prior to studying the enzymatic hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde and benzoylation of 4-
methoxymandelonitrile, the chemical hydrocyanation and benzoylation reactions were carried 
out. The goal was to synthetize (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate, which would be used as 
a substrate in hydrolase screening experiments and for the study of the nitrile hydrogenation (see 
section 3.2.).  
The hydrocyanation of 4-methoxymandelonitrile was achieved following an adapted 
literature procedure [213]. During the reaction optimization it was observed that when using 6 
cyanide equivalents, a maximum conversion of 85% was reached when performing the reaction 




equilibrium further to 92% conversion (see Figure 25). This indicates that the reaction is 
exothermic, which is in accordance with literature reports on the formation of cyanohydrins 
[227,228]. After the reaction workup, the solution was concentrated in a rotary evaporator in a 
cooled water bath to minimize the decomposition of the cyanohydrin. The first attempts to isolate 
(±)-2 proved unsuccessful due to its instability leading to an increased concentration of 4-
anisaldehyde in the mixture, which hampered the crystallization of the cyanohydrin given its oily 
consistency. (±)-2 was finally successfully isolated as light yellow crystals – containing 3% of 4-
anisaldehyde impurity –, which were formed during the controlled evaporation of the volatiles at 
-10 °C, and were subsequently washed with cold heptane/ethyl acetate (2:1) before being stored 
at -5 °C. 
 
Figure 25. Hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde using NaCN and NaHSO3 in water/AcOEt (3/2). The reaction 
was initially performed at room temperature and, after 4.75 hours, the flask was introduced in an ice-water 
bath and the reaction continued until it reached 92% conversion. 
The chemically synthetized (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile was benzoylated using benzoyl 
chloride and pyridine dichloromethane. This reaction was performed using the concentrated 
crude mixture of the hydrocyanation reaction. The same procedure was followed for the 
preparative synthesis of (R)- and (S)-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate, using (R)- and (S)-
methoxymandelonitrile resulting from the PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G- and MeHNL-catalyzed 
hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde, respectively. 
3.1.3. Enzymatic hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde  
The initial idea was to develop the concurrent cascade synthesis of both (R)- and (S)-4-




selective Prunus amygdalus hydroxynitrile lyase and the S-selective Manihot esculenta 
hydroxynitrile lyase were selected for the first reaction step based on their availability.  
Regarding the solvent of choice, relatively polar solvents such as diisopropyl ether (iPr2O, log 
P = 1.52) and tert-butyl methyl ether (tBME, log P = 0.94) have shown to be among the most 
suitable for hydroxynitrile lyases [229–232]. A test in which both solvents were evaluated in the 
PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G- and MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde in a biphasic 
system containing citrate buffer at pH 4 and the ether showed that both enzymes maintained 
much higher activity in the presence of iPr2O, compared to when tBME was used (see Figure 26). 
 
Figure 26. Effect of diisopropyl ether and tert-butyl methyl ether on the hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde 
catalysed by PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G (A) and MeHNL (B) in a 1:4 mixture of citrate buffer, pH 4 and ether. 
The competing non-enzymatic hydrocyanation reaction is favored at high pH and, thus, in 
order to suppress this reaction for a higher enantioselectivity of the process, one must work at 
the lowest pH possible. Therefore, a series of experiments were performed to determine the 
optimal pH for each reaction. The PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G- and MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation of 






Figure 27. Effect of pH on the hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde catalyzed by PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G (A and 
B) and MeHNL (C and D) in a 1:5 mixture of 500 mM citrate buffer and iPr2O. 
Figures 27A and 26B show that in the case of PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G an optimal reaction rate 
is reached between pH 4.5 and 5. Since the positive effect of an increase from pH 4.5 to 5 on the 
initial rate is negligible (see Figure 27B), and given the detrimental effect of this pH increase on 
the reaction enantioselectivity due to an increase in the non-enzymatic hydrocyanation rate (see 
Figure 28), pH 4.5 was selected for the PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G-catalyzed hydrocyanation of 4-
anisaldehyde. Regarding MeHNL, the lower pH values tested had a pronounced negative effect 
on the enzymatic activity (see Figures 27C and 27D). Given the difference in reaction rate and e.e. 
values observed in this case between pH 4.5 and pH 5, a second experiment was performed for 
MeHNL in the range of pH 4 to pH 5.5. Figure 29 shows that pH 5 remained the best condition for 
this enzyme, since further increasing the pH greatly enhances the rate of the non-enzymatic 





Figure 28. Effect of pH on the non-enzymatic hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde in a 1:5 mixture of 500 mM 
citrate buffer and iPr2O. 
 
Figure 29. Effect of pH on the hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde catalyzed by MeHNL in the range of pH 4 
to 5.5, using a 1:5 mixture of 500 mM citrate buffer and iPr2O. NC is negative control. 
The optimized pH values for both enzymatic reactions were used in the preparative synthesis 
of (R)- and (S)-methoxymandelonitrile. Also, given that enzymes have been reported to present a 
memory effect, tending to keep the conformation and ionization state that they had when being 






3.1.4. Screening of hydrolases  
A total of 41 non-immobilized hydrolase preparations were evaluated in a hydrolysis test 
using (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate as a substrate (see Table 6). The aim was to select 
hydrolases with affinity for both (R)- and (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate in order to 
combine them with either PaHNL5-L1Q/A111G or MeHNL, respectively. The reactions were 
followed in chiral HPLC and the enantiomeric excess of the unreacted 4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate was calculated. Conversion was determined based on the concentration of formed 
benzoic acid and unreacted 4-methoxymandelonitrile. Figure 30 summarizes the results of the 
hydrolases which exhibited activity.  
Table 6: Assigned number and specifications of the hydrolases screened in the hydrolysis of (±)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate in a 1:1 mixture of iPr2O and phosphate buffer pH 7 (100 mM). 








Sprin Technologies protease Geobacillus sp. 
3 
Protease from Bacillus 
Licheniformis 
Sigma Aldrich protease Bacillus licheniformis 
4 CALA L Novozymes lipase Candida antarctica 
5 Porcine PEM Novozymes protease mixture Sus domesticus 
6 Novozym 388 Novozymes lipase Rhizomucor miehei 
7 Lipex 100L Novozymes lipase Aspergillus oryzae 
8 Acylase "Amano" 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
acylase Aspergillus melleus 
9 Esperase 8.0 L Novozymes protease Bacillus lentus 






11 Protease N "Amano" 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
protease Bacillus subtilis 
12 Lipase AYS "Amano" 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
lipase Candida rugosa 
13 Protease S "Amano" 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
protease Bacillus sp. 
14 Lipase AS "Amano" 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
lipase Aspergillus niger 
15 Lipase PS "Amano" SD 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
lipase Bulkholderia cepacia 
16 Neutrase 0.8 L Novozymes metalloprotease 
Bacillus 
amyloliquefaciens 
17 Savinase 16L, Type EX Novozymes protease Bacillus lentus 
18 
Lipase from porcine 
pancreas, Type II 




Exp. n° Name Provider Enzyme type Origin 
19 ASSEMBLASE liquid 
DSM Anti-
Infectives 






lipase Candida antarctica 
21 Lipase R "Amano" 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
lipase Penicillium roqueforti 
22 




lipase Candida rugosa 
23 




lipase Mucor javanicus 
24 




lipase Aspergillus niger 
25 




lipase Rhizopus oryzae 
26 Lipase R "Amano"-K 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
lipase Penicillium roqueforti 
27 
Papain from papaya 
latex, P3375-25G 
Sigma Aldrich protease Carica papaya 
28 Alcalase Clea Technologies protease Bacillus licheniformis 
29 ECS-PLE06 Enzymicals esterase Sus domesticus 
30 
Trypsin from bovine 
pancreas cat: 93610 
Fluka, Bio Chemika protease Bos taurus 
31 
Esterase, from porcine 
liver, crude. 
Sigma Aldrich esterase Sus domesticus 
32 CES P-1 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
protease ND 1 
33 CES P-2 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
protease ND 1 
34 CES P-3 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
protease ND 1 
35 CES L-1 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
lipase ND 1 
36 CES L-2 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
lipase ND 1 
37 CES L-3 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
lipase ND 1 
38 CES L-4 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
lipase ND 1 
39 CES L-5 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
esterase ND 1 
40 CES E-1 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
esterase ND 1 
41 CES E-2 
Amano Enzyme 
Inc. 
esterase ND 1 





Figure 30. Conversion and enantiomeric excess (e.e.) of the remaining 4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate 
after 18 hours of hydrolysis reaction catalyzed by the hydrolases in a 1:1 mixture of iPr2O and phosphate 
buffer pH 7 (100 mM).. The number next to each data point indicates the hydrolase to which it corresponds 
(see Table 6). Hydrolases 5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 17, 18, 24, 28, 29 and 33 showed low activity and/or selectivity and 
their numbers are therefore not specified on the graph. Hydrolases with no activity are not shown. 
As expected, most of the screened hydrolases show a preference for (S)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate. It must be noted here that, since the nitrile group has a higher 
priority than the p-methoxyphenyl group according to Cahn–Ingold–Prelog rules [234], most 
lipases will catalyze the acylation of the (S) enantiomer preferentially, following Kazlauskas’ rule 
for secondary alcohols [144]. Based on the hydrolysis screening and on the availability of 
immobilized hydrolases, several enzymes with high activity and affinity for (S)- or (R)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate were selected for their evaluation in the transesterification 
reaction using racemic 4-methoxymandelonitrile as substrate. Lipase AY (Candida rugosa lipase, 
CRL) from Amano was selected for its enantiopreference for (R)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate. Although Alcalase had shown low activity in the hydrolysis screening and slight 
enantiopreference for the (S)-enantiomer, it is known that this enzyme presents opposite 
enantiopreference to lipases in organic solvents and that this selectivity may change in aqueous 
medium [145]. Therefore, it was also included in the transesterification screening. Candida 
antarctica lipase A (CALA) and pig liver esterase (PLE) were selected for their enantiopreference 
for (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate. Furthermore, Candida antarctica lipase B (CALB) was 
also tested. The enzymes were evaluated in a dynamic kinetic resolution (DKR) in which 3 Å 
molecular sieves served both as drying agent to avoid hydrolysis and as non-selective catalyst for 
the hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde. For the hydrolase-catalyzed transesterification reaction, 




showed enantiopreference for the (S)-enantiomer, with low selectivity in both cases. In the case 
of Alcalase, the result is consistent with our observation during the hydrolysis test. Regarding the 
change in enantiopreference exhibited by Lipase AY, Jin et al. reported on the effect of the 
reaction medium on the enantioselectivity of CRL, which could be reversed due to variations of 
the racemic temperature caused by different solvents [235]. CALB and PLE showed no activity 
under the transesterifications conditions, whereas CALA showed low activity but with a fair 
enantiopreference for the (S)-enantiomer, in accordance with the hydrolysis test. 
Table 7: Results of the hydrolase screening for the benzoylation of 4-methoxymandelonitrile in a DKR using 
3 Å molecular sieves as hydrocyanation catalyst in iPr2O. The hydrolase and vinyl benzoate were added 
after 20 h of hydrocyanation reaction to allow for sufficient formation of the cyanohydrin.   
Enzyme Immobilization method and support Conversion  (%)1 
Enantiopreference 
(S)-3 or (R)-3 




Adsorbed on macroporous methyl 
methacrylate/styrene copolymer beads 13 (S)-3 11 
Alcalase 
Covalently immobilized on macroporous 
polymethylmethacrylate beads 
functionalized with amine groups 
2 (S)-3 67 
CALA 
Covalently immobilized on macroporous 
polymethylmethacrylate beads 
functionalized with oxirane groups 
3 (S)-3 73 
CALB 3 Adsorbed on an acrylic resin 0 - - 
PLE 
Covalently immobilized on macroporous 
polymethylmethacrylate beads 
functionalized with oxirane groups 
0 - - 
1 Total conversion from 4-anisaldehyde to 4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate 4 hours after the addition of 
the hydrolase and vinyl benzoate. 2 E.e. of the major enantiomer of 4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate 
formed. 3 Commercial Novozym 435 was used. All other enzymes were immobilized at Viaym B.V., Delft, 
The Netherlands. 
Due to the lack of a hydrolase with enantiopreference for the (R)-cyanohydrin, it was decided 
to focus solely on the concurrent bi-enzymatic synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate, for which CALA was selected for its combination with MeHNL based on the DKR test. 
CALA is a robust industrial enzyme [154,236], and was shown to exhibit acyltransferase activity 
even in aqueous media [156,157], which was deemed an attractive feature in our envisioned 
cascade. To ensure its optimal combination with the HNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation in a 
concurrent fashion, it was decided to immobilize CALA by adsorbing it on Relizyme EXE309. This 
is a macroporous bead based on a methyl methacrylate/styrene copolymer that was 




3.1.5. Selection of benzoyl donor 
A crucial step in the development of the intended cascade was the identification of a suitable 
benzoyl donor that would facilitate the CALA-catalyzed transesterification. For this reaction to 
take place, an activated benzoyl donor was required [149]. Enol esters are highly activated acyl 
donors and have been extensively used in lipase-catalyzed transesterifications [129,149]. As an 
alternative to enol esters, several studies have proposed oxime esters, which are generally 
considered quasi-irreversible acyl donors [149,237–240]. Another activated ester, reported by 
Sakulsombat et al. on the successful acetylation of cyanohydrins catalyzed by Burkholderia 
cepacia lipase, is phenyl acetate [241]. Based on this information, vinyl benzoate, acetoxime 
benzoate and phenyl benzoate were studied in the transesterification reaction of 4-
methoxymandelonitrile (see Figure 31). 
 
Figure 31. Conversion and enantiomeric excess (e.e.) values obtained for the immobilized CALA-catalyzed 
benzoylation of 67 mM (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile using 200 mM vinyl benzoate (VB), acetoxime 
benzoate (AB) or phenyl benzoate (PB) in diisopropyl ether. 
As shown in Figure 31, all three activated benzoyl donors are accepted by CALA in the 
benzoylation of 4-methoxymandelonitrile. Phenyl benzoate afforded the highest reaction rate, 
followed by vinyl benzoate and, finally, acetoxime benzoate. The enantioselectivity of the 
reaction was not significantly affected by the donors, resulting in an enantiomeric ratio (E value) 
[242] of 8 when vinyl benzoate was used and 6 when acetoxime benzoate or phenyl benzoate 




Among the three tested donors, vinyl benzoate is the only one that can yield an irreversible 
benzoylation of 4-methoxymandelonitrile, due to the tautomerization of the byproduct to 
acetaldehyde. This constitutes an advantage for the transesterification reaction, but 
acetaldehyde might compete with 4-anisaldehyde as a substrate for MeHNL. After confirming 
that MeHNL could catalyze the hydrocyanation of acetaldehyde to yield lactonitrile, vinyl 
benzoate was ruled out as suitable benzoyl donor for the cascade approach. 
Phenyl benzoate and acetoxime benzoate are both activated donors due to the poor 
nucleophilicity of the byproducts (phenol and acetone oxime), although they do not yield 
irreversible transesterifications. Given that phenyl benzoate afforded considerably higher 
transesterification rates than acetoxime benzoate, and after confirming that phenyl benzoate as 
well as the byproduct phenol did not exert a negative effect on the hydrocyanation reaction (see 
section 3.1.11., Figure 41), it was selected for the cascade synthesis of (S)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate. 
3.1.6. Influence of reaction temperature 
In general, temperature affects enzymatic stability and has an important effect on the 
reaction rate of enzyme-catalyzed reactions and their enantioselectivity. Depending on whether 
the reaction takes place below or above the racemic temperature, a decrease in temperature will 
increase or decrease the enantioselectivity, respectively. 
According to literature, MeHNL shows optimal hydrocyanation activity at ~40 °C [71]. A 
reduction in the reaction temperature below 40 °C would decrease the enzymatic activity, but is 
expected to slightly increase its enantioselectivity, since MeHNL displays an elevated racemic 
temperature of 580 °C in the hydrocyanation of phenylpropionaldehyde in dibutylether [14]. 
Furthermore, in several cases, decreasing the reaction temperature has been shown to reduce 
the rate of the nonenzymatic hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde to a higher extent than the 
enzymatic reaction, which would also contribute to increase the enantiomeric excess (e.e.) of the 
cyanohydrin [243–245]. Finally, the reaction must be performed at a rather low temperature, 
since the boiling point of HCN is 25.6 °C [246]. Based on this information, hydrocyanation 
reactions were performed at 5, 10, and 20 °C. 
Within the studied temperature range, the hydrocyanation rate increased moderately with 
the reaction temperature (see Figure 32). On the other hand, the enantioselectivity of the 
enzymatic reaction slightly increased at lower temperatures, as expected. These results suggest 
that the optimal reaction temperature, which would afford excellent enantioselectivity with a 





Figure 32. Effect of reaction temperature on the non-immobilized MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation of 100 
mM 4-anisaldehyde in a biphasic system using 6.5 equivalents of HCN in a 1:8 mixture of 500 mM citrate 
buffer at pH 5 and iPr2O. Negative control (NC) shows the rate of the unselective background reaction. 
In the case of CALA, based on the data from kinetic resolution studies, the lipase was 
expected to show increased enantioselectivity with lower temperatures [247,248]. However, 
immobilized CALA has been reported to display a temperature optimum of 90 °C [249], thus the 
reaction will be limited by low rates at low temperatures.  
The effect of reaction temperature on the CALA-catalyzed benzoylation of racemic 4-
methoxymandelonitrile was studied in diisopropyl ether without added water in the range of 5 
to 25 °C. The results showed that, when reducing the temperature, the enantioselectivity of CALA 
was slightly enhanced (E value of 7 at 5 and 10 °C and 6 at 25 °C), although this was at the expense 
of a pronounced reduction of reaction rate, as shown in Figure 33. Within the studied 
temperature range, the CALA-catalyzed benzoylation of 4-methoxymandelonitrile can be 
achieved in relatively high yields with optimal performance at 25 °C. Although CALA shows 
preference for conversion of the (S)-enantiomer, it is not selective enough to afford an 
enantiopure product. However, when preceded by an enantioselective hydrocyanation, the 
transesterification reaction can enhance the enantiopurity of the final product. Therefore, the 





Figure 33. Effect of reaction temperature on immobilized CALA-catalyzed benzoylation of 65 mM (±)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile using 200 mM phenyl benzoate in diisopropyl ether. 
3.1.7. Evaluation of CALA-D122L mutant 
Although CALA has been shown to present acyltransferase activity even in water-rich media 
[156,157], it is not fully selective towards transesterification and also catalyzes hydrolysis 
reactions, thereby releasing free acids. This not only decreases the reaction efficiency, but may 
eventually lead to inhibition of the lipase or the HNL in our envisioned cascade. Aiming at 
increasing the reaction selectivity of CALA towards transesterification, Müller et al. created 
several CALA mutants via rational design [250]. Introducing the single mutation Asp122Leu 
afforded a variant with enhanced acyltransferase selectivity, producing a significantly lower 
amount of free acids in transesterification reactions, while retaining all other characteristics of 
the WT.  
CALA-D122L was evaluated as an alternative to CALA in order to suppress the hydrolysis 
reaction and, thus, minimize inhibition of the enzymes (see section 3.1.11.). The variant was 
immobilized on Relizyme EXE309, following the same procedure as for the wild-type lipase and 
the different benzoyl donors were also tested to ensure that the optimal conditions were found 
(see Figure 34). This variant showed a marked preference for phenyl benzoate over vinyl benzoate 
and acetoxime benzoate. Surprisingly, in this case the vinyl ester did not afford higher reaction 
rate than the acetoxime ester. Furthermore, a temperature screening was performed for the 




pronounced decrease in enzymatic activity was observed when reducing the reaction 
temperature from 25 to 10 °C. 
The chemoselectivity of both CALA and CALA-D122L was then evaluated at the optimal 
temperature value within the studied range, using phenyl benzoate as donor in the benzoylation 
of (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile. After immobilization, both enzymes were dried under high 
vacuum overnight to ensure that differences in the level of dryness of the immobilisates did not 
affect the results. Figure 36 shows that, unexpectedly, under the used conditions the mutant 
exhibits a higher hydrolase activity than the wild-type. Based on these results and given the higher 
accessibility of commercial WT CALA, the enzymatic cascade synthesis of (S)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate was further optimized using wild-type CALA. 
 
 
Figure 34. Conversion and enantiomeric excess (e.e.) values obtained for the CALA-D122L-catalyzed 
benzoylation of 67 mM (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile using 200 mM vinyl benzoate (VB), acetoxime 





Figure 35. Effect of reaction temperature on the benzoylation of 65 mM (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile using 
200 mM phenyl benzoate in diisopropyl ether, catalyzed by the CALA-D122L variant. 
 
Figure 36. Chemoselectivity of CALA and CALA-D122L on the benzoylation of 65 mM (±)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile using 200 mM phenyl benzoate at 25 °C in diisopropyl ether. Transesterification 
leads to 4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate (E), whereas hydrolysis leads to benzoic acid (BA). The numbers 
next to the bars correspond to the sum [BA]+[E], in mM. The vertical axis in the graph represents the 
proportion of benzoic acid that is formed per total of phenyl benzoate converted, using the formula: BA% 




3.1.8. Selection of a suitable carrier for the immobilization of MeHNL 
A screening of different carriers for the immobilization of MeHNL via adsorption was 
performed. Crystalline cellulose and Celite have been widely used for HNL immobilization, 
affording high activities and selectivities in organic solvents [25,85,158,159,251,252]. 
Furthermore, Celite has been used to control water activity in organic media [253]. In a recent 
study of various supports for the immobilization of MeHNL, silica gel exhibited very high activity 
recovery [254]. Based on this information, microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), Celite R-633 (which 
has been previously used for immobilization of AtHNL and HbHNL) [25,159] and several silica 
supports were used as carriers for MeHNL. The resulting immobilisates were tested in the 
hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde in a controlled low-water medium (see Table 8).  
Under the tested conditions, most MeHNL formulations performed poorly, compared with 
the excellent yield and selectivity values obtained for the hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde in a 
biphasic medium using free MeHNL (see Figure 32). This observation could be partially attributed 
to the reported lower activity and selectivity of MeHNL when working at reduced water content 
[85,158]. Furthermore, it was observed that Celite R-633 and the silica carriers catalyzed the 
unselective hydrocyanation, thus contributing to forming of the unwanted enantiomer. 
Nevertheless, the screening clearly identified Celite R-633 as the best carrier for MeHNL, with the 
highest activity and selectivity of the resulting biocatalyst (enzyme loading = 0.41 U/mg), which 
afforded a conversion of 82% and an e.e. value of 93% after 2 h under the studied conditions. 
However, the hydrocyanation reaction reached plateau shortly after 2 hours and, as the reaction 
continued, the e.e. dropped to 69%, with 86% conversion after 25 hours. This decrease in e.e. 
after long reaction times is due to the mentioned chemical background reaction catalyzed by the 
carrier. In order to minimize the catalytic effect of Celite R-633, the cell-free extract containing 
MeHNL was concentrated as much as possible and adsorbed on the minimum amount of carrier 
(enzyme loading is 0.79 U/ mg carrier). The enzymatic activity of the immobilisate was determined 




Table 8: Results of hydrocyanation of 100 mM 4-anisaldehyde with 6.5 equivalents of HCN 
catalyzed by immobilized MeHNL in diisopropyl ether in a controlled water medium. 
Support Enzyme loading  (U enz. / mg carrier) 
mg immobilisate / 










NC (%) 1 
MCC 2 0.36 14 23 18 48 ND 3 
Celite  
R-633 0.22 23 23 63 60 ND 
Celite  
R-633 0.41 30 
2 82 93 - 
25 86 69 27 
SP53D-
11785 0.41 30 
2 12 76 - 
25 54 60 33 
SP 540-
10297 0.41 30 
2 14 62 - 
25 70 35 51 
SYLOID 
244 FP 0.41 30 
2 7 42 - 
25 48 26 23 
SYLOID 
AL1-FP 0.41 30 
2 10 47 - 
25 78 24 23 
Perkasil 
SM 660 0.41 30 
2 3 99 - 
25 22 48 16 
1 NC = negative control where the support is added instead of the immobilized enzyme. 2 Microcrystalline 
cellulose. 3 Not determined. 
3.1.9. Influence of water activity  
When working with enzymes in organic solvents, their activity is greatly affected by the water 
content in the reaction medium. This variable is best quantified in terms of thermodynamic water 
activity (aw), which is equal in all phases in equilibrium [255]. Water is believed to act as a 
molecular lubricant, increasing the conformational flexibility of enzymes and, thus, their catalytic 
activity [256]. The water content also affects enzyme selectivity in a complex way, which involves 
interactions with the reaction medium and the substrates [158]. 
In the case of HNLs, it has been shown that when working at low water activities, the 
enzymes are insufficiently hydrated, resulting in activity and selectivity losses [73,85,158]. 
Lipases, on the other hand, can generally withstand lower water content [257], and some studies 
have shown that aw does not significantly influence the enantioselectivity of lipases [158,257–
259]. Furthermore, water competes with the substrate alcohol (in this case, cyanohydrin) for the 




A prerequisite for the combination of both enzymes in a concurrent mode is to find a suitable 
aw range that allows for sufficient MeHNL activity and high selectivity, while minimizing ester 
hydrolysis catalyzed by CALA. In order to evaluate the aw effect on both enzymatic reactions, a 
salt hydrate system that could cover a wide range of aw values was selected: 
Na2HPO4/Na2HPO4·2H2O/Na2HPO4·7H2O/Na2HPO4·12H2O. These salt pairs afford water activity 
values of 0.15, 0.57 and 0.74, respectively, at 20 °C [222]. The hydrocyanation and benzoylation 
reactions were studied independently using immobilized MeHNL and CALA and the three salt 
pairs. 
Before evaluating the influence of aw on MeHNL, the effect of the phosphate salt hydrate 
pairs on the background hydrocyanation reaction was studied. The chemical hydrocyanation of 
100 mM 4-anisaldehyde in diisopropyl ether was performed using 6.5 equivalents of HCN and 0.5 
mmol salt pair per mL of reaction. As can be seen in Figure 37, this experiment revealed that the 
Na2HPO4/Na2HPO4·2H2O pair could convert 32% of the aldehyde in 24 h, whereas the other two 
salt pairs afforded a much lower chemical background reaction rate with only 4% conversion after 
24 hours. The negative control, where no salt was added, showed 1% conversion. 
 
Figure 37. Effect of phosphate salt hydrate pairs (0.5 mmol / mL) on the non-enzymatic hydrocyanation of 
100 mM 4-anisaldehyde using 6.5 equivalents of HCN in iPr2O. The salt pairs used are 
Na2HPO4/Na2HPO4·2H2O (0/2), Na2HPO4·2H2O/Na2HPO4·7H2O (2/7), Na2HPO4·7H2O/Na2HPO4·12H2O 
(7/12). No salt pair was added in the control reaction. Conversion and e.e. values taken after 24 hours of 
reaction. 
The effect of the three water activity values provided by the phosphate salts on the MeHNL-
catalyzed hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde was then evaluated (see Figure 38). Results at aw = 




however, that the enzyme is hardly active at this low water activity. Comparison of the results at 
the two highest water activity values, where the background reaction is similarly low, shows that 
the activity and selectivity of MeHNL increased with increasing aw. Hence, to ensure a high e.e. of 




Figure 38. Effect of water activity on the MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation of 90 mM 4-anisaldehyde using 
6.5 equivalents of HCN in diisopropyl ether. Conversion and e.e. values taken after 23 hours of reaction. 
In the case of CALA, at aw = 0.57 and below, no significant difference in the enantioselectivity 
of the enzyme (E = 5) or in the selectivity for transesterification over hydrolysis was observed (see 
Figure 39). When working at aw = 0.74, however, the hydrolysis rate increased significantly at the 
expense of the transesterification reaction. Although the enantioselectivity also increased under 
these conditions (E = 9), it is not a sufficient improvement to compensate for the increased 
hydrolysis rate. Considering the observed effects of water activity on MeHNL and CALA, it was 






Figure 39. Effect of the different phosphate hydrate pairs on the CALA-catalyzed benzoylation of 66 mM 
(±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile using 200 mM vinyl benzoate in diisopropyl ether after 22 hours of reaction. 
3.1.10. Alternative solvents and cyanide sources for the MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation  
Solvents with higher hydrophobicity than the widely used tBME and iPr2O, such as n-hexane 
(log P = 3.90) and n-octanol (log P = 5.18), have been reported to enhance the enzymatic activity 
of several hydroxynitrile lyases [73,85]. Additionally, due to the lower solubility of the 
benzoylated product 3 in less polar solvents, using them could further enhance the yield of our 
cascade by in situ product removal through product precipitation. Therefore, cyclohexane (logP 
= 3.44) and n-heptane (logP = 4.66) were selected for their evaluation in the MeHNL-catalyzed 
hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde. Toluene (logP = 2.73) was not tested, since a slight decrease 
in the MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation activity with respect to tBME as solvent was reported 
[73] and CALA also performed poorly in this solvent (data not shown). 
The low solubility of HCN in cyclohexane and n-heptane – the maximum HCN concentration 
achieved following the procedure described in section 2.1.1.1. was 5 mM – prompted us to use 
acetone cyanohydrin as cyanide source. The MeHNL-catalyzed in situ cleavage of acetone 
cyanohydrin, which yields acetone and HCN, is a safer alternative to free HCN and, furthermore, 
it affords a better solubility of the cyanide source in apolar solvents than when using free HCN. 
Thus, an experiment was performed to evaluate both the alternative, safer cyanide source and to 
select the best solvent. The hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde catalyzed by immobilized MeHNL 
using 6.5 equivalents of acetone cyanohydrin was performed in iPr2O, tBME, heptane and 
cyclohexane at 10 °C. To evaluate the solvents under the same water activity conditions, 
Na2HPO4·2H2O was added to the reaction mixture, setting the aw value at 0.57. Using acetone 




reaction in all cases. In parallel, an experiment was performed under the same conditions using a 
solution of HCN (6.5 equivalents) instead of acetone cyanohydrin in iPr2O and tBME. As already 
demonstrated with the free MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation reaction in a biphasic system (see 
Figure 26), the reaction performed in iPr2O with immobilized MeHNL was more than 2-fold faster 
than when performed in tBME, albeit with no significant effect on the product e.e. Based on these 
results, it was decided to continue using free HCN in iPr2O.  
3.1.11. Cross interactions 
When performing several reactions in one-pot, the reagents, products, or byproducts of one 
reaction may affect the other reactions. This was already illustrated in section 3.1.5. by the 
example of the benzoyl donor vinyl benzoate, which upon transesterification afforded the 
byproduct acetaldehyde that competed with 4-anisaldehyde for the MeHNL-catalyzed 
hydrocyanation reaction. Thus, for an optimized cascade, the effect of hydrocyanation reagents 
on the CALA-catalyzed transesterification reaction as well as the influence of the benzoyl donor 
and the transesterification byproduct on the MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation reaction was 
evaluated. Further, the influence of the side product benzoic acid on both transesterification and 
hydrocyanation reactions was studied.  
The influence of 4-anisaldehyde and HCN on the reaction rate and selectivity of the CALA-
catalyzed benzoylation of 4-methoxymandelonitrile was evaluated. As shown in Figure 40A, both 
4-anisaldehyde and HCN exert a moderate negative effect on the benzoylation rate. Moreover, 
both compounds reduce the selectivity of CALA towards transesterification (see Figure 40B). 
Regarding the enantioselectivity of the benzoylation reaction, it was not significantly affected by 
the presence of either of the hydrocyanation substrates, with the E values varying between 5 and 
6. Similarly, the effect of benzoic acid on CALA was studied in a benzoylation reaction of 70 mM 
(±)-4-methoxymandelonitirile containing one equivalent of benzoic acid. As a result, the reaction 





Figure 40. Effect of 60 mM 4-anisaldehyde and 209 mM HCN on the transesterification and hydrolysis rate 
of CALA (A) as well as its selectivity towards transesterification over hydrolysis (B) using 65 mM (±)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile and 200 mM phenyl benzoate. 
The influence of phenyl benzoate and its leaving group, phenol, on the MeHNL-catalyzed 
hydrocyanation of 4-methoxymandelonitrile was studied. Addition of either three equivalents of 
phenyl benzoate or phenol to the hydrocyanation reaction afforded (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 





Figure 41. Effect of 300 mM phenol (P) or 300 mM phenyl benzoate (PB) on MeHNL-catalyzed 
hydrocyanation of 100 mM 4-anisaldehyde using 6 equivalents of HCN in iPr2O. 
To evaluate the effect of the side product benzoic acid on the hydrocyanation reaction, an 
experiment was performed with addition of different amounts of acid to the reaction mixture. As 
shown in Figure 42, benzoic acid exerts a strong negative effect on the hydrocyanation rate of 
MeHNL. Thus, in order to achieve a cascade synthesis of (S)-3 with high yield and selectivity, the 
CALA-catalyzed hydrolysis of phenyl benzoate and 3 should be minimized as much as possible. 
This observation is not surprising, since benzoic acid has previously been reported as a 
competitive inhibitor for other hydroxynitrile lyases [98,261,262]. Based on these results, the 






Figure 42. Effect of 25, 50, or 100 mM benzoic acid on the MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation of 100 mM 4-
anisaldehyde using 6.5 equivalents of HCN in iPr2O. With exception of the positive control, the enantiomeric 
excess values overlap at short reaction times. 
3.1.12. Cascade synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate  
For the first cascade synthesis test (see Table 9, entry 1), the used reaction conditions in 
terms of enzyme amount, temperature, water buffering salts and the time point of CALA addition 
were selected based on the results obtained before. The reaction temperature was set at 10 °C, 
Na2HPO4·2H2O/Na2HPO4·7H2O was added to set the water activity to aw = 0.57, and the lipase was 
added after 16 h of hydrocyanation reaction with the idea to minimize the exposure of MeHNL to 
benzoic acid. In this first reaction, a low reaction rate of the overall process was observed, 
resulting in only 10.5% conversion to the corresponding ester with a fair e.e. of 89% after 47 h 
reaction time. The results, however, showed that both enzymes were simultaneously active after 
adding the lipase to the reaction mixture, since the 4-anisaldehyde was further converted and (S)-
4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate was also formed. The same process was repeated at 25 °C 
(Table 9, entry 2) resulting in a significantly improved reaction rate, while maintaining the 
enantiomeric excess of the ester. Based on these observations, all further reactions were 
performed at room temperature (20 °C). 
For comparison, in experiment 3 (Table 9, entry 3) a concurrent approach, where both 
enzymes were added from the beginning, was tested. Due to the inhibitory effect of 4-
anisaldehyde and HCN on the acyltransferase activity of CALA, a higher amount of lipase was 
added. This approach significantly improved the enantiopurity of the final ester (97% e.e.), while 




present in the reaction mixture. This suggested that the transesterification rate was not too high 
in comparison to the MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation. Therefore, it was decided to maintain the 
CALA/MeHNL ratio for further reactions. Strikingly, the results could be further improved by 
omitting the water buffering salts from the system (Table 9, entry 4). Elimination of these salts 
provided overall higher yield and selectivity, which may be explained by the previously identified 
negative effect of low water activity on the enzymatic hydrocyanation reaction. Moreover, 
comparison of the benzoic acid concentration in experiments 3 and 4 indicated that in the former 
cascade (including the salts) the hydrolysis reaction was not suppressed to a higher extent than 
in the latter (without salts). Thus, the use of the salt hydrate pair did not further reduce the 
hydrolysis reaction in the studied system. 
Salt-free experiments with varying initial amounts of benzoyl donor (Table 9, entries 4–6) 
showed a detrimental effect of higher donor concentrations on the hydrocyanation reaction, 
while the amount of hydrolysis side product, benzoic acid, increased substantially. In all cases, 
however, excellent enantiopurity of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate (99% e.e.) was 
maintained throughout the process. These results prompted us to test gradual addition of phenyl 
benzoate to the process, which was found to minimize the hydrolytic side reaction at the expense 
of some loss in the benzoylation reaction rate (see Table 9, entry 7), leading to 64% yield of ester 
3 (98% e.e.) in 49 h, with 50% less benzoic acid produced compared to Table 9, entry 5.  
Furthermore, the possibility of decreasing the amount of HCN used in the cascade was also 
tested. However, when performing the cascade using 5 instead of 6.5 equivalents of HCN (using 
the same conditions detailed in Table 9, entry 7), after 122 hours only 60 mM (S)-3 was produced 
with a poor enantiomeric excess of 87%. Similarly, a decrease in yield and enantioselectivity of 
(S)-2 was observed in the immobilized MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde when 





Figure 43. Hydrocyanation of 100 mM 4-anisaldehyde catalyzed by immobilized MeHNL using 3-6.5 
equivalents of HCN in iPr2O at 20 °C. 
Finally, it was hypothesized that a reduction of the lipase units could further decrease the 
amount of formed benzoic acid. Using 0.5 U/ml CALA afforded ester 3 (98% e.e.) with 81% yield 
in 122 h, with a total conversion of 4-anisaldehyde of 95% (see Table 9, entry 8). The reaction 
time required for high conversion values could be reduced by approximately one day when the 
reaction temperature was increased from 20 to 25 °C (see Table 9, entry 10). For comparison, a 
MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation reaction was performed in parallel to the concurrent cascade 
reaction from Table 9, entry 8, under the same conditions. After 24 hours the hydrocyanation had 
reached plateau with a conversion of 85% and an e.e. of just 91%, whereas the bi-enzymatic 
approach reached also 85% yield of (S)-3 if allowed to react for 164 hours, with an improved e.e. 
of 96%, as shown in entry 8 of Table 9.  
After careful optimization of the variables influencing both enzymatic reactions, the 
successful concurrent cascade synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate starting from 
4-anisaldehyde and catalyzed by MeHNL and CALA was accomplished. Systematically studying 
each enzymatic reaction first was key for their effective combination. When developing the one-
pot cascade, however, further fine-tuning of reaction conditions was required to achieve optimal 
performance. This way, 95% conversion of 1 with 81% yield of the final ester (S)-3 and excellent 
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Table 9: Cascade synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate catalyzed by immobilized MeHNL and CALA starting from 100 mM 4-anisaldehyde and 650 mM 
HCN using 200–400 mM phenyl benzoate in iPr2O. Reactions were performed in duplicate and relative standard deviations were generally below 2%. 













13 10 3 0.21 0.50 4 
16 90 10 58 - - - 
47 82 7 12 11 89 ND 
23 25 3 0.21 0.50 5 
15 75 25 63 - - - 
24 59 11 15 30 90 ND 
33 20 2 0.26 2.20 31 47 10 70 43 97 64 
4 20 2 0.26 2.20 
31 23 21 92 56 99 57 
73 15 23 86 62 98 111 
5 20 3 0.26 2.20 31 33 8 76 59 99 109 
6 20 4 0.26 2.20 31 45 4 68 51 99 140 
7 20 3 6 0.26 2.20 
49 18 19 74 64 98 56 
122 15 13 79 72 93 210 
8 20 3 6 0.26 0.50 
122 5 14 60 81 98 50 
164 4 11 61 85 96 94 
9 20 0 0.26 0 24 15 85 91 - - - 
10 25 3 6 0.26 0.50 94 7 13 46 80 97 39 
1 Activity of immobilized MeHNL: 0.03 U/mg. 2Activity of immobilized CALA: 0.11 U/mg. 3 Na2HPO4·2H2O/Na2HPO4·7H2O was added (0.34 mmol per mL of reaction). 4 
CALA was added after 16 h. 5 CALA was added after 15 h. 6 Gradual addition: Each 1 equivalent of phenyl benzoate was added at the beginning, after 24 h, and after 48 
h. 
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3.2. Novel multi-catalytic route for the synthesis of an N-acyl-β-amino alcohol 
3.2.1. Design of a 2-step catalytic synthetic route towards (S)-tembanide  
As discussed in chapter 1.2, the synthesis of enantiopure β-amino alcohols and their 
derivatives has been traditionally achieved via derivatization of the limited chiral pool of amino 
acids. However, given the high versatility of these compounds and their multiple biomedical 
applications, researchers have focused on the development of new chiral routes that do not rely 
on the availability of a chiral precursor. In this context, the current trend towards more efficient 
chemical transformations promotes not only the use of catalysts, rather than using activated 
compounds, but also the reduction of work-up steps by combining two or more reactions into 
sequential or concurrent cascades [17–19,263–265]. Considering this trend, a cascade synthesis 
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Figure 44. Catalytic asymmetric cascade route towards (S)-tembamide. 
The first step consists in a concurrent bi-enzymatic synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate ((S)-3), using immobilized MeHNL and CALA as catalysts. In a second step, the nitrile 
group is catalytically reduced to give (S)-tembamide ((S)-4). The catalytic hydrogenation of 
acylated cyanohydrins is an approach reported by Veum et al. [174], which initially forms an 
amino-ester intermediate that spontaneously undergoes acyl transfer to yield the corresponding 
1,2-hydroxyamide. Our designed pathway towards (S)-tembamide constitutes a fully catalytic 
route that reduces the number of work-up steps with respect to the reported routes [42,43,52–
55,44–51] and avoids isolation of the unstable cyanohydrin (S)-2.  
The combination of MeHNL and CALA to convert 4-anisaldehyde into (S)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate ((S)-3) in organic solvent could be accomplished by carefully 
selecting the acylating agent and further optimizing the reaction conditions, as described in 
section 3.1. The present section focuses on the identification of a proper catalyst and reaction 





Besides the intrinsic catalytic nitrile hydrogenation side reactions leading to secondary and 
tertiary amines depicted in Figure 19, selectivity is very important, since the reactions at other 
functional groups in the molecule would result in other undesired side products. For example, the 
C−O bond of the benzyloxy group is especially susceptible to hydrogenolysis, due to the phenyl 
ring of the cyanohydrin fragment (see Figure 45) [174,266,267]. Furthermore, the hydrogenation 
conditions may affect the chiral center of the reactant resulting in racemization [189]. For 
example, even under optimized conditions, Veum et al. observed in their study on the catalytic 
hydrogenation of (S)-mandelonitrile acetate a decrease in enantiopurity of the resulting (S)-N-(2-
hydroxy-2-phenylethyl)acetamide (i.e., a decrease in e.e. from 95% to 75%) [174]. In contrast, 
Hertzberg et al. accomplished the hydrogenation of benzylic O-acyl cyanohydrins with little or no 









Figure 45. In addition to the desired hydrogenation of the nitrile group (A), 4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate may undergo hydrogenolysis of the C−O bond in the benzyloxy group (B) under catalytic 
hydrogenation conditions. 
3.2.2. Catalyst screening   
Previous studies have shown that the combination of amorphous Ni catalysts with NaBH4 or 
KBH4 in alcohol solvents can selectively reduce nitriles – which are generally not reduced when 
using the borohydride alone [182] – under conditions that were compatible with ester groups 
[181,182]. Based on this information, we presumed that a Raney Ni-NaBH4 transfer 
hydrogenation of compound 3 should provide higher selectivity towards primary amines (vs 
catalytic hydrogenation) as well as suitable functional group tolerance, at the expense of 
increased metal waste. Therefore, we initially investigated the reduction of (±)-3 using 4 mol 
equivalents of NaBH4 and 0.25 g of Raney Ni per gram of substrate in ethanol or tert-butanol at 
room temperature. 1H NMR analysis showed that compound 3 was fully converted in both cases 
after 2 hours, but no tembamide was formed. This was thought to be due to poor 
chemoselectivity, leading to the reduction of the benzyloxy C-O bond. Since the advantage of this 
approach should be higher selectivity, no additional efforts were directed to further investigate 




As discussed in section 1.5, the chemoselectivity of the catalytic hydrogenation of nitriles 
greatly depends on the catalyst’s nature, although other factors such as the substrate structure, 
the loading of catalyst, reaction temperature and hydrogen pressure also have an impact on the 
reaction outcome. In order to hydrogenate the nitrile in compound (S)-3 with the highest yield 
towards (S)-tembamide, minimizing the hydrogenolysis of the C−O bond from the benzyloxy 
group and the formation of secondary and tertiary amines, a transition metal catalyst screening 
was performed. With the idea of achieving the total synthesis of tembamide in a one-pot-two-
step fashion, the initial screening was performed under mild conditions that could facilitate the 
overall process, including potential recycling of the enzymes. Additionally, by working under 
milder conditions we hoped to improve the enantioretention of the chiral center with respect to 
the loss in chirality observed by Veum et al. [174]. The hydrogenation reactions were carried out 
at room temperature under 1 bar of H2 in dioxane, this being the solvent of choice in the 
optimized catalytic nitrile hydrogenation reactions previously reported [174,268,269].  
Table 10 shows the results of the metal-catalyzed conversion of (±)-3 under the 
aforementioned conditions. Although conversion of the substrate was observed in all cases, not 
all the catalysts afforded tembamide as a product, and only low chemoselectivity towards the 
desired product was observed in the cases where tembamide was formed.  
While Pd on carbon (Pd (C)) afforded full conversion of (±)-3, tembamide was not formed. 1H 
NMR spectroscopy identified benzoic acid as one of the reaction products and a control reaction 
under N2 atmosphere afforded no conversion of the acyl cyanohydrin, indicating that benzoic acid 
was formed via hydrogenolysis (see Table 10, entry 1). 
Raney Co and Ni on Al2O3/SiO2 (Ni@Al2O3/SiO2 65%) catalyzed the hydrogenation of (±)-3 
with low conversion (see Table 10, entries 2 and 3). Raney Co is frequently used at high 
dihydrogen pressure and elevated temperature [270], which might explain its poor performance 
under the initial screening conditions. It is, nevertheless, an attractive catalyst because of its 
typically high chemoselectivity, especially when seeking to reduce nitrile groups in the presence 
of other potentially reactive moieties [270]. Regarding Ni@Al2O3/SiO2 65%, it has been shown that 
the catalytic activity of Ni on alumina can be enhanced after a pre-activation treatment under 
high H2 pressure and high temperature [174]. This might also be the case for Rh on Al2O3 (Table 
10, entry 7), which afforded tembamide in negligible yields. 
Raney Ni, Rh on silica (Rh@SiO2 1%) and Rh on carbon exhibited high conversion of the ester 
(> 90%) along with similar chemoselectivity towards tembamide, with yields ranging between 4% 
and 5% (see Table 10, entries 4, 5 and 6). RhCl3 · 3H2O and RuO2 · H2O, which catalyzed the 




further considered (see Table 10, entries 8 and 9). The hydrogenation using Rh@SiO2 1% was also 
performed in diisopropyl ether (iPr2O), resulting in higher selectivity compared to the reaction in 
dioxane (Table 10, entry 10). Since the first two enzymatic reactions of the final cascade are 
performed in diisopropyl ether, this solvent was chosen for further optimization.   
Table 10: Catalyst screening for the catalytic hydrogenation of 19 mM (±)-3 at room temperature (25 °C) 











1 Pd (C) 4 0.25 dioxane 100 0 0 
2 Raney Co 86% slurry 
2.2 dioxane 
23 0.1 0.2 
3 Ni@Al2O3/SiO2 65% 
1 dioxane 
19 0 0 
4 Raney Ni 50% slurry 
2 dioxane 
92 4.4 4.9 
5 Rh (C) 5% 1 dioxane 100 4.5 4.5 
6 Rh@SiO2 1% 3 dioxane 38 1.1 2.9 
7 Rh@Al2O3 5% 1 dioxane 53 0.3 0.6 
8 RhCl3 · 3H2O 1 dioxane 47 0 0 
9 RuO2 · H2O 1 dioxane 37 0 0 
10 Rh@SiO2 1% 3 iPr2O 45 4 8.9 
1 g of catalyst / g of starting material. 2 Yield determined by HPLC analysis. 3 Selectivity calculated as 
(tembamide yield)/(conversion)×100. 4 A negative control using Pd (C) under N2 atmosphere was 
performed. 
In contrast to the results obtained by Veum et al. using 120 °C and 20 bar of H2 as optimized 
conditions [174], our initial catalyst screening results performed at room temperature and 1 bar 
of H2 afforded only very low yields of tembamide. Hence, we speculated that the catalysts’ 
chemoselectivity to hydrogenate the nitrile moiety instead of the C−O bond could be enhanced 
by increasing the temperature and/or H2 pressure. Additionally, the intramolecular acyl migration 
might be facilitated by increased temperatures. Therefore, a second catalyst screening was 
performed at 100 °C under 5 bar of H2 (see Table 11). For this purpose, the catalysts that had 
afforded tembamide under the initial conditions, as well as Ni@Al2O3/SiO2 65% (which was 





Table 11: Catalyst screening for the catalytic hydrogenation of (±)-3 19 mM under 100 °C and 5 bar of H2 in 
diisopropyl ether. Reactions stopped after 2.5 hours of reaction. 
Entry Catalyst Catalyst loading  (g/g) 1 
Conversion 
(%) 




1 Ni@Al2O3/SiO2 65% 4 1 94 12 12 
2 Raney Ni 50% slurry 3.5 100 25 25 
3 Raney Co 86% slurry 3.5 69 13 19 
4 Rh (C) 5% 1 100 0 0 
5 Rh@SiO2 1% 2.5 100 0 0 
6 Rh@Al2O3 5% 4 1 100 0 0 
1 g of catalyst / g of starting material. 2 Yield determined by HPLC analysis. 3 Selectivity calculated as 
(tembamide yield)/(conversion)×100. 4 Catalyst was preactivated at 120 °C under 10 bar of H2 in iPr2O.    
As expected, the pre-activation of Ni@Al2O3/SiO2 65% as well as the higher temperature and 
hydrogen pressure allowed for the formation of tembamide (see Table 11, entry 1). In the case of 
the Raney catalysts, the selectivity towards tembamide was greatly increased with respect to the 
initial screening (Table 11, entries 2 and 3). Surprisingly, none of the rhodium catalysts afforded 
the desired product under the new reaction conditions, although full conversion was reached in 
these cases (see Table 11, entries 4, 5 and 6). Although the catalytic hydrogenation of nitriles has 
been widely studied, there is no general method that affords the desired products with highest 
selectivity and yields, and therefore, optimization of the reaction parameters is always required 
for optimal results. In this context, there appears to be no clear trend in the reported effect of 
temperature and H2 pressure on the reaction selectivity [177,184,190,271]. The effect of H2 
pressure has been reported to directly influence the relative hydrogenation/condensation rates 
involved in the synthesis of primary, secondary and tertiary amines [177]. The higher yields 
observed when increasing the temperature in the case of Ni and Co catalysts may be attributed 
to a positive change in the relative ratios of the hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis and the 
hydrogenation/condensation rates. In addition, the higher temperature may also favor the acyl 
migration necessary for the formation of tembamide.  
In order to better understand the reaction and the process leading to the formation of 
undesired products, the stability of (±)-tembamide was evaluated in parallel under hydrogenating 
conditions in the presence of Ni@Al2O3/SiO2 65%. After 2 hours of reaction, 30% of tembamide 
had been depleted and several degradation products were observed in HPLC. A control in the 
absence of catalyst showed no reaction, indicating that the degradation of tembamide was due 




3.2.3. Selection of catalyst and optimization of reaction temperature   
Given the superiority of the Raney catalysts in terms of selectivity towards tembamide, a 
reaction temperature optimization was performed under 5 bar of H2 in order to select the best 
catalyst (see Figure 46).  
 
Figure 46. Effect of reaction temperature on the hydrogenation of 19 mM (±)-3 catalyzed by Raney Ni and 
Raney Co under 5 bar of H2 in iPr2O, using 3.5 grams of catalyst per gram of substrate. Reactions performed 
at 80 °C and below were run for 5 hours, whereas reactions run at 100 °C and above where stopped after 
2.5 hours. 
Raney Ni showed a temperature optimum around 100 °C, while lower yields of tembamide 
were obtained at higher and lower temperatures. Raney Co performed best also at 100 °C, since 
increasing the temperature up to 140 °C did not afford higher conversion or yield towards 
tembamide. Both catalysts were then tested at 100 °C and 10 bar of H2. In the case of Raney Ni, 
lower selectivity towards tembamide was observed (21% tembamide yield, 100% conversion), 
whereas Raney Co afforded slightly higher conversion (76%) and tembamide yield (17%) than at 
lower pressure. The results indicate that Raney Co generally requires higher temperature and H2 
pressure to afford tembamide with similar selectivity as Raney Ni, albeit with lower reaction rate. 
Since variations in the H2 pressure did not have a strong effect on the reaction performance, this 





Having selected the catalyst, a test was performed to evaluate the enantioretention of the 
chiral center during the hydrogenation reaction. The hydrogenation of 19 mM (R)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate (99% e.e.) catalyzed by Raney Ni at 100 °C under 5 bar of H2, 
afforded 25% (R)-tembamide with 98% e.e.. 
3.2.4. Identification of side products and further optimization of reaction parameters  
Using high resolution GC−MS analysis of a crude reaction mixture obtained after 
hydrogenation, three major side products were identified (Figure 47, compounds 5 - 7). 
Formation of benzoic acid (5) and 4-methoxy benzyl cyanide (7) can be explained by 
hydrogenation of the benzylic C−O bond of compound 3. The presence of the secondary amine 6 
is supported by the mechanism proposed in Figure 19, involving reduction products of compound 
7 and possibly other reaction intermediates. We infer that hydrogenolysis of the benzylic C−O 
bond is one of the major side reactions, which leads to products such as 6 and 7 that can trigger 
the formation of other side products such as secondary and tertiary amines, further depleting the 
tembamide yield. Previous reports have indicated that the addition of NH3 minimizes the 
formation of secondary and tertiary amines [185,186]. However, this additive can also result in 
the formation of other undesired products, as observed by Veum et al. for the catalytic 
hydrogenation of acylated cyanohydrins [174]. Furthermore, we surmised that if the nitrile 
hydrogenation takes place selectively, the β-amino ester quickly undergoes transacylation to 
tembamide and, thus, will not participate in secondary amine formation pathways. Based on 
these considerations, no efforts were made towards the addition of additives such as NH3 to avoid 
secondary and tertiary amine formation.  
Additionally, NMR analysis of a column chromatography fraction established the presence 
of the side product 8 (Figure 47). The amine formed via hydrogenation of compound 7 may react 
in a nucleophilic acyl substitution with another species bearing a benzoyl group to yield 
compound 8. Alternatively, this side product may result from the hydrogenolysis of the C−OH 
bond after tembamide formation, considering that tembamide was shown to react under 
hydrogenating conditions. Therefore, the identification of an optimal reaction time to avoid 





















Figure 47. Identified major side products of the hydrogenation of 4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate.    
The presence of water in the reaction medium also influences the catalytic hydrogenation of 
nitriles, but, so far, the studies on the specific effect of water on the product distribution and 
reaction rate are inconclusive. Volf et al. reported increased reaction rate and selectivity towards 
primary amines upon addition of water when using unsupported Ni and Co catalysts, while the 
contrary effect is observed when using supported catalysts [272]. In the case of Pt(C)-catalyzed 
hydrogenation of benzonitrile, increased selectivity towards primary amines was reported when 
small quantities of water were added [273]. However, it has also been claimed that water 
increases the reaction rate, while having only a negligible effect on the chemoselectivity when 
supported Pt and Ru catalysts are used [274]. Veum et al. observed a slightly positive effect on 
the reaction yield when adding water in the hydrogenation of aliphatic acylated cyanohydrins, 
but reported no effect on benzylic acylated cyanohydrins [174]. Additionally, studies on acyl 
migration of monoacylglycerols have shown that water addition influences the migration rate, 
which could also affect the yield of tembamide in our reaction [275]. Furthermore, the addition 
of water could increase the risk of hydrolysis of benzoylated species. To evaluate the effect of 
water on the hydrogenation of (±)-3, two experiments were carried out (Table 12, entries 1 & 2) 
where water was either removed or added to the system. The addition of 4 Å molecular sieves to 
remove water had a slightly negative effect on the yield towards tembamide compared to 
reactions without molecular sieves (Table 12, entry 2). This might imply that small quantities of 
water have, actually, a beneficial effect on the catalyst performance, whereas a complete removal 
would be counterproductive. The addition of 2.5% v/v water, however, resulted in a dramatically 
lower yield of tembamide and a higher concentration of benzoic acid (5.7 mM when using 
molecular sieves vs 8 mM with water addition). Unfortunately, we cannot differentiate to what 
extent this is caused by increased hydrogenolysis, hydrolysis or other processes. Therefore, no 
further experiments were directed towards optimizing the amount of water in the reaction 




Table 12: Optimization of parameters influencing the yield towards tembamide in the hydrogenation of (±)-





















2.5 100 21 21 
2 3.5 19 2.5% Milli-Q water 2.5 100 6 6 
3 3.5 19 - 2 100 24 24 
4 0.5 19 - 1 100 27 27 
5 0.25 19 - 1 96 20 21 
6 0.5 112 - 2 98 16 16 
7 0.5 84 - 2 95 17 18 
1 g of catalyst / g of starting material. 2 Yield determined by HPLC analysis. 3 Selectivity calculated as 
(tembamide yield)/(conversion)×100. 4 A small spatula point of molecular sieves, previously crushed and 
pre-activated in vacuum oven, was added. 
  The catalyst loading and substrate concentration were also expected to impact the 
reaction performance. First, the catalyst loading was adjusted (see Table 12, entries 3-5). A 
reduction of the catalyst/substrate ratio was desirable in terms of atom economy and could 
potentially alter the selectivity of the reaction. An experiment was performed decreasing the 
Raney Ni loading to 0.5 g/gsubstrate, whereupon a slight increase in selectivity was observed. Further 
decreasing the catalyst loading to 0.25 g/gsubstrate resulted in a lower tembamide yield. Thus, for 
future experiments the catalyst loading was set to 0.5 g/gsubstrate. 
In order to evaluate the effect exerted by the substrate concentration, a hydrogenation 
experiment was performed starting from a saturated solution of (±)-3 (Table 12, entry 6). Also, 
based on the concentration of the ester obtained via the biocatalytic cascade, a hydrogenation 
reaction using 84 mM (±)-3 was performed (Table 12, entry 7). Increasing the concentration of 4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate had a negative influence on the selectivity of the hydrogenation 
reaction, leading to a decreased tembamide yield. We hypothesize that this detrimental effect 
associated with an increased substrate concentration results from a competition between the O-
benzoyl cyanohydrin and the partially reduced imino intermediate (see Figure 19, compound II) 
on the catalyst surface, where compound 3 outcompetes the imino intermediate at higher 
concentrations. This situation, combined with the higher concentration of free amines – resulting 
from a higher substrate concentration – would increase the rate of the condensation reaction 
between the imino intermediate and the amines, and therefore limit the hydrogenation of 




The optimization of the hydrogenation conditions was performed intermittently in a time 
span of three years. Raney Ni was purchased fresh at the beginning of this project and when the 
Raney Ni-catalyzed hydrogenation of 3 was performed under the optimized conditions (100 °C, 5 
bar of H2, using 0.5 g catalyst per gram of substrate, with a substrate concentration of 19 mM in 
iPr2O) after 3 years, it was found that the catalyst had lost activity (see Table 13, entry 1). Raney 
Ni generally underwent several washing cycles before adding it to the reaction solution, in order 
to avoid hydrolysis. After two initial washes with demineralized water to remove aluminum salts 
and ensure neutral pH, it was rinsed two times with ethanol and finally two times with diisopropyl 
ether to remove the water. However, the observed loss of catalytic activity over time prompted 
us to evaluate the effect of washing the catalyst. Two hydrogenation experiments were 
performed using the aged Raney Ni, which was either washed following the mentioned procedure 
(Table 13, entry 1) or simply centrifuged to remove the supernatant (Table 13, entry 2).  
Table 13: Effect of catalyst washing in the Raney Ni-catayzed hydrogenation of (±)-3 at 100 °C under 5 bar 
of H2 in diisopropyl ether. For this experiment, 0.5 g of aged Raney Ni (3 years old) was used per gram of 
substrate. 








1 19 Washed & centrifuged 23 2  9 
2 19 Centrifuged 73 15  20 
1 Yield determined by HPLC analysis. 2 Selectivity calculated as (tembamide yield)/(conversion)×100. 
Reactions stopped after 2 hours. 
As shown in Table 13, surprisingly, washing the catalyst actually reduced the hydrogenation 
rate by 70% and also significantly decreased the selectivity towards tembamide. The washing 
procedure, thus, did not have the expected positive effect, but rather lowered the reaction 
performance. A possible explanation for the change in selectivity could be that alkaline salts 
contained in the slurry (pH = 10.3) might actually favor the formation of primary amines over 
secondary and tertiary amines [188]. However, the results obtained here are not in agreement 
with previous experiments on the effect of washing Raney Ni, where no effect was observed on 
the catalyst’s activity after washing several times with water [276]. 
3.2.5. Preparative synthesis of (S)-tembamide  
As a proof of concept, once all hydrogenation conditions had been optimized, we aimed for 
a preparative one-pot, two-step chemo-enzymatic synthesis of (S)-tembamide. Based on our 
previous studies [277], the enzymatic cascade leading to (S)-3 afforded a crude solution 




mM benzoic acid and a maximum of 550 mM HCN. Given the high concentration of HCN and its 
susceptibility to hydrogenation [278,279], its effect on the hydrogenation of 3 was evaluated. For 
optimal selectivity, a concentration of 3 in the range of 20 mM was selected, for which the 
biocatalytic crude reaction mixture would undergo a 4-fold dilution prior to the reduction step. 
Therefore, the final HCN concentration in the autoclave was estimated to be around 120 mM. 
Thus, a hydrogenation reaction of 19 mM (±)-3 with addition of 120 mM HCN and a control 
reaction without HCN were performed, using unwashed Raney Ni under 5 bar of H2. For safety 
reasons, a setup was used that limited the reaction temperature to 70 °C. After 1 hour, the control 
reaction had afforded 60% conversion of (±)-3, whereas the reactor containing HCN showed no 
conversion of the benzoylated cyanohydrin. These results established the need to evaporate the 
crude reaction mixture from the enzymatic cascade in order to eliminate the HCN, followed by 
subsequent re-dissolution in iPr2O prior to the hydrogenation step.  
The required evaporation of the biocatalytic reaction crude mixture opened up the 
possibility to use a different solvent for the hydrogenation step. A qualitative evaluation of 
solvents performed at 100 °C under 5 bar of H2, showed that the selectivity towards tembamide 
decreased in the following order: iPr2O > 1,4-dioxane ≈ tBME > methyl benzoate > isopropanol > 
toluene. Therefore, 1,4-dioxane was tested once more under optimized conditions, being this the 
preferred solvent for catalytic hydrogenations of acyl cyanohydrins in the literature 
[174,268,269]. However, after 40 minutes of hydrogenation catalyzed by unwashed Raney Ni in 
1,4-dioxane, almost full conversion was reached (98%) but only 14% tembamide was formed. In 
light of this result, diisopropyl ether was maintained as solvent for the preparative chemo-
enzymatic synthesis of (S)-tembamide.  
In the first attempt to synthesize (S)-tembamide from the re-dissolved biocatalytic reaction 
crude containing 19 mM (S)-3 (97% e.e.) using unwashed Raney Ni under the optimized 
conditions, the hydrogenation reaction was stopped after 40 minutes. With such short reaction 
time, a conversion close to 100% and a maximum yield of tembamide was aimed for by avoiding 
excessive product degradation due to a long reaction time. However, the reaction proved to be 
much slower than when starting from pure 3, resulting in a conversion of 45% and affording 
tembamide with 9% yield (95% e.e.). The decrease in reaction rate was attributed to the presence 
of other species that can also undergo hydrogenation, especially phenyl benzoate, which is 
present in much higher concentration than (S)-3. Therefore, a longer reaction time was required 
to achieve full conversion. Regarding the enantioretention, the enantiomeric excess of 
tembamide experienced only a minor loss, as had been confirmed previously during the 




Once all hydrogenation reaction parameters were defined, the synthesis of (S)-tembamide 
starting from 300 mg 4-anisaldeyde was performed. The scaled-up biocatalytic cascade (22 mL) 
afforded (S)-3 with 80% yield and 99% e.e. After separation of the immobilized enzymes and 
evaporation of the volatiles, the crude was re-dissolved in diisopropyl ether to a concentration of 
21 mM (95 mL) and the hydrogenation reaction was performed under the optimal conditions for 
90 minutes. Chiral HPLC analysis showed that (S)-tembamide had been successfully synthetized 
with 32% yield and 98% e.e.. Column chromatography purification followed by recrystallization 
of the enriched fractions afforded colorless crystals of pure (S)-tembamide with excellent 
enantiopurity (98% e.e.), albeit with a total isolated yield of 15% (91 mg).  
While intermediate (S)-3 was obtained with a fair yield, the low selectivity of the nitrile 
hydrogenation resulted in total HPLC yield of the 2-step cascade of only 26%, although (S)-
tembamide was obtained with an excellent enantiomeric excess of 98%. Nevertheless, the 32% 
yield of the hydrogenation step obtained in this experiment is higher than the maximum yield 
obtained during the optimization of the hydrogenation of pure (±)-3 (27%, as reported in Table 7, 
entry 4). It is hard to determine to what extent the factors that differentiate the preparative scale 
experiment from the optimized hydrogenation of pure 3 – such as the presence of other species, 
combined with the longer reaction time or the larger reaction volume – may have influenced the 
reaction chemoselectivity in order to afford a higher yield. Most likely, the fact of not washing the 
catalyst contributed to this improvement, as suggested by the results from Table 13. 
3.3. HheG engineering for enhanced cyanolytic activity 
3.3.1. Expression test of HheG in 96-deep-well plates  
Prior to developing a method for the evaluation of the cyanolytic activity of HheG mutant 
libraries, it was necessary to identify optimal conditions for HheG over-expression in 96-deep-
well plates. The selected host organism for the production of recombinant HheG is Escherichia 
coli (E. coli) BL21 (DE3) Gold, which provides a well-established platform for protein expression, 
given its fast growth kinetics, capacity to easily reach high density cultures, inexpensive media 
required and fast and easy transformation with exogenous DNA [280]. E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold 
carrying the pET-28a(+)-hheG vector was used for this purpose [122], which provides His-tagged 
HheG, facilitating its purification when necessary. In a previous expression test performed by Julia 
Koopmeiners, 22 °C had been identified as the optimal expression temperature affording the 
highest amount of soluble protein [123]. Therefore, our aim was to determine the best expression 




medium, this being richer than LB and lacking NaCl, which might lead to interfering halogenation 
reactions later on. An overnight pre-culture was diluted 9× with medium and expression was 
induced by adding 0.2 mM IPTG. The cultures were incubated for a total of 48 h at 22 °C, OD600 of 
each well was measured after 3.5, 7, 24 and 48 h and the cell pellets of duplicate samples 
corresponding to an OD600 = 1 for the first time point and OD600 = 2 for all other time points were 
stored at -20 °C. Additionally, the content of each one well was withdrawn after 24 h (A6) and 48 
h (A8) of incubation and the cell pellets were stored at -20 °C for future evaluation of the 
biocatalytic activity. As can be seen in Figure 48, SDS-PAGE of the soluble (S) and pellet (P) 
fractions of the samples taken at each time point showed a higher concentration of insoluble 
protein than of soluble protein in the range of 30 kDa. This corresponds to HheG, which, together 
with the His-tag, has a predicted molecular weight of 29.9 kDa [112].  
 
Figure 48. Progression of protein expression over time (3.5 h, 7 h, 24 h and 48 h after induction) in the 
expression test of HheG in deep-well plate format using pET-28a(+)-hheG vector in E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold 
as expression host. The soluble protein fractions (S) were obtained after incubation of the cell pellets with 
the cell lysis reagent B-PER (40 µL) and subsequent centrifugation to remove cell debris. The insoluble pellet 
fraction (P) after centrifugation was resuspended in 40 µL B-PER. For samples collected after 3.5 h, 20 µL 
B-PER was used both for cell lysis and resuspension of the insoluble fraction. Both S and P samples were 4× 
diluted with Milli-Q® water and incubated with 33% (v/v) loading dye before loading 7 µL in each lane. 
Samples were taken in duplicate for all time points. All samples were loaded on the gel except for the 
insoluble pellets of each one duplicate after 3.5 h and 7 h of incubation.   
The higher concentration of HheG in the insoluble pellet could be due to an incomplete lysis 
caused by insufficient incubation time with the cell lysis reagent B-PER or due to a significant 
production of the protein in inclusion bodies. However, the amount of soluble protein might be 




HheG was practically constant over time, when normalized with respect to the OD600 value, since 
the intensity and size of the HheG band does not change significantly between samples of 
different time points.  
To evaluate the suitability of the expression procedure for activity screening of HheG mutant 
libraries, cyanolysis reactions using the cell content of wells A6 (24 h, OD600 = 6) and A8 (48 h, 
OD600 = 7) were performed. The cyanolysis of 10 mM cyclohexene oxide using 20 mM CN- in 50 
mM phosphate buffer at pH 8.0 was performed by adding the reagent solutions directly to the 
thawed cell pellets with subsequent incubation at 25 °C and 800 rpm. For reaction analysis, an 
achiral GC method was developed for the separation of substrate and product, and a suitable 
internal standard was selected. After 4 h of reaction, the products of both reactions were 
extracted with tBME and the conversion was determined using the newly developed GC method. 
The GC chromatograms in Figure 49 show that both A6 and A8 exhibited similar conversion values 
(10% and 11.5%, respectively), indicating that an expression time of 24 h is sufficient for the 
evaluation of mutant libraries in 96-deep-well plates.     
 
Figure 49. GC chromatograms of the cyanolysis reaction of cyclohexene oxide catalysed by the cell pellets 
of E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold pET-28a(+)-hheG from the expression test 24 h (orange) and 48 h (blue) after 
induction. Reactions were performed at room temperature for 4 hours. Cyclohexene oxide peaks are 
identified with an asterisk (*) and the peaks of the product 2-cyanocyclohexanol are amplified and 




3.3.2. Site-saturation mutagenesis of HheG at position T154   
As mentioned in section 1.6.1., the direct transfer of the cyanolysis-enhancing mutation 
T134A of HheC to HheG (i.e. T154A) performed by Julia Koopmeiners did not lead to a mutant 
with improved cyanolytic activity. However, due to the location of Thr154 near the catalytic triad, 
it was deemed an important residue and, given the relevance of HheG for its ability to convert 
cyclic epoxides as well as a range of acyclic di-substituted epoxides [115], further efforts were 
directed towards generating putative variants with higher cyanolytic activity. To this end, position 
154 of HheG was randomized using site-saturation mutagenesis (SSM) with primers carrying an 
NNS codon. For this, vector pET-28a(+)-hheG was amplified using QuikChange® PCR with the 
degenerated forward (fwd) and reverse (rev) primers [281,282]. Two pairs of NNS-T154 forward 
and reverse primers with different lengths were used in separate PCR reactions in order to 
maximize the chances of success, ensuring that enough PCR product was available for 
transformation. After the PCR reaction, the parental DNA was digested using DpnI and the 
product was analyzed on an agarose gel. As shown in Figure 50, although PCR product was 
obtained in both reactions, the longer primers NNS-T154-2-fwd and -rev afforded a higher 
concentration of PCR product. The absence of other bands indicated that the PCR proceeded 
without errors.   
 
Figure 50. QuikChange® PCR products using degenerate primers NNS-T154-1-fwd and -rev (1) as well as 




Chemically competent E. coli DH5α cells were transformed with the respective PCR products 
[pET-28a(+)-hheG(NNS-T154-1) and pET-28a(+)-hheG(NNS-T154-2] and transferred to LB Agar 
plates containing kanamycin. Around 70 and 160 colonies were obtained for the libraries 
generated with primer pairs NNS-T154-1 and NNS-T154-2, respectively, which is in accordance 
with the difference in the band intensity on the agarose gel. The number of colonies covers the 
expected library size in order to achieve 95% coverage of all possible substitutions (oversampling 
factor × (number of possible bases ^ number of positions at codon = 3×(42×21) = 96) [209]. From 
each agar plate, two colonies were picked for sequencing, showing that the wild-type codon ACC 
(threonine) had been substituted by CCC (proline), CAG (glutamine), CAC (histidine) and GGC 
(glycine) (see Figure 51). This result suggested a high quality of the SSM library, indicating that 
probably all 20 amino acids were present in the library. The colonies of both plates were 
combined and plasmid DNA was isolated. Successful mutagenesis was confirmed after 
sequencing of the isolated vector library (see Figure 51).  
 
Figure 51. Sequencing result of single colonies (A-D) as well as the combined plasmid library (E) from the 
site-saturation mutagenesis of HheG at position 154. The reverse complement sequence is shown with 
position 154 highlighted with a yellow box. For comparison, the reverse complement sequence of wild-type 




The library DNA was transformed into chemically competent E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold cells and 
92 of the resulting colonies were transferred into a 96-well microtiter plate for cultivation and 
protein expression. The mutant library was subsequently screened for cyanolytic activity using 
cyclohexene oxide as substrate, as described in Section 2.2.2.3. (see Figure 52). As shown in Table 
14, none of the library colonies exhibited higher activity than the WT control.  
OH







Figure 52. Cyanide-mediated epoxide ring-opening of cyclohexene oxide was used as screening assay for 
cyanolytic activity of HheG variants. 
Table 14: Results of the cyanolysis of cyclohexene oxide catalysed by HheG SSM mutants at position T154. 
The values show the conversion (%) of cyclohexene oxide to 2-cyanocyclohexanol after 5 h 45 min. 
Reactions were performed using whole cells expressed in 96-deep-well plates, 10 mM cyclohexene oxide 
and 20 mM NaCN. Grey indicates empty vector (negative) controls and green shows HheG wild-type 
controls. Blue marks variants with at least 60% relative activity with respect to the wild-type controls.   
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A 26.7 5.5 17.6 9.0 6.3 0 0 0 0 0 5.2 8.7 
B 0 0 0 4.1 24.7 0 0 4.4 9.8 0 19.4 0 
C 0 0 0 7.2 0 4.1 0 0 0 0 0 7.8 
D 4.1 0 5.5 0 10.4 0 26.8 10.7 3.7 7.0 7.6 12.4 
E 13.7 4.5 8.9 4.7 0 0 4,0 0 0 15.1 11.5 0 
F 8.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 10.8 14.6 10.8 7.7 0 
G 10.3 10.2 4.3 5.6 18.9 0 0 0 0 0 14.0 0 
H 0 6.0 0 5.2 11.1 4.2 10.2 0 9.2 3.9 5.2 0 
Low conversion values may be attributed to a lower enzymatic activity but could also be due 
to a lower expression efficiency. Therefore, the colonies that exhibited the highest conversion 
values, with a relative conversion of 65% or higher with respect to the WT controls were 
sequenced. Variants B5, B11 and A3 were all found to be WT (all presenting the ACG codon from 
the wild-type gene), whereas G5 carried a leucine in position 154. Since HheG WT afforded a 
conversion that was 40% higher than HheG T154L and given that all other colonies with 
acceptable activity contained also WT HheG, no further efforts were directed towards improving 
the cyanolytic activity of HheG by mutagenesis of position 154. These results indicate that, 




active site, residues of HheC that are likely to yield variants with improved properties upon 
mutagenesis are not necessarily transferrable to HheG.  
3.3.3. Evaluation of SSM library of HheG at position T195  
To verify the results obtained by Janine Mayer for the library at position T195 (see section 
1.6.1), a screening was performed according to the procedure described in section 2.2.2.3. When 
performing the screening via a cyanolysis of cyclohexene oxide starting from 2-
chlorocyclohexanol (see Figure 22 B), putative mutants with higher cyanolytic activity might be 
overlooked if they present a decreased activity in the dehalogenation of 2-chlorocyclohexanol. 
Therefore, the direct cyanide-mediated epoxide ring-opening constitutes a more reliable 
screening method. As can be seen in Table 15, cyanolysis of 10 mM cyclohexene oxide using 2 
equivalents of cyanide afforded 2-cyanocyclohexanol in the range of 5-9 % conversion for the 
HheG wild-type controls, whereas no conversion was detected for the negative controls after 5 
hours and 30 minutes. In contrast to the procedure followed by Janine Mayer for the direct 
cyanolysis of cyclohexene oxide in the screening of the HheG N196-NNS library, where the empty 
vector controls afforded on average 78% relative activity with respect to wild-type HheG [212], 
the cyanolysis screening test under the conditions reported here allows for a wider dynamic 
range, facilitating the identification of putatively more active mutants. 
Table 15: Results of the cyanolysis screening of library HheG T195-NNS using cyclohexene oxide as 
substrate. The values show the conversion (%) of cyclohexene oxide to 2-cyanocyclohexanol after 5 h 30 
min. Reactions were performed using whole cells expressed in 96-deep-well plates, 10 mM cyclohexene 
oxide and 20 mM NaCN. Grey indicates empty vector (negative) controls and green shows HheG wild-type 
controls. Yellow marks a conversion up to 2-fold higher than the mean conversion of HheG wild-type 
controls, and orange marks a conversion between 2-fold and 3-fold higher.   
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A 0 8.0 0 0 0 0 23.8 0 0 6.4 5.1 0 
B 13.6 0 20.9 0 0 0 0 12.1 0 0 0 0 
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12.5 0 0 23.8 0 
D 0 11.6 13.7 0 0 0 8.2 0 0 0 0 0 
E 0 0 12.4 21.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F 0 0 0 14.1 0 0 0 0 21.4 0 14.9 0 
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 0 6.9 0 0 0 18.6 0 0 20.4 0 8.8 0 
From the screened variants, 15 afforded a conversion at least 50% higher than the wild-type 




results follow the same trend observed by Janine Mayer in the cascade screening starting from 2-
chlorocyclohexanol (see Table 16) [212]. 
Table 16: Results of the activity screening of library HheG T195-NNS in the cascade synthesis of 2-
cyanocyclohexanol starting from 2-chlorocyclohexanol performed by Janine Mayer. The values show the 
conversion (%) of 2-chlorocyclohexanol to 2-cyanocyclohexanol after 42 h. Reactions were performed using 
whole cells expressed in 96-deep-well plates, 20 mM cyclohexene oxide and 40 mM NaCN. Grey indicates 
empty vector (negative) controls and green shows HheG wild-type controls. Yellow marks a conversion up 
to 3-fold higher than the mean conversion of HheG wild-type controls, and orange marks a conversion at 
least 3-fold higher. Modified from [212]. 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A 0.9 20.0 1.6 2.1 1.2 1.0 73.0 4.0 2.9 11.7 15.8 0.9 
B 57.8 3.2 75.9 1.3 2.2 2.1 1.5 41.6 0.9 0.2 1.4 0.4 
C 1.0 1.4 1.1 2.1 1.8 1.7 1.1 33.1 3.5 3.2 55.7 1.3 
D 1.8 52.0 49.9 1.0 1.5 0.8 15.4 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.4 1.7 
E 4.8 1.3 42.8 71.4 1.6 0.9 1.1 1.2 0.9 3.4 1.4 1.1 
F 2.2 2.1 1.2 46.3 4.2 3.9 0.9 0.9 65.2 0.7 41.2 1.6 
G 1.5 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.0 3.2 1.4 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.9 
H 0.7 16.8 2.8 3.6 1.0 66.6 1.7 1.0 62.7 0.8 15.1 0.6 
The six variants presenting the highest activity (A7, B3, C11, E4, F9, H9) in the cyanolysis assay 
starting from cyclohexene oxide were sequenced. Although they afforded a conversion at least 2-
fold higher than the HheG WT control, all of them carried a threonine in position 195, all 
presenting the ACC codon from the wild-type gene, except for E4 (ACG). The fact that 5 out of 86 
variants composing the SSM library carried the wild-type HheG gene sequence, suggests that the 
quality of the library is not optimal, and it is possible that not all 20 possible amino acids at 
position 195 are covered by the mutants on the plate. However, via mutagenesis at other sites, 
Janine Mayer identified other promising variants with higher cyanolytic activity, namely mutant 
N196M and mutant I104M + N196M. Therefore, no further efforts were directed towards 
improving the activity of HheG in the cyanide-mediated epoxide ring-opening reaction by 
mutagenesis of position T195. Engineering of HheG based on the in silico design performed by 
Elia Calderini afforded several mutants with increased activity in the azidolysis of cyclohexene 
oxide, as well as variants with increased or inversed selectivity, showing the usefulness of this 
approach [211,212]. However, in the case of the cyanide-mediated epoxide ring-opening 
reaction, only one mutant afforded higher conversion than wild-type HheG. This suggests that 
the success in the improvement of HheG’s activity via site directed mutagenesis not only depends 
on the selection of the right residues, but also seems to depend on the nucleophile that will be 





In this thesis, a novel chemo-enzymatic cascade for the synthesis of the β-amino alcohol 
derivative (S)-tembamide was designed and optimized. The developed route starts with a 
concurrent bi-enzymatic synthesis of intermediate (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate 
starting from 4-anisaldehyde and catalyzed by immobilized MeHNL and CALA. The second and 
final step consists in the Raney Ni-catalyzed hydrogenation of the nitrile moiety and spontaneous 
acyl migration to yield (S)-tembamide with high enantiopurity. In order to achieve the first step, 
both enzymatic hydrocyanation and benzoylation reactions were initially studied separately and 
their combination was optimized to ensure the maximum chemo- and enantioselectivity of the 
cascade. In parallel, the catalytic reduction of the nitrile was investigated, selecting a suitable 
catalyst and the optimal conditions to reach the highest selectivity and enantioretention. Finally, 
as a proof of concept, the preparative synthesis of (S)-tembamide starting from 4-anisaldehyde 
was achieved in a 2-pot 2-step fashion using the developed cascade.  
In addition, engineering of HheG was explored using site-saturation mutagenesis in order to 
improve its cyanolytic activity for the conversion of cyclic epoxides into chiral β-hydroxynitriles. 
4.1. Concurrent bi-enzymatic cascade synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate  
4.1.1. Lipase screening  
Initially, the aim of this project was to synthesize both (S)- and (R)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate using two pairs of HNL and hydrolase with matching enantioselectivity. In the initial 
hydrolase screening based on the hydrolysis of racemic 4-methoxymandelonitirile benzoate, 
most of the enzymes showed preference for the (S)-enantiomer. As already pointed out in section 
3.1.4., since the nitrile group has a higher priority than the 4-methoxyphenyl group according to 
Cahn–Ingold–Prelog rules [234], most lipases will catalyze the acylation of the (S)-enantiomer 
preferentially, following Kazlauskas’ rule for secondary alcohols [144]. Lipase AY (Candida rugosa 
lipase, CRL) from Amano (Amano Enzyme Inc., Nagoya, Japan) was one of the few that 
preferentially hydrolyzed (R)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate. It has been previously reported 
that the stereoselectivity of CRL strongly depends on the structure of the alcohol, showing reverse 
enantioselectivity with cyanohydrin substrates [127,283]. However, to our surprise, none of the 
immobilized hydrolases tested in the benzoylation reaction could afford the conversion of (R)-4-




with unexpected behavior can be pointed out. CRL, on one side, showed enantiopreference for 
(R)-3 during the hydrolysis test, whereas it preferentially benzoylated (S)-2. While the hydrolysis 
test was performed in a biphasic medium (phosphate buffer/iPr2O), pure iPr2O was used for the 
benzoylation reaction. Differences in the reaction medium have been shown to significantly 
influence the racemic temperature of CRL in the hydrolysis of ketoprofen vinyl ester [235]. Jin et 
al. observed that variation of the reaction solvents and water-solvent mixtures led to a change in 
the enantioselectivity, which, they surmised, could be due to changes in the conformational 
flexibility and solvation of the substrate. Alcalase (subtilisin), however, preferentially converted 
the (S)-enantiomer in both tests. This was an unforeseen result, since it is known for presenting 
opposite enantiopreference to lipases in organic solvents. Nevertheless, Savile and Kazlauskas’ 
studies on the enantioselectivity of subtilisins toward secondary alcohols showed that this not 
only depends on the substituents’ size but also on their hydrophobicity and the reaction solvent 
(see Figure 53) [145]. Since these enzymes bind substrates in an extended conformation, only one 
pocket (S1’) is available for the binding of one substituent, while the other substituent is solvated 
by the solvent. The size of S1’ is large enough to accommodate aryl groups with small substituents 
in para position. When the two substituents present similar hydrophobicity or when the reaction 
takes place in non-polar organic solvents, the traditional rule based on substituent size applies 
(Figure 53 A). However, when the reaction takes place in water or in polar solvents, the less 
hydrophobic substituent will be better solvated by the solvent and this will determine the 
enzyme’s enantioselectivity (Figure 53 B, C, D). In the case of 4-methoxymandelonitrile, the 
hydrophobicity of the 4-methoxyphenyl group is similar to that of a phenyl ring [284], which 
would explain the preferred hydrolysis of (S)-3 in water, since the nitrile would be solvated while 
the 4-methoxyphenyl group is accommodated in the enzyme’s pocket, as shown in Figure 53 C. 
However, diisopropyl ether is a relatively non-polar solvent and, thus, the enantioselectivity of 
subtilisin should be explained with the simplified rule depicted in Figure 53 A, leading to the 
benzoylation of (R)-2 preferentially. Therefore, the unexpected enantioselectivity of Alcalase in 
the benzoylation of (±)-2 cannot be rationalized. It might be possible to further decrease the 
enzyme’s already poor enantioselectivity by changing to an apolar solvent such as heptane. This 
might afford the combination of Alcalase with PaHNL for the synthesis of (R)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate, with the enantioselectivity of the benzoylation reaction being 
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Figure 53. Models (A & B) predicting the enantioselectivity of subtilisins based on the size and 
hydrophobicity of the substituents in secondary alcohols. The rules predict that A) the faster reacting 
secondary alcohol enantiomer in a subtilisin-catalyzed reaction is the (S)-enantiomer, provided that the 
larger substituent (L) has higher priority than the smaller one (M) according to Cahn-Ingold-Prelog rules; B) 
Substituent RSOLV remains in the solvent, while RS1’ is accommodated in the S1’ pocket. For example, in C the 
less hydrophobic methyl group is better solvated than the 4-toluyl group, which leads to R-selectivity. 
However, in example D, the carboxylic acid moiety in para-position of the phenyl ring facilitates its solvation 
in water and, thus, the (S)-enantiomer is converted preferentially. Modified from [145]. 
Ideally, in order to select the most suitable enzyme for a specific reaction, the screening must 
be performed using the same reaction and under the same conditions that will be eventually used 
in the final process. Or, in Frances Arnold’s words “You get what you screen for” [285]. However, 
a high throughput screening is not always available for the reaction of interest and, in this case, 
the immobilization of all 41 hydrolases in order to ensure that their activities would be retained 
in a benzoylation reaction performed in organic solvent was deemed too time-consuming. 
Nevertheless, rescreening all hydrolases for the benzoylation of (±)-2 in organic solvent might 
have pointed at other lipases with enhanced selectivity towards the (R)-enantiomer. 
Furthermore, some of the enzymes exhibiting (R)-enantiopreference in the hydrolysis test were 
not available in immobilized form and their evaluation in the benzoylation reaction was not 
considered. The selection of an appropriate hydrolase for the preparation of (R)-3 was set aside 
as a future goal and all further efforts were directed towards optimizing the cascade synthesis of 
(S)-3. 
4.1.2. Optimization of the cascade synthesis of (S)-3 catalyzed by MeHNL and CALA 
4.1.2.1. Alternative benzoyl donors  
When performing the concurrent bi-enzymatic cascade synthesis of (S)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate under the optimized conditions (see Table 9, entry 8), it was 
observed that after about 150 hours of reaction the concentration of cyanohydrin 2 remained 
constant at 11 mM. It could not be further converted to 3 by CALA, which continued catalyzing 
the hydrolysis of phenyl benzoate, as shown in Figure 54. This seems to indicate a rather low 




with the water present in the reaction medium for the acyl-enzyme complex. Hence, hydrolysis 
is the main reaction taking place in the end. However, since the benzoylation of cyanohydrin 2 
using phenyl benzoate as donor is not irreversible – the byproduct phenol is not a good 
nucleophile but the reaction is reversible – this may also partially account for the reaction not 
being quantitative. Furthermore, the formation of phenol as byproduct not only reduces the 
cascade’s atom economy, but may also lead to dead-end inhibition of the lipase [286].  
 
Figure 54. Optimized concurrent bi-enzymatic cascade synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate 
catalyzed by immobilized MeHNL and immobilized CALA starting from 100 mM 1 using 6.5 equivalents of 
HCN (Table 9, entry 8). The concentration of benzoic acid (BA) at time point = 95 h could not be determined. 
The use of an alternative irreversible benzoyl donor in this concurrent cascade might not 
only increase the atom economy but, if selected wisely and provided that no relevant undesired 
cross interactions take place, could help drive the equilibrium to completion. For example, 
isopropenyl benzoate would afford an irreversible benzoylation reaction, since the byproduct 
immediately tautomerizes to acetone. Acetone is not as reactive as acetaldehyde towards 
hydrocyanation and, thus, might not significantly affect the hydrocyanation rate of 4-
anisaldehyde, as it occurred when using vinyl benzoate as donor. However, isopropenyl benzoate 
is not commercially available and therefore, was not evaluated in this thesis.  
As mentioned in section 1.4.2., Purkarthofer et al. reported an interesting concurrent 
approach for the synthesis of ethoxycarbonylated (R)-mandelonitrile catalyzed by PaHNL 
adsorbed on Celite [165]. They used ethyl cyanoformate as both cyanide source and acylating 




cyanohydrin (see Figure 18, scheme I). Based on this approach, one could imagine that a similar 
approach could be used in the present cascade, as shown in Figure 55. Although this would lack 
the additional selectivity achieved when using CALA as catalyst, the process might benefit from a 
higher atom economy and suppression of hydrolysis, which would, in turn, benefit the MeHNL-
catalyzed hydrocyanation. However, some tests performed during the optimization of the bi-
enzymatic cascade suggest that this approach would probably not work. As control reactions, the 
synthesis of 3 starting from aldehyde 1 was also attempted using Celite R-633 and CALA (negative 
control for the immobilized MeHNL), MeHNL and EXE309 (negative control for the immobilized 
CALA) or Celite R-633 and EXE309 (negative control for both immobilized enzymes). In the first 
case, formation of (S)-3 was observed, albeit with lower enantiopurity than in the bi-enzymatic 
cascade. In contrast, the other negative controls only afforded cyanohydrin 2 – enantiopure in 
the first case, racemic in the double negative control – indicating that Celite R-633 only catalyzes 












Figure 55. Proposed alternative concurrent chemo-enzymatic synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate catalyzed by MeHNL and Celite R-633. 
4.1.2.2. Effect of HCN excess on hydrocyanation rate and product enantiopurity  
A logical assumption when planning a concurrent cascade involving a hydrocyanation and 
subsequent benzoylation would be that, upon successful combination, a lower excess of HCN 
would be required. Once the suitable conditions for the concurrent MeHNL- and CALA-catalyzed 
cascade were determined, it was attempted to decrease the equivalents of HCN from 6.5 to 5. 
This resulted in lower reaction rates together with a decrease in the product enantiomeric excess 
(see section 3.1.12.). To understand this result, the effect of varying the equivalents of cyanide 
on the enzymatic hydrocyanation rate and product enantiopurity was evaluated. Immobilized 
MeHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation of 100 mM 4-anisaldehyde using 3, 4, 5 or 6.5 equivalents in 
diisopropyl ether (without addition of phosphate salt hydrates) established a strong negative 
effect of decreasing the HCN excess not only on the reaction rate but, strikingly, on the 
enantiopurity of cyanohydrin 2 (see Figure 43). This result is in accordance with the observed 
lower product e.e. when decreasing the HCN excess in the cascade synthesis. However, when the 
hydrocyanation reaction was performed using non-immobilized MeHNL in a biphasic system, a 




equivalents had a negative effect on the hydrocyanation rate at a late stage and, as expected, the 
maximum conversion decreased when using less HCN. However, although a slightly lower 
enantiopurity of (S)-2 was observed when decreasing the HCN equivalents (variations of e.e. 
between 91% and 92% at plateau), this effect was almost negligible when compared to the 
observations using immobilized MeHNL in diisopropyl ether (variations between 69% and 75% at 
plateau when using 3–5 equivalents of HCN). 
 
Figure 56. Hydrocyanation of 100 mM 4-anisaldehyde catalyzed by non-immobilized MeHNL using 3-5 
equivalents of HCN in a 1:8 mixture of 500 mM citrate buffer pH 5 and diisopropyl ether at 20 °C.   
Increasing the available concentration of cyanide in hydrocyanation reactions should reduce 
the degree to which back conversion (cyanogenesis) takes place [287]. This should, thus, decrease 
the racemization rate and can explain the general trend observed for the variations of product 
enantiopurity with HCN concentration. However, this on its own does not explain the differences 
observed between the immobilized and non-immobilized MeHNL systems. The main difference 
between these two systems, besides the reaction solvent mixture, is the presence or absence of 
the enzyme support, Celite R-633. As described in section 3.1.8., this support also catalyzes the 
non-selective hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde. Therefore, we infer that the Celite-catalyzed 
racemization via cyanogenesis and hydrocyanation accounts for the more pronounced effect of 
decreasing HCN excess on the product enantiopurity in the system using immobilized MeHNL. 
This demonstrates the importance of choosing a suitable immobilization support and suggests 
that decreasing the HCN excess might be possible without compromising the enantiopurity of the 
product in the developed concurrent bi-enzymatic cascade. This might be achieved if, by further 




catalyze the non-selective hydrocyanation reaction and maintains the enzyme’s activity under the 
optimized conditions.  
4.1.2.3. Control of water activity to suppress hydrolysis  
Already at the beginning of this project, the water content in the reaction medium was 
considered a crucial factor that had to be optimized for the successful combination of an HNL and 
a hydrolase. It was decided to use disodium phosphate salts with different levels of hydration to 
establish and control a low water activity. This was expected to overall favor the bi-enzymatic 
cascade by suppressing hydrolysis – thus limiting the concentration of benzoic acid –, in spite of 
the proven negative effect that the selected salt pair exerted on the activity of MeHNL and the 
decrease of product e.e. due to its catalytic activity on the non-selective hydrocyanation (see 
section 3.1.9. Figures 37 and 38). However, during the optimization of the concurrent cascade, it 
was observed that the salt hydrates did not hamper the formation of benzoic acid (see section 
3.1.12. Table 9, entries 3 and 4). This contradicts the results obtained during the evaluation of the 
effect of the salt pairs on the chemoselectivity of CALA. When performing the CALA-catalyzed 
benzoylation of 2 (containing a small amount of 1 as impurity) in iPr2O as an isolated step using 
the pair Na2HPO4·2H2O/Na2HPO4·7H2O, the hydrolytic reaction constituted only 3% of the 
enzyme’s activity after 24 hours at 20 °C (see section 3.1.9. Figure 39). However, in the concurrent 
bi-enzymatic cascade, of the total amount of phenyl benzoate reacted after 31 hours at 20 °C, 
40% was converted to benzoic acid when using the same salt pair (Table 4, entry 3). This suggests 
that the conditions of the water activity test and the final reaction conditions cannot be directly 
compared. Performing the transesterification as part of the cascade in a concurrent fashion 
supposes the addition of several components that were not present in the water activity 
evaluation experiments from section 3.1.9.. Two of these components are known to have an 
impact on the water activity. On one hand, Celite R-633 has been shown to control the water 
activity when used as an additive or as an enzyme support, by adsorbing the water present in the 
reaction medium [130,288]. Although the immobilized MeHNL was treated under high vacuum, 
it could have absorbed water from the environment when stored in the refrigerator and might 
have released part of this water, which could form the salt pair with higher hydration level 
(Na2HPO4·7H2O/Na2HPO4·12H2O). Nevertheless, when performing the CALA-catalyzed 
benzoylation of 2 using the reaction mixture crude proceeding from a non-immobilized MeHNL-
catalyzed hydrocyanation of 1, again high amounts of benzoic acid were formed (see Figure 58B). 
This suggests that Celite R-633 is probably not significantly increasing the water activity. On the 
other hand, it has been reported that when gaseous HCN is present in the reaction medium, the 




theoretical support for this statement, it cannot be ruled out as a possible explanation for the 
observations here reported.  
 4.1.3. Evaluation of the concurrent bi-enzymatic cascade synthesis of (S)-3  
The results of chapter 3.1 demonstrate that the concurrent combination of a MeHNL-
catalyzed hydrocyanation with a CALA-catalyzed transesterification is possible after careful 
investigation of the individual reactions in search for compatible conditions. However, further 
optimization is required to improve the cascade, since 5% residual 4-anisaldehyde could not be 
converted by MeHNL (see Table 9, entry 8 and Figure 54). Presumably, this is due to an observed 
increase of benzoic acid concentration as the cascade proceeds, as also shown in Figure 54. 
Furthermore, as already discussed in section 4.1.2.1, CALA does not catalyze the benzoylation of 
2 to completion, but maintains its hydrolytic activity, further increasing the amount of benzoic 
acid. In section 3.1.7. the use of an engineered lipase, CALA-D122L, for which reduced hydrolytic 
activity had been reported, was evaluated. However, this mutant exhibited less selectivity 
towards the transesterification reaction versus hydrolysis, when compared to the wild-type (see 
Figure 36). For this assay, both lipases were immobilized following the same procedure, so the 
amount of water retained in the immobilisates was expected to be very similar. Nevertheless, a 
more reliable experiment should have included the sodium phosphate hydrate pair initially 
selected for the cascade. This, in principle, would have ensured that both reactions were 
performed under equal water activity and might have rendered other results.  
By comparison of the sequence and 3D models of CALA with lipases with enhanced 
acyltransferase activity (CduLAc from Candida dubliniensis and CpLIP2 from Candida parapsilosis) 
Jan et al. identified residue Glu370 in CALA as a key residue for the acyltransferase activity [289]. 
Mutant CALA E370A, obtained by rational design, exhibited a drastic increase in acyltransferase 
activity, which might afford higher yields and selectivity in the herein reported cascade synthesis 
of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate. 
When comparing the optimized concurrent cascade (Table 4, entry 8 and Figure 54) with the 
enzymatic hydrocyanation performed under the same conditions (see Table 9, entry 9 and Figure 
57), it can be concluded that the CALA-catalyzed benzoylation of (S)-2 coupled to the MeHNL-
catalyzed hydrocyanation of 1 can shift the equilibrium of the latter by removal of the unstable 
intermediate. Whereas the isolated hydrocyanation reaction reaches a maximum yield of (S)-2 of 
85%, with an e.e. of 91%, the bi-enzymatic reaction affords a total conversion of 4-anisaldehyde 




is allowed to proceed, although the hydrocyanation reaction is negligible at this point, (S)-3 can 
be reached in 85% yield with a fair e.e. of 96%.  
 
Figure 57. Hydrocyanation of 100 mM 4-anisaldehyde using 6.5 equivalents of HCN, catalyzed by 
immobilized MeHNL under the conditions used for the optimized concurrent bi-enzymatic synthesis of (S)-
3. This reaction corresponds to entry 9 from Table 9. 
Moreover, it is interesting to compare the optimized concurrent process with a sequential 
cascade. A sequential approach benefits from the fact that each enzyme can work under optimal 
conditions. Thus, the hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde can be performed using free MeHNL in a 
biphasic system under the optimal temperature. After reaching plateau, the reaction mixture may 
be dried after removal of the aqueous phase and the benzoylation reaction may start upon 
addition of the lipase and benzoyl donor under optimal temperature. For comparison, the 
sequential bi-enzymatic synthesis of (S)-3 was performed under the optimal conditions found for 
each reaction within the studied range. Cell-free extract containing MeHNL was used for the 
hydrocyanation of 4-anisaldehyde using 6.5 equivalents of HCN in a biphasic system at 10 °C (see 
Figure 58A). After 46 hours, the reaction had reached plateau, affording (S)-2 with 89% yield and 
96% e.e. After completion, the aqueous phase was pipetted out and the reaction crude mixture 
was dried over anhydrous magnesium sulphate, which was then filtered off prior to addition of 
immobilized CALA and 3 equivalents of phenyl benzoate. The benzoylation reaction was 
performed at 25 °C. A higher activity is expected when raising the temperature further [249], but 
this would accelerate the cyanogenesis reaction. Due to the increase in temperature, a slight 




benzoylation had reached plateau, yielding 81% (S)-3 with 98% e.e (see Figure 58B). This 
demonstrates that the equilibrium shift of the hydrocyanation reaction, enabled by its 
combination with the lipase-catalyzed benzoylation reaction in a concurrent fashion, actually 
compensates for the lower activity and selectivity that both enzymes exhibit due to not working 
under optimal conditions. Indeed, while allowing for each enzyme to work under optimal 
conditions, the reaction performed in a sequential mode does not offer higher conversion or 
enantiopurity values than the concurrent approach. 
 
Figure 58. A) Hydrocyanation of 100 mM 4-anisaldehyde using 6.5 equivalents of HCN, catalyzed by non-
immobilized MeHNL in a 1:10 mixture of 500 mM citrate buffer at pH 5 and iPr2O at 10 °C. B) Benzoylation 
of dried reaction mixture proceeding from the hydrocyanation reaction, catalyzed by immobilized CALA 
using 3 equivalents of phenyl benzoate at 25 °C. BA corresponds to benzoic acid. The amounts of MeHNL 
and CALA used for this experiment are adjusted according to the amount used in Table 9, entry 8. 
Performing enzymatic or chemo-enzymatic cascades in a concurrent fashion does not always 
offer better results than the equivalent sequential cascades. Even though performing the 
reactions simultaneously may offer advantages such as shifting equilibria and co-factor and co-
substrate recycling, often, incompatibilities between the different catalysts’ requirements and 
cross interactions can actually lead to lower yields. An example of a bi-enzymatic cascade in which 
the sequential approach offers better results than the concurrent cascade was reported by Sehl 
et al. [290]. They envisioned a cascade for the synthesis of (1R,2S)-norephedrine and (1R,2R)-
norseudoephedrine from benzaldehyde and pyruvate, catalyzed by thiamine diphosphate 
(ThDP)-dependent acetohydroxyacid synthase I (AHAS-I) from E. coli and S- or R-selective ω-
transaminases, respectively (see Figure 59). The advantage of a concurrent approach was the 
possibility to continuously remove the byproduct from the transaminase-catalyzed reductive 
amination of intermediate phenylacetylcarbinol (PAC), pyruvate, by recycling it in the AHAS-I-




afford a significant increase in the reductive amination reaction yield and would additionally 
improve the atom efficiency by reducing waste production. However, they encountered a major 
problem in the concurrent synthesis of norephedrine, catalyzed by AHAS-I and Cv-(S)TA from 
Chromobacterium violaceum, as a result of cross-reactivity. Due to the higher reactivity of 
aldehydes over ketones and steric constraints in the active site of the transaminase, Cv-(S)TA 
offered a 17-fold higher initial rate in the transamination of benzaldehyde than with PAC. As a 
consequence, when the reaction was performed in a concurrent fashion, 98% of the 
benzaldehyde was converted to undesired benzylamine. In this case, the best results were 
obtained in a sequential approach were the transaminase was added after benzaldehyde had 
been fully converted, followed by a second carboligation step after addition of fresh AHAS-I and 
benzaldehyde. Furthermore, they observed inactivation of Cv-(S)TA, which had to be added again 
freshly after the second carboligation step. This way, a norephedrine yield of 65% (relative to the 
total benzaldehyde reacted) could be achieved when performing the reaction as a sequential 
recycling cascade. This is an example of how cross-interactions and enzyme inactivation due to 



























Figure 59. Bi-enzymatic recycling cascade synthesis of nor(pseudo)ephedrine catalyzed by AHAS-I and S- or 
R-selective ω-transaminases, developed by Sehl et al. [290]. 
The herein reported bi-enzymatic synthesis of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate is the 
first example of a successful concurrent cascade involving an HNL and a lipase in which both 
enzymes maintain enough activity and selectivity to yield an enantiopure acylated cyanohydrin 
with good yield. In principle, this approach can be transferred to the synthesis of other acylated 
cyanohydrins. In any case, a key requirement for success will be the application of a lipase with 
high selectivity for transesterification over hydrolysis in microaqueous media. Recently, Subileau 
et al. carried out an extensive kinetic characterization of 13 lipases to evaluate their acyl 
transferase activity and proposed a methodology for the classification of lipases according to their 




the ratio of their apparent transfer/hydrolysis rates constant [(Kt/Kh)app]. Those with the highest 
acyltransferase character were CalLAc5 from Candida albicans and CduLAc from Candida 
dubliniensis, which afforded (Kt/Kh)app values of 1660 and 1357 respectively (as comparison, the 
calculated (Kt/Kh)app ratio of CALA was 27). 
A few years ago, Brahma et al. developed a multistep continuous approach for the synthesis 
of chiral O-acetylcyanohydrins with safe generation of HCN [292]. In a first packed bed reactor 
(PBR), CALB catalyzed the hydrolysis of ethyl cyanoformate, generating HCN which was used in a 
second PBR for the AtHNL-catalyzed hydrocyanation of a range of aromatic aldehydes. Finally, in-
line chemical acetylation allowed for the isolation of the more stable acetylated cyanohydrins. 
Inspired by the flow process reported by Brahma, the possibility of adapting the biocatalytic 
generation of cyanide to the herein developed bi-enzymatic cascade for the synthesis of 4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate was considered as a measure to improve the safety of the 
process. A preliminary experiment where either CALA or CALB were introduced in a reaction 
mixture containing immobilized MeHNL, ethyl cyanoformate and 4-anisaldehyde showed that, 
indeed, the reaction containing CALB led to the formation of 4-methoxymandelonitrile, but no 
product was formed in the reaction containing CALA. This opens up the possibility of developing 
a 2-step flow cascade where HCN would be safely generated by CALB-catalyzed hydrolysis of ethyl 
cyanoformate in a first PBR and, after adjusting the water activity of the outflow, this could be 
transferred to a second reactor where the formation and benzoylation of 4-
methoxymandelonitrile would take place. Furthermore, implementing the reaction in flow mode 
might help reduce the accumulation of benzoic acid over time, which should improve the 
performance of the cascade.   
4.2. Novel multi-catalytic route for the synthesis of (S)-tembamide   
4.2.1. Catalyst screening and optimization of nitrile hydrogenation 
4.2.1.1. Selectivity of the catalytic hydrogenation of 3  
As indicated by the identification of the major side products from the hydrogenation of 3 
(see Figure 47), one of the main side reactions significantly lowering the yield of tembamide is 
the hydrogenolysis of the C−O bond of the benzyloxy group as depicted in Figure 45. The 
susceptibility of benzyl groups attached to oxygen atoms to undergo hydrogenolysis has been 
known for long. Benzyl alcohol is reduced rapidly and quantitatively to yield toluene [293]. 
Similarly, nuclear substituted benzyl alcohols, such as 4-methoxybenzyl alcohol, also undergo 




with the identification of compound 8 (Figure 47), suggests that the hydrogenolysis of the C-OH 
bond in tembamide is likely one of the major reactions taking place when tembamide is subjected 
to hydrogenation conditions (see section 3.2.2.). Furthermore, esters from benzyl alcohols are 
also especially reactive towards hydrogenolysis, yielding toluene and the corresponding acid 
[293]. This reaction is typically – but not exclusively – catalyzed by Pd (C), which explains the 








Figure 60. Examples of nuclear substituted benzyl alcohols that smoothly undergo hydrogenolysis [294]. 
The selectivity towards primary amines in the catalytic hydrogenation of nitriles may be 
enhanced by addition of ammonia or an appropriate base [186]. As already explained in section 
3.2.4., the addition of ammonia was not considered, since it had been shown to lead to other side 
products in the hydrogenation of O-acyl cyanohydrins [174]. The addition of other bases, such as 
NaOH, LiOH or Na2CO3, has been shown to increase the ratio of primary to secondary amine 
[188,295], which is suggested to act, partly, by decreasing the concentration of Lewis acid sites 
on the catalyst surface [295], which are known to catalyze condensation reactions [296]. 
Therefore, it would be interesting to evaluate the addition of bases in future experiments for 
further optimization of the process.  
In section 3.2.4. the effect of substrate concentration was evaluated, showing that higher 
concentrations led to lower selectivity towards tembamide. It was hypothesized that this was due 
to competition of the substrate 3 and the imino intermediate (Figure 19, compound II) on the 
catalyst surface, as well as a higher concentration of free amine, both situations leading to an 
increase in the condensation rate. Although some authors have claimed that the condensation 
reaction between imino intermediates and amines takes place on the catalyst surface [274,295], 
it is clear that a higher concentration of free amine resulting from a higher substrate 
concentration will increase the condensation rate. In this context, researchers have managed to 
improve the selectivity towards primary amines by decreasing the concentration of free amines, 
either by forming salts with acids or via acylation of the amine with acetic anhydride, for example 
[186]. In the present case, the intramolecular acyl migration leading to tembamide would 
decrease the amount of free amine, theoretically increasing the selectivity towards primary 
amines. Since the acyl shift is expected to be a fast reaction, we surmised that the addition of 
acids to decrease the concentration of primary amine would not significantly improve the yield 




compound 7 should, indeed, decrease the amount of free amines that can react with the imino 
intermediates resulting from the hydrogenation of 3, thereby decreasing the rate of undesired 
condensation reactions. On the other hand, however, the formation of amine salts of the β-amino 
ester intermediate resulting from hydrogenation of 3 would decrease the efficiency of the 
intramolecular acyl migration.  
As commented in section 1.5., regarding the nature of the catalyst, there is a general 
selectivity trend whereby Ni and Co catalysts often offer high activity and selectivity towards 
primary amines, whereas Pd and Pt usually yield secondary or tertiary amines [184]. A 
mechanistic proposal reported by Krupka explains this behaviour based on the preferences of the 
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Figure 61. Mechanistic model of surface reactions suggested by Krupka et al. for the nitrile hydrogenation 
catalyzed by heterogeneous metal catalysts. For clarity, the condensation reactions of the surface imine 
species are not included in the scheme. M represents the active site corresponding to one or more surface 




As illustrated in Figure 61, under normal hydrogenation conditions (i.e. under high H2 
pressure and below 150 °C), Ni and Co prefer to bind reaction intermediates via the free electron 
pair of the nitrogen, whereas Pd and Pt preferentially form intermediates bound onto the metal 
surface via the α carbon or the π-system of an N=C double bond. Regarding the catalysts screened 
in this project, the results in terms of yield of tembamide are in agreement with the 
aforementioned trend. This could indicate that the selectivity in this case does not only depend 
on the hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis ratio but, in fact, successfully preventing condensation 
reactions might increase the yield of tembamide. 
4.2.1.2. Catalytic activity and selectivity of Raney Ni  
Regarding the selected catalyst, Raney Ni, for the reduction of 4-methoxymandelonitrile 
benzoate several aspects can affect its activity and selectivity. It has been reported that the 
activity of this catalyst may vary with small changes in the purity of the substrate [297], which 
might partly explain the difference in reaction rate observed when changing from pure 4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate to the crude reaction mixture proceeding from the bi-
enzymatic synthesis of this substrate. Additionally, the use of certain metallic promoters, such as 
molybdenum or chromium, can significantly improve the activity of Raney Ni on the 
hydrogenation of different functional groups [298]. This strategy was not considered within this 
project, but may be worth investigating, as it might also affect the catalyst’s selectivity. For 
example, the addition of chromium chloride was found to inhibit the hydrogenolysis of benzyl 
alcohols [299], which could improve the selectivity in the herein reported synthesis of 
tembamide. Other non-metal additives such as formaldehyde or carbon monoxide have also been 
shown to improve selectivity towards primary amines in Raney Ni-catalyzed nitrile 
hydrogenations [300]. 
 Raney Ni is prepared by reacting a nickel-aluminum alloy powder with sodium hydroxide, 
creating a sponge-like catalyst with high surface area, which contains a large amount of adsorbed 
hydrogen. Storage of this catalyst in water promotes surface oxidation, which can be delayed if 
stored under hydrogen atmosphere [298]. When attempting to perform the preparative cascade 
synthesis of (S)-tembamide, it was observed that the Raney Ni slurry had partially lost its activity 
after being stored for over 3 years. Although at this point it was decided to purchase a new Raney 
Ni catalyst, it is important to ensure maximum activity for the correct comparison of the different 
reactions performed during the optimization. It has been reported that ultrasound treatment of 
aged Raney Ni can restore its initial activity by removing passivating surface impurities [301]. 
Therefore, for optimal comparison of reactions performed within a time span of several years, 




4.2.2. Preparative synthesis of (S)-tembamide 
The initial idea for the envisioned catalytic synthesis of tembamide involved a 1-pot 2-step 
approach, which would minimize intermediate downstream and purification steps, reducing 
solvent waste and decreasing unit operations if successfully applied in an industrial scale. In this 
approach, the hydrogenation of the nitrile group would take place after the biocatalytic step, 
ideally without an intermediate work-up procedure. However, after observing that the presence 
of HCN in high concentration inhibited the hydrogenation of 3, it became clear that evaporation 
of this compound was required prior to the hydrogenation step. There are few examples of 
concurrent chemo-enzymatic tandem reactions in literature [45,263,302], due to the often 
different requirements of the chemical catalysts and enzymes and the frequent cross-reactivity 
issues. Usually, an intermediate work-up step is required in order to adjust the reaction conditions 
(e.g. dilution, removal of inhibiting components, etc.). Furthermore, concurrent approaches are 
not necessarily preferred over step-wise cascades, for they both share the major advantage of 
avoiding the isolation of intermediates and minimizing downstream-processing steps. Supposing 
a large-scale production of (S)-tembamide, the reaction crude mixture after the biocatalytic step 
could be filtered to separate the enzyme immobilisates, provided that the enzymes can be 
recycled several times, and transferred into a second reactor where – after evaporation of the 
volatiles and re-dissolution of the reaction mixture – the catalytic hydrogenation would take 
place. However, if the recycling of the enzymes were not feasible or advantageous, the facility 
footprint could be reduced by using a single reactor where both the biocatalytic step and the 
subsequent catalytic hydrogenation – after evaporation of the volatiles and re-dissolution – 
would take place. 
After optimization of all reactions, the combination of the bi-enzymatic concurrent cascade 
synthesis of (S)-3 with the subsequent Raney Ni-catalyzed hydrogenation reaction allowed for a 
fully catalytic 2-step synthesis of (S)-tembamide in preparative scale. While intermediate (S)-3 
was obtained with a fair overall yield of 80% (99% e.e.), the low selectivity of the nitrile 
hydrogenation resulted in a poor yield of 32% for the last step. Therefore, the total HPLC yield of 
the 2-step cascade is 26%, although the total isolated yield of (S)-tembamide was 15%. However, 
the enantiopurity of the synthesized (S)-tembamide was outstanding, with a minor loss of 1% 
during the hydrogenation step in contrast to the low enantioretention observed under the 
harsher conditions employed by Veum et al. on the hydrogenation of benzylic acyl cyanohydrins 
[174]. 
The herein developed cascade constitutes the first totally catalytic route for the synthesis of 




of reaction intermediates, thus theoretically reducing waste generation when compared to a 
traditional 3-step approach with work-up of intermediates. However, although the product is 
obtained with excellent enantiopurity (98%), the low overall isolated yield renders the application 
of this cascade in a productive scale highly unprofitable. In order to afford a competitive 
production of (S)-tembamide following the reported procedure, optimization of the 
hydrogenation step reaction is key. Additionally, if performed in an industrial scale, the 
purification of tembamide would presumably be achieved solely by crystallization, most likely 
affording higher isolated yields.  
Only four of the previously developed chiral routes for the synthesis of tembamide employ 
enzymes (see Figure 4) [42–45], whereas most of the alternative approaches introduce the chiral 
center using expensive metal complexes or chiral catalysts that must be synthesized previously 
[46–55]. Among the enzymatic processes, an interesting approach is that developed by 
Schrittwieser et al. for the synthesis of (S)-tembamide with 73% isolated yield and 99% e.e. (see 
Figure 4, first reaction scheme) [42]. This cascade is performed in a 1-pot 4-step fashion, thus also 
avoiding isolation of intermediates and greatly reducing waste generation. As comparison, the 
route proposed by Yadav et al. may be considered (see Figure 4, second reaction scheme) [43], 
since both approaches involve the same chemical transformations, albeit with complementary 
enantioselectivity of the chiral step (it is worth mentioning that the azido ketone used as starting 
compound by Yadav is not commercial and must be previously synthesized). In many cases, 
purification is achieved via column chromatography and, thus, the silica gel and solvents 
employed greatly contribute to increasing the environmental factor (E factor = kg waste/kg 
product) [303]. While Yadav’s chemo-enzymatic approach afforded (R)-tembamide in 85% yield, 
the purification of the azido alcohol intermediate using column chromatography increased the E 
factor of the downstream processes (isolation and purification) by a factor 3, as calculated by 
Schrittwieser [42]. In the case of Yadav, carrot root was used as enzyme source, considerably 
reducing the catalyst price when compared to Schrittwieser’s approach, which uses proprietary 
enzymes from Codexis (Redwood City, CA, USA). However, the fact of not using purified enzyme 
results in a significant increase of the E factor for the reaction, almost 25-fold higher than in 
Schrittwieser’s cascade, as calculated by Schrittwieser in the Supplementary information 2 [42], 
since the mass of carrot root needed to convert one Kg of substrate B is much higher than the 
mass of pure KRED-NADH-110 needed to convert the same amount of B (see Figure 4 for reaction 
schemes). The calculation of the E factor of Schrittwieser’s approach excludes the waste 
generated during enzyme production and purification, since it is included in the equation as 
purified catalyst, whereas the carrot root that dramatically increases the E factor in the case of 




concept than can help assess the efficiency and the greenness of a process, it is crucial to evaluate 
not only the numbers but to focus also on what are the components of the generated waste. A 
simple calculation of the E factor for the herein reported cascade is shown in Table 17.  
Table 17: Calculation of the E factor and the solvent/product ratio for the developed catalytic cascade for 
the synthesis of (S)-tembamide. The solvents are not included in the calculation of the E factor, but their 
use is evaluated separately as (mL of solvent) / (g of isolated product). A distinction is made between the 
reagents and solvents used for the reactions and those used for the purification of tembamide, and the 
total values are displayed in the last row. 
Material Mass (g) 1 E factor 2 Solvent (mL) Solvent (mL/g) 
Reaction 
1 0.300 0.16   
HCN 0.386 3.72   
Phenyl benzoate 1.320 10.64   
MeHNL 0.190 2.09   
CALA 0.137 1.50   
H2 3 0.022 0.21   
Raney Ni 0.224 2.46   
2 - 0.59   
Phenol - 1.82   
Other side products 4  3.51   
iPr2O   115 1264 
Total reaction  26.7  1264 
Purification 
Silica gel 60 659.34   
Heptane   1000 10989 
AcOEt   600 6593 
Total purification  659.3  17582 
TOTAL PROCESS  686.0  18846 
1 Mass of reagents, reactants or catalysts. 2 Calculated as (mass of material after reaction) / (mass of isolated 
tembamide). 3 For comparison with Schrittwieser’s calculations, 5 equivalents of H2 are considered. 4 
Considering the HPLC yield of tembamide (32%) and full conversion of 3, for simplicity, benzoic acid, as well 
as other side products were calculated as (mass of 3 formed in the bi-enzymatic cascade) × 0.68. 
Furthermore, hydrolysis and hydrogenation of phenyl benzoate was not taken into account. These 
assumptions do not affect the total E factor of the reaction. 
Table 17 shows that the reaction has yet to be improved in order to be comparable to other 
routes such as those developed by Schrittwieser [42], Lee [50], Baeza [54] and Brown [53] (see 
Table 18). The reaction E factor is comparable to the chemo-enzymatic route developed by Kamal 
[44], and 3-fold lower than Yadav’s approach [43] (see Table 18). However, if the downstream 
processes are considered, this process shows an E factor which is much higher than any of the 
calculated E factors for the other routes in Table 18. The relatively high E factor for the reaction 
is partly due to the excess of HCN required and, especially, the excess of phenyl benzoate used 
since it carries a phenyl group that only contributes to decreasing the atom economy. 
Furthermore, the fact that the enzymes are immobilized and the low yield of the hydrogenation 




developed by Schrittwieser, Lee, Baeza and Brown use benzoyl chloride for the acylation step in 
equimolar amount or with a low excess, they reach relatively high yields (always above 75%) for 
all their reaction steps and use generally low catalyst loading and low excess of reagents, which 
accounts for the lower E factors achieved. Further optimization of the herein developed reaction 
might decrease the required excess of phenyl benzoate or substitute this by a smaller benzoyl 
donor. Regarding the enzymes, if these can be recycled, they must be excluded from the E factor 
equation. The extremely high E factor corresponding to the purification step is due to the 
cumbersome column chromatography purification, which requires a high amount of silica. 
Further optimization of the purification step might significantly decrease these values.  
 Table 18: E factor and solvent/product ratio of different chiral routes for the synthesis of tembamide. 
Excluding the values of this thesis, all calculations were performed by Schrittwieser et al. (article and 
Supplementary information 2) [42]. 





This thesis 4 (1) 15 26.7 686.0 18846 
Schrittwieser et al. 2013 4 (1) 73 3.2 11.1 309 
Lee et al. 2007 5 (5) 62 4.4 57.8 1600 
Baeza et al. 2005 3 (2) 65 5.8 23.3 1031 
Kamal et al. 2004 5 (4) 42 19.7 114.9 1801 
Yadav et al. 2001 3 (2) 85 77.8 97.5 826 
Brown et al. 1993 3 (3) 72 5.2 14.6 483 
1 Number of chemical transformations (number of individual steps with product isolation). 2 Total isolated 
yield. 3 E factor for the reactions, excluding downstream processes and solvents. 4 Total E factor, excluding 
solvents.  
The process recently developed by Liardo et al. is another interesting example of a successful 
sequential chemo-enzymatic cascade for the synthesis of several β-hydroxy amides that can be 
further converted to yield (S)- or (R)-tembamide [45]. Although the process involves five chemical 
transformations, (S)- tembamide was obtained in a fair 77% yield, with 99% e.e. The calculation 
of the E factor for this approach is, however, not possible, since they do not provide all the 
required information regarding reagent equivalents, amount of solvent and isolation or 
purification steps. 
It can be concluded, based on the calculations of the E factor and the isolated yields of 
tembamide, that the herein developed chemo-enzymatic cascade cannot compete with many 
other preexisting routes for the synthesis of (S)-tembamide in terms of efficiency and waste 
production. The low chemoselectivity of the nitrile hydrogenation step results in an extremely 
low overall yield, which makes this a much less efficient route. The identification of the major side 
products from this last step, together with the limited improvements on the yield of tembamide 




chemoselectivity. Nevertheless, the yield might be further enhanced when working with a fed 
batch system, thereby lowering the observed detrimental effect of high substrate concentrations. 
Furthermore, on-line reaction monitoring would allow studying the effect of the reaction 
parameters on the rate of side product formation, which might further contribute to optimizing 
the overall reaction.  
The herein developed approach is potentially transferrable to the synthesis of other N-acyl-
β-amino alcohols, for which higher selectivity is expected when using aliphatic aldehydes as 
starting material, since the C−O bond would be less susceptible to hydrogenolysis (see Figure 45). 
However, based on the experience gained in this project and other literature examples, it seems 
likely that an optimization of the hydrogenation reaction parameters would be required in each 
case in order to maximize the yield, since there is still no general robust method for the selective 
hydrogenation of nitriles in compounds bearing other reactive groups [174,268,269]. 
4.3. Engineering of HheG via site-saturation mutagenesis   
The purpose of this part of the project was to improve the catalytic activity of HheG in the 
cyanolysis of epoxides using site-saturation mutagenesis. HheG is an HHDH of special interest for 
it is capable of converting cyclic epoxides, as well as a range of acyclic vicinally di-substituted 
epoxides [115]. However, its cyanolytic activity is rather poor, limiting the synthesis of cyclic or 
vicinally di-substituted β-cyanohydrins on preparative scale. HheC – the only HHDH used in an 
industrial process [201] – presents generally higher activity and enantioselectivity than other 
HHDHs and has been widely studied. Previous studies aiming at improving the cyanolytic activity 
of HheG were based or aided by structural alignments between this enzyme and HheC. This was 
done either by selecting structurally homologous residues that had led to significantly higher 
cyanolytic activity of HheC upon mutation [117], or by aligning the crystal structure of HheG with 
the structure of HheC bound to (R)-4-cyano-3-hydroxybutyrate or styrene oxide in order to select 
promising amino acid exchanges that might improve the interaction with the docked ligands 
[211]. In this thesis, the former approach was used, and a site-saturation mutagenesis library was 
generated for position Thr154, since mutagenesis of the homologous residue in HheC (Thr134) 
improved the enzyme’s cyanolytic activity [117,118].  
Contrary to expectations, the screening of the constructed SSM library at position T154 did 
not afford any variants with improved cyanolytic activity. Sequencing of the four variants with 
highest activity (maximum activity decrease of 35% with respect to the conversion reached using 




154 (see section 3.3.2.). The number of screened variants (92) is close to the theoretical number 
to cover the expected library size in order to achieve 95% coverage of all possible substitutions 
(96). Also, sequencing of the combined vectors of all generated colonies and of four single 
colonies picked randomly suggested a good quality of the mutant library (see Figure 51). 
Furthermore, variants B5, B11 and A3 are probably the only ones carrying a threonine at position 
154, also suggesting a high probability that the majority of all 20 amino acids is represented in 
the generated library. Therefore, it does not seem likely that the lack of variants with enhanced 
cyanolytic activity is due to a poor library quality. As reported by Koopmeiners, HheG and HheC 
do not only share low sequence identity (26%), but the structure of their active sites is very 
different (see section 1.3.2., Figure 14) [112,117]. Therefore, it may not be surprising that residue 
T154 of HheG does not have the same impact on cyanolytic activity as the structurally 
homologous residue T134 in HheC. In the case of HheC, fluorescence experiments indicated that 
mutation T134A had only a minor effect on the binding of cyanide and bromide, suggesting that 
the increase of cyanolytic activity was caused by reactivity differences and not an increased 
binding affinity [118]. Structural analysis demonstrated that the anion binding site, as well as the 
site binding the R group connected to the secondary carbon of the epoxide remained unchanged. 
Furthermore, there were no detectable changes in the position and orientation of the catalytic 
triad (Ser132, Tyr145 and Arg149). However, residue T134 in HheC forms a hydrogen bond with 
Ser132, which donates a hydrogen bond to the oxygen atom of the substrate epoxide or alcohol. 
Therefore, the loss of this H bond upon replacing Thr by Ala in position 134 led to an enhancement 
of the cyanolytic activity of HheC. In the case of HheG, it seems that threonine at position 154 is 
required to maintain the enzyme’s cyanolytic activity and, probably, structural differences in the 
immediate proximity of the active site between HheG and HheC account for these results.  
Regarding the differences in activity observed between the wild-type controls and clones 
identified as wild-type HheG in the SSM library at position T154 (i.e. B5, B11 and A3, with a 
maximum activity decrease of 35% with respect to the WT control, see Table 14), these can be 
explained by a difference in the amount of recombinantly expressed HheG in the different wells. 
Variations in temperature and aeration could account for differences in the levels of expression 
from one well to another. Furthermore, although the size of the cell pellets was estimated to be 
constant along the plate, differences in the cell density due to temperature and aeration 
variations would also have an impact on the amount of protein expressed in each well. 
Furthermore, it is possible that other unidentified factors could have contributed to this 
difference in conversion between the WT controls and the WT clones from this library. A 
screening experiment performed using a 96-deep-well plate containing only WT controls for the 




16% (data not shown), which corresponds to, approximately, 50% of the difference observed 
between the WT controls and the mutants carrying Thr in position 154 in the generated library. 
The differences in conversion observed between the WT controls and the clones identified as WT 
in the screening of SSM library at position T195, however, are much more significant. Certain 
clones bearing threonine at position 195 afforded more than 3-fold higher conversion of 
cyclohexene oxide than the WT controls. This difference cannot be simply explained by variations 
in expression level due to the different locations on the plate. Most likely, this is due to the fact 
that the WT controls were picked from a several years-old glycerol stock of E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold 
carrying the pET-28a(+)-hheG vector. Long term storage of expression strains is usually not 
recommended, since they tend to lose their plasmids due to endonuclease or recombinase 
activity (E. coli DH5α cells are endA and recA negative, while E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold cells are not) 
[304] or by mutations causing spontaneous antibiotic resistance, therefore eliminating the 
selectivity effect of the medium. This, together with the possible accumulation of other mutations 
over time that might decrease the expression rate of HheG, could explain the extremely low 
conversion values observed for the WT controls. For the construction of SSM library at position 
T154, the WT controls were inoculated from a fresh glycerol stock and, thus, these exhibited much 
higher activity (average of 27% conversion afforded by the WT controls of the SSM library at 
position 154 after a reaction time of 5 h 45 min versus an average of 7% conversion afforded by 
the WT controls of the SSM library at position 195 after a reaction time of 5 h 30 min). 
The results of this side project may be used as a small example to illustrate the complexity 
of the relationship between enzymes’ sequence, structure and function. As exemplified by 
Schallmey’s success in improving the cyanolytic activity of HheC via single point mutation at 
position T134 – identified after comparison of the sequences of HheC, HheBMyc from 
Mycobacterium sp. strain GP1 and HheBCor from Corynebacterium [118] – amino acid exchanges 
that allow for the improvement of certain characteristics in some enzymes may in some cases be 
successfully transferred to other enzymes from the same family. However, as shown in this thesis 
and previously reported by Julia Koopmeiners [117], this transfer of beneficial mutations to other 
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Standard amino acid and nucleotide abbreviations have been used in this thesis. 
ACN Acetonitrile 
AcOEt Ethyl acetate 
API Active pharmaceutical ingredient 
AtHNL Hydroxynitrile lyase from Arabidopsis thaliana 
bp Base pairs 
CALA Lipase A from Candida antarctica 
CALB Lipase B from Candida antarctica 
CFE Cell free extract 
CRL Lipase from Candida rugosa 
DKR Dynamic kinetic resolution 
DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide 
DpnI Restriction enzyme from Diplococcus pneumoniae G41 
DTT Dithiothreitol 
DWP Deep-well plate 
E. coli Escherichia coli 
e.e. Enantiomeric excess 
e.g. exempli gratia (for example) 
EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 
et al. et alii (and others) 
EV Empty vector, negative control 
FID Flame ionization detector 
G Relative centrifugal force 
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GC-MS Gas chromatography- mass spectroscopy 
HbHNL Hydroxynitrile lyase from Hevea brasiliensis 
HHDH Halohydrin dehalogenase 
HheC  Halohydrin dehalogenase from Agrobacterium radiobacter  
HheG Halohydrin dehalogenase from Ilumatobacter coccineus YM16-304  
HNL Hydroxynitrile lyase 
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iPrOH Isopropanol 
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kDa Kilodalton 
kM Michaelis constant 
KRED Ketoreductase 
LB Luria broth 
M Marker 
MeHNL Hydroxynitrile lyase from Manihot esculenta 
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MOF Metal-organic framework 
MTP Microtiterplate 
NADH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide  
NADPH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 
NPs Nanoparticles 
Nu- Nucleophile 
OD600  Optical density at λ = 600 nm 
P Insoluble pellet fraction 
PaHNL Hydroxynitrile lyase from Prunus amygdalus 
PBR Packed-bed reactor 
PCR Polymerase chain reaction 
PLE Porcine liver esterase, from sus domesticus 
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene 
S Soluble protein fraction 
SDS Sodium dodecyl sulphate  
SDS-PAGE Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
SOC Super optimal broth with Catabolite repression 
SSM Site-saturation mutagenesis 
TAE Tris base, acetic acid and EDTA 
TB Terrific broth 
tBME Methyl tert-butyl ether 
tBuOH Tert-butanol 
TEMED Tetramethylethylenediamine  
THF Tetrahydrofuran 
Tm  Melting temperature 
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Heterologous expression of MeHNL  
 
Figure S1. SDS-PAGE showing the progression of protein expression over time (0.5 h, 24 h and 48 h after 
induction) in the production of MeHNL in shake flasks using E. coli. K12 Top 10F’ harboring the pSE420-
MeHNL plasmid as described in section 2.2.2.1. The soluble protein fractions (S) were obtained after 
incubation of the cell pellets (OD600 = 2) with the cell lysis reagent B-PER (40 µL) and subsequent 
centrifugation to remove cell debris. The insoluble pellet fraction (P) after centrifugation was resuspended 
in 40 µL B-PER. The ‘harvest’ lanes correspond to a sample of the insoluble pellet fraction (P) and of the 
cell-free extract (S) after sonication of the culture. These samples were diluted with Milli-Q® water, as B-
PER was not required. Both S and P samples were 4× diluted with Milli-Q® water and incubated with 33% 




Chiral HPLC chromatograms 
 
Figure S2. Chiral normal phase HPLC chromatogram from the preparative synthesis of (S)-4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate catalyzed by MeHNL and CALA in iPr2O under optimized conditions as 
described in section 2.2.7.1.  
 
Figure S3. Chiral normal phase HPLC chromatogram from the preparative synthesis of (S)-tembamide via 
benzoylation of (S)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate catalyzed by Raney Ni iPr2O under optimized 




Identification of major side products in the catalytic hydrogenation of 4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate  
High resolution GC-MS 
 
Figure S4. Gas chromatogram of the crude reaction mixture from the Raney Ni-catalyzed hydrogenation of 
(±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate at 100 °C under 5 bar of H2. Compounds of peaks with retention 
times 4.317, 10.352, 13.143, 16.014, 21.949, 23.727 and 24.760 min were identified by comparison of their 
mass spectrum and database-listed spectra. Peak at 16.014 min corresponds to the internal standard and 
peak at 4.317 is likely diacetone alcohol, an impurity from acetone. 
 






Figure S6. Mass spectrum of peak B from the GC chromatogram shown in Figure S4, identified as benzoic 
acid. 
 
Figure S7. Mass spectrum of peak C from the GC chromatogram shown in Figure S4, identified as 4-
methoxyphenylacetonitrile.  
 






Figure S9. Mass spectrum of peak E from the GC chromatogram shown in Figure S4, identified as 4-
methoxymandelonitrile benzoate. 
 
Figure S10. Mass spectrum of peak F from the GC chromatogram shown in Figure S4, identified as  
4-methoxy-N-[2-(4-methoxyphenyl)ethyl] benzeneethanamine. 
 
Figure S11. Mass spectrum of peak G from the GC chromatogram shown in Figure S4, identified as 
tembamide. 




The 1H NMR, 13C NMR and DEPT-135 NMR analysis of one of the fractions from a column 
chromatography purification of (±)-tembamide synthetized via Raney Ni-catalyzed hydrogenation 
of 4-methoxymandelonitrile allowed for the elucidation of another side product. The major 
compounds in this fraction were identified as benzoic acid and N-(4-
methoxyphenylethyl)benzamide. The peak shifts of benzoic acid in 1H NMR and 13C NMR were 
confirmed with NMR of commercial benzoic acid. 
 
Figure S12. 1H NMR spectrum of a column chromatography fraction containing side products from the 
Raney Ni-catalyzed hydrogenation of (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate at 100 °C under 5 bar of H2. 
Major components of the fraction identified as benzoic acid and N-(4-methoxyphenylethyl)benzamide. 
Benzoic acid 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 7.50 (2H, t, Ar-m), 7.62 (1H, t, Ar-p), 7.95 
(2H, d, Ar-o), 12.92 (1H, s, COOH). 
N-(4-methoxyphenylethyl)benzamide 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 2.780 (2H, t, Ar-
CH2), 3.44 (2H, m, N-CH2)), 3.71 (3H, s, OCH3), 6.85 (2H, d, Ar-m’), 7.15 (2H, d, Ar-o’), 7.45 (3H, m, 
Ar-p and Ar-m), 7.82 (2H, dd, Ar-o), 8.53 (1H, t, NH). 
Due to the presence of benzoic acid, H2O presents a broad peak that partially contributes to the 
integration of the CH2 peak at δ = 3.44 ppm. The Ar-m signal from benzoic acid overlaps with the 
Ar-p and Ar-m signals from N-(4-methoxyphenylethyl)benzamide. The singlet at δ = 6.56 ppm 
belongs to a compound without aromatic protons, as confirmed by contrasting with other 






Figure S13. 13C-NMR (top) and DEPT-135 (bottom) spectra of a column chromatography fraction containing 
side products from the Raney Ni-catalyzed hydrogenation of (±)-4-methoxymandelonitrile benzoate at 100 
°C under 5 bar of H2. Major components of the fraction identified as benzoic acid and N-(4-
methoxyphenylethyl)benzamide. 
Benzoic acid 13C-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 128.5, 129.2, 130.7, 132.8, 167.2. 
N-(4-methoxyphenylethyl)benzamide 13C-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 34.1, 41.0, 54.9, 




1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra of (S)-tembamide crystals obtained from the preparative 
chemo-enzymatic cascade synthesis starting from 4-anisaldehyde 
 






Figure S15. 13C-NMR spectrum of (S)-tembamide in DMSO-d6. δ [ppm] = 47.6, 54.9, 70.6, 113.3, 127.0, 
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